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STATE OF IDAHO 
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Appealed from the District Court of the 
Second Judicial District of the State of Idaho, 
in and for the County of Nez Perce 
The Honorable Jeff M. Brudie 
Supreme Court No. 36916-2009 
RODERICK C. BOND 
ATTORNEY FOR PLAINTIFF-APPELLANT 
GARY D. BABBITT 
ATTORNEY FOR DEFENDANT AIA CORP-RESPONDENTS 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE 
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 




AIA SERVICES CORPORATION, an Idaho 
corporation; AIA INSURANCE, INC., an Idaho 
corporation; R. JOHN TAYLOR and CONNIE 
TAYLOR, individually and the community 
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CROP USA INSURANCE AGENCY, INC., 
an Idaho corporation; 
Defendant-Respondent-Cross Respondent, 
and 
401(k) PROFIT SHARING PLAN FOR THE 
AlA SERVICES CORPORATION, 
Intervenor-Cross Appellant-Cross 
Respondent. 
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AlA SERVICES CORP., an Idaho ) 
corporation; AlA INSURANCE INC., an Idaho) 
corporation, R. JOHN TAYLOR and CONNIE ) 
TAYLOR, individually and the community ) 
property comprised thereof; BRYAN ) 
FREEMAN, a single person; JOLEE DUCLOS,) 
a single person; CROP USA INSURANCE ) 
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AFFIDA VIT OF DREW E. VOTH, CPA, CFE, CV A, CIRA 
Case No. CV 2007-00208 
AFFIDAVIT OF DREW E. VOTH, CPA, 
CFE, CV A, CIRA IN SUPPORT OF 
INTERVENOR'S MOTION FOR 
P ARTlAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
AND MOTION FOR 
RECONSIDERATION OF OPINION 
AND ORDER ON PLAINTIFF'S MOTION 
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
IN SUPPORT OF INTERVENOR'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT & MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION - 1 
CHARLES A. BROWN, ESQ. 
P.O. BOX 1225/324 MAIN ST. 
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STATE OF WASHINGTON) 
: ss. 
County of King ) 
DREW E. VOTH, CPA, CFE, CV A, ClRA, being first duly sworn on his oath, deposes 
and says: 
1. Your affiant is a CPA (certified public accountant), CFE (certified fraud 
examiner), eVA (certified valuation analyst), and ClRA (certified insolvency and reorganization 
advisor) and is a managing director with FTI, Consulting, Inc. in Seattle, Washington. Your 
affiant makes the following statements upon his own personal knowledge and belief. 
2. That attached hereto is a true and correct copy of your affiant's Vitae as 
Exhibit A. 
3. That your affiant was asked by Charles A. Brown, the attorney for the Intervenor, 
the 401(k) Profit Sharing Plan for the AlA Services Corporation, to review various documents, 
which were: 
AFFIDAVIT OF DREW E. VOTH, CPA, CFE, CV A, ClRA 
IN SUPPORT OF INTERVENOR'S MOTION 
FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT 2 
CHARLES A. BROWN, ESQ. 
P.O. BOX 1225/324 MAIN ST. 
LEWISTON,ID 83501 
208-746-9947/208-746-586 373 
• Title 30 - Corporations - Chapter 1 of the Idaho Statutes (as in effect in 
199511996) 
• CD containing various minutes for AlA Insurance Inc. and AlA Services 
Corporation (see list attached as Exhibit B) 
• Stock Redemption Agreement and all exhibits (1995) 
• Stock Redemption Restructure Agreement and all exhibits (1996) 
• AlA Services Corporation Consolidated Financial Statements for 
December 31, 1993 and 1992 together with Auditor's Report 
• AlA Services Corporation and Subsidiaries Consolidated Financial 
Statements for December 31, 1997 and 1996 
• Affidavit of Connie W. Taylor, dated April 16,2008, and exhibits thereto: 
AlA Services Corporation and Subsidiaries Consolidated Financial 
Statements for December 31, 1995 and 1994 (With Independent Auditors' 
Report Thereon) and AlA Services Corporation and Subsidiaries 
Consolidated Financial Statements for years ended December 31, 1997 
and 1996 
• Affidavit of Aimee Gordon in Support of Supplemental Brief Re: Motion 
to Intervene, dated December 29,2008, and Exhibits thereto 
• Affidavit of 10Lee K. Duclos in Support of Supplemental Brief Re: 
Motion to Intervene, dated December 29,2008, Exhibits thereto 
• Affidavit of 10Lee K. Duclos, Sole Trustee of the 401(k) Profit Sharing 
Plan of AlA Services Corporation, dated August 22, 2008 
• Affidavit of 10Lee K. Duclos, dated September 10,2008 
• Affidavit of Charles A. Brown in Support of Intervenor's Supplemental 
Brief, dated December 29,2008, and Exhibits thereto 
• Supplemental Brief in Support of Motion to Intervene, dated 
December 29,2008 
• Motion to Intervene by 401(k) profit Sharing Plan of AIA Services Corp. 
and Memorandum of Law in Support Thereof, dated August 25, 2008 
• Intervenor's Proposed Pleading if Granted to Intervene with Intervenor's 
Answer to Fifth Amended Complaint as Filed by Reed 1. Taylor, dated 
September 4, 2008 
AFFIDAVIT OF DREW E. VOTH, CPA, CFE, CV A, ClRA 
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LEWISTON, ID 83501 
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• Intervenor's Partial Response to Reed J. Taylor's Partial Response as to 
Motion to Intervene, dated September 10, 2008 
• CD containing financial documents as follows: 
AlA Services Corporation and Subsidiaries Consolidated Financial 
Statements for December 31, 1995 and 1994 (with Independent Auditors' 
Report thereon) (KPMG) 
AlA Services Corporation and Subsidiaries Consolidated Financial 
Statements years ended December 31, 1996 and 1995, AIA000182 to 
AIA000224 (BDO) (with Independent Auditor's Report) 
AlA Services Corporation and Subsidiaries Consolidated Financial 
Statements for December 31, 2000 (final unaudited) and December 31, 
1999 (audited), AIA00251 02 to AIA00251 06 
AlA Services Corporation, a Confidential Limited Valuation Report as of 
December 31, 2001, AIA0026888 to AIA0026197 
AlA Services Corporation Consolidated Financial Statements for 
December 31, 1992 and 1991, together with Auditors' Report, 
AIA0025328 to AIA0025342 
AlA Services Corporation Consolidated Financial Statements for 
December 31, 1993 and 1992, together with Auditors' Report, 
AIA0025304 to AIA0025327 
AlA Services Corporation Consolidated Financial Statements for 
September 30, 1994, AIA0025343 to AIA0025349 
AlA Services Corporation Consolidated Financial Statements for 
December 31,1994,1993, and 1992, together with Independent Auditors' 
Report 
The Universe Life Insurance Company Financial Statements and 
Supplemental Schedule (statutory basis) for December 31, 1994 and 1993 
(with Independent Auditors' Report thereon) 
AlA Services Corporation Consolidated Balance Sheets for March 31, 
1995 
AlA Services Corporation Balance Sheets for June 30, 1995 
AFFIDAVIT OF DREW E. VOTH, CPA, CFE, CV A, CIRA 
IN SUPPORT OF INTERVENOR'S MOTION 
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208-746-9947/208-746-58t J 75 
AlA Insurance, Inc. Financial Statements for years ended December 31, 
2002 and 2001 
AlA Services Corporation and Subsidiaries Consolidated Financial 
Statements for December 31, 2002 (final unaudited) and December 31, 
2001 (final unaudited), AIA0025107 to AIA0025111 
AlA Services Corporation a Confidential Limited Valuation Report as of 
December 31, 2002, AIA0026852 to AIA0026887 
AlA Insurance, Inc. Financial Statements for years ended December 31, 
2003 and 2002 
AlA Services Corporation and Subsidiaries Consolidated Financial 
Statements for December 31, 2003, AIA0025112 to AIA0025116 
AlA Services Corporation a Confidential Limited Valuation Report as of 
December 31,2003, AIA0026816 to AIA0026851 
AlA Insurance, Inc. Financial Statements for years ended December 31, 
2004 and 2003 
AlA Insurance, Inc. Financial Statements and Independent Auditors' 
Report for December 31, 2005 and 2004 
• AlA Insurance, Inc. Financial Statements for December 31, 1993 and 
1992 together with Auditors' Report, AIA0003709 to AIA0003722 
• The Universe Life Insurance Company Statutory Financial Statements for 
December 31, 1993 and 1992 together with Auditors' Report, 
AIA0027588 to AIA0027607 
• AlA Insurance, Inc. Financial Statements for December 31, 1994 and 
1993 with Independent Auditors' Report thereon, AIA0003693 to 
AIA0003707 
• AlA Insurance, Inc. Financial Statements for December 31, 1995 and 
1994 with Independent Auditors' Report thereon, AIA0027757 to 
AIA0027772 
• AlA Insurance, Inc. Financial Statements for December 31, 1996 and 
1995, AIA0003658 to AIA0003675 
• AlA Insurance, Inc. Financial Statements for December 31, 1997 and 
1996, AIA0003642 to AIA0003657 
AFFIDAVIT OF DREW E. VOTH, CPA, CFE, CV A, CIRA 
IN SUPPORT OF INTERVENOR'S MOTION 
FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT 5 
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• AlA Insurance, Inc. Financial Statements for December 31, 1998 and 
1997, AIA0003624 to AIA0003641 
• AlA Services Corporation, Confidential Limited Valuation Report of 
Series C-Preferred Shares as of December 31, 1998, AlA0026955 to 
AIA0026963 
• AlA Insurance, Inc. Financial Statements for December 31, 1999 and 
1998, AIA0003607 to AIA0003623 
• AlA Services Corporation, Confidential Limited Valuation Report as of 
December 31, 2000, AIA0026918 to AIA0026935 
• AlA Insurance, Inc. Financial Statements for December 31, 2000 and 
1999, AIA0003590 to AIA0003606 
o AlA Insurance, Inc. Financial Statements for December 31, 2001 and 
2000, AIA0003572 to 0003589 
• AlA Insurance, Inc. Financial Statements and Independent Auditors' 
Report for December 31,2006 and 2005, AIA0003491 to AIA0003503 
• AlA Services Corporation, Confidential Limited Valuation Report as of 
December 31, 2004, AIA0026786 to AIA0026815 
• AlA Services Corporation Consolidated Balance Sheets for September 30, 
June 30 and March 31, 1995 and December 31, 1994 (unaudited) 
• AlA Services Corporation Consolidated Statements of Income For the 
Three Months Ended September 30, 1995 and 1994 and For the Nine 
Months Ended September 30, 1995 and 1994 (unaudited) 
• AlA Services Corporation Consolidated Statements of Stockholders' 
Equity for the Nine Months Ended September 30, 1995 (unaudited) 
• 1994 Income Tax Return for AlA Services Corporation & Subsidiaries 
• 1995 Income Tax Return for AlA Services Corporation & Subsidiaries 
• 1996 Income Tax Return for AlA Services Corporation & Subsidiaries 
AFFIDA VIT OF DREW E. VOTH, CPA, CFE, CV A, ClRA 
IN SUPPORT OF INTERVENOR'S MOTION 
FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT 6 
CHARLES A. BROWN, ESQ. 
P.O. BOX 1225/324 MAIN ST. 
LEWISTON, ID 83501 _ 
208-746-9947/208-746-5886/371 
4. That your affiant has assessed with particular care the following financial 
statements, and the opinion I express below is based upon these documents: 
• AlA Services Corporation and Subsidiaries Consolidated Financial 
Statements for December 31,1995 and 1994 (with Independent Auditors' 
Report thereon) (KPMG) 
• AlA Services Corporation and Subsidiaries Consolidated Financial 
Statements years ended December 31, 1996 and 1995, AIAOOO 182 to 
AIA000224 (BDO) (with Independent Auditor's Report) 
• AlA Services Corporation Consolidated Balance Sheets for September 30, 
June 30 and March 31, 1995 and December 31, 1994 (unaudited) 
• AlA Services Corporation Consolidated Statements of Income For the 
Three Months Ended September 30, 1995 and 1994 and For the Nine 
Months Ended September 30, 1995 and 1994 (unaudited) 
• AlA Services Corporation Consolidated Statements of Stockholders' 
Equity for the Nine Months Ended September 30, 1995 (unaudited) 
5. In regard to Title 30 - Corporations - Chapter 1 of the Idaho Statutes (as in effect 
in 199511996), your affiant has reviewed with particular care Idaho Code §§ 30-1-6 and 30-1-46. 
Also, your affiant has reviewed Idaho Code § 30-1-2 with particular emphasis on the definitions 
of Earned Surplus and insolvency and the other definitions contained therein. 
6. In preparing to express an opinion concerning this matter, your affiant reviewed 
accounting literature that predated 1995 so that your affiant could reassure himself that he had a 
high comfort level with the meaning of terms used in the 1995 statute as opposed to how they 
might be used in today's context. Earned Surplus as used in Idaho Code §§ 30-1-6 and 30-1-2 is 
equivalent to the term Retained Earnings as used in the attached financial statements. When 
Retained Earnings are negative they are termed a Retained Deficit. 
7. For the year 1995, your affiant reviewed two audited financial statements, one 
prepared by KPMG Peat Marwick LLP and the other by BDO Seidman LLP. Minor differences. 
exist in the audited financial statements reported by the two accounting firms in regard to their 
audits, and these minor differences do not impact the opinion expressed herein. As a matter of 
fact, having two different accounting firms audit 1995 doubly confirms and supports the opinion 
expressed herein for that year. 
AFFIDAVIT OF DREW E. VOTH, CPA, CFE, CV A, ClRA 
IN SUPPORT OF INTERVENOR'S MOTION 
FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY mDGMENT 7 
CHARLES A BROWN, ESQ. 
P.O. BOX 1225/324 MAIN ST. 
LEWISTON, ID 83501 ,tJ 
208-746-9947/208-746-5886/37 d 
8. In regard to whether or not sufficient Earned Surplus was available in 1994, 1995, 
and 1996 to meet the financial demands of AlA Services Corporation as expressed by the 1995 
Stock Redemption Agreement and/or the 1996 Stock Redemption Restructure Agreement, your 
affiant can express an absolute opinion that there was not sufficient Earned Surplus in order to 
fund such an obligation based upon how that term is used in Idaho Code §§ 30-1-6 and 30-1-46 
(as defined in I.C. § 30-1-2). Not only was there not enough Earned Surplus, but the Earned 
Surplus was in such a deficit (negative amount) that your affiant can express this opinion without 
any qualification. 
9. A comparison of the Earned Surplus (as referenced in Idaho Code §§ 30-1-6,30-
1-46, and 30-1-2), which is equivalent to the term referred to below as Retained Deficit, for said 
years is as follows per AlA Services Corporation's audited financial statements: 
KPMG KPMG BDO BDO 
1994 1995 1995 1996 
Total Assets $ 6.052.465 $ 3.342.152 $ 3.342.152 $ 2,856,836 
Total Liabilities $ 6,904,839 $ 20,360,990 $ 20,360,990 $ 17,649,312 
Total Stockholders' Deficit ($ 852,374} ($ 17,018,838} ($ l7,018,838} ($ 14,792,476} 
Total Liabilities and SD $ 6.052.465 $ 3.342,152 $ 3.342,152 $ 2.856,836 
Stockholders' Deficit Detail 
Series C Convertible Preferred Stock $ - $ 1,686,418 $ 200,000 $ 286,500 
Common Stock $ 1,033,380 $ 10,795 $ 10,795 $ 10,795 
Additional Paid-in Capital $ 771,318 $- $ 1,419,295 $ 2,197,796 
Treasury Stock, at Cost ($ 1,244,153) $ - $- $-
Unrealized Gains on Securities ($ 493,219) $ 111,199 $ 111,199 $-
Retained Deficit ($ 919,700} ($ 18,827.250} ($ 18,760, 127} ($ 17,287,567} 
Total Stockholders' Deficit Detail ($ 852.374) ($ 17,018,838) ($ 17.018.838) ($ 14,792.476) 
Bates n/a n/a AlA 182-224 AlA 182-224 
10. My opinion on the inadequacy of Earned Surplus is based on common accounting 
standards and practice. These common accounting standards and practice call for Earned 
Surplus to be stated at Book Value, according to Generally Accepted Accounting Principles, 
which conforms to those values explicitly stated in the audited financial statements of 
AlA Services Corporation as shown in paragraph 9 of this affidavit. Idaho Code §§ 30-1-2, and 
30-1-6 regarding Earned Surplus make no mention of concepts such as Fair Market Value, Fair 
Value, or other terms that might suggest departure from Generally Accepted Accounting 
Principles. 
AFFIDAVIT OF DREW E. VOTH, CPA, CFE, CV A, ClRA 
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LEWISTON, ID 83501 
208-746-9947/20S-746-588bJ 79 
11. Your affiant has also reviewed the AlA Services Corporation's Consolidated 
Statements of Stockholders' Equity for the Nine Months Ended September 30, 1995, the 
Consolidated Balance Sheets which reflect the totals for September 30, June 30, March 31, 1995 
and December 31, 1994, and the Consolidated Statements of Income For the Three Months 
Ended September 30, 1995 and 1994 and for the Nine Months Ended September 30, 1995 and 
1994, all for AlA Services Corporation. These documents are unaudited and internally 
generated. Regardless, the figures reflected by said documents are consistent with the retained 
deficits as I reference them in paragraph 9. for December 31, 1994. 
The unaudited Consolidated Balance Sheets reflect the same ($919,700) Retained 
Deficit as did the audited financial statement for December 31, 1994. 
The unaudited Consolidated Balance Sheets reflect a Retained Deficit of 
($3,284,877) for the month ending June 30, 1995, and ($21,740,295) for the time period ending 
in September 30, 1995. These documents are reflective of the Retained Deficit immediately prior 
to the transaction entered into by Mr. Reed Taylor on July 22, 1995, and immediately after said 
transaction. 
12. Insolvency is defined by the 1995 Idaho Code § 30-1-2 (n) as "the inability of a 
corporation to pay its debts as they become due in the usual course of its business." 
13 . Your affiant has assumed the following factual scenario. The $1.5 Million Down 
Payment Note was not paid upon closing, was not paid within ninety (90) days as subsequently 
modified, and was not paid even pursuant to the terms ofthe 1996 Stock Redemption Restructure 
Agreement. In addition, the $6 Million Promissory Note was not paid according to its terms and 
has not even been paid to this date. 
14. Based upon your affiant's review of the records and my assumptions as stated 
above, it is your affiant's opinion that AlA Services Corporation was already insolvent or was 
rendered insolvent when it incurred the obligation associated with the 1995 Stock Redemption 
Agreement and/or the 1996 Stock Redemption Restructure Agreement which created the $1.5 
Million Down Payment Note and the $6 Million Promissory Note. 
15. Further evidence of AlA Services Corporation's insolvency in 1995 can be seen 
in the Auditor's Report ofKPMG, AIA Services Corporation's independent auditor. In KPMG's 
audit report dated April 5, 1996, it was stated that, "As discussed in note 1 to the consolidated 
financial statements, the Company has suffered significant losses in 1994 and 1995, primarily 
AFFIDAVIT OF DREW E. VOTH, CPA, CFE, CV A, ClRA 
IN SUPPORT OF INTERVENOR'S MOTION 
FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT 9 
CHARLES A. BROWN, ESQ. 
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attributable to its insurance undernTiting segment. This segment was discontinued effective 
October 1, 1995, however, disposal is not complete. The net liability to be disposed of in the 
insurance underwriting segment, the recent losses from continuing operations, negative cash 
flow from operating activities, obligations to fonner and current stockholders and negative 
stockholders' equity raise substantial doubt about the entity's ability to continue as a going 
concern." The factors listed by KPMG as reasons for doubt that AlA would continue in business 
are indications of AlA's insolvency at that time. 
16. Based upon your affiant's review of the records and my assumptions as stated 
above, it is your affiant's opinion that AlA Services Corporation did not have any unreserved or 
unrestricted Earned Surplus to allow the redemption of stock pursuant to the terms of the 1995 
Stock Redemption Agreement and/or the 1996 Stock Redemption Restructure Agreement. 
DATED on this ~ day of February, 2009. 
r;k6d 
Drew E. Voth, CPA, CFE, CV A, ClRA 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me on this ~ day of February, 2009. 
N01Qry Public 
510le of Washington 
JUANITA R KING 
(SEAL) 
My Appointment Expires Jun 24. 2010 otary PublIc for Washington 
'"""I""'IiIIP""I!III""'I_ ...... _II""IIII_ .... _-_-_II""IIII_ .... -__ ~ Residing at /4ZD Sffl Iot.e... Se.o.lIl< hlA 
My Commission Expires on: 
tf2-tf/:MO 
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I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was: 
0 mailed by regular first class mail, and Roderick C. Bond, Esq. @ 746-8421 
deposited in the United States Post Office to: Ned A. Cannon, Esq. 
0 sent by facsimile to: Smith, Cannon & Bond, PLLC 
0 sent by facsimile and mailed by regular first 
508 Eighth Street 
class mail, deposited in the United States 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Post Office to: 
[Attorneys for Plaintiff] 
0 sent by Federal Express, overnight delivery 
0 hand delivered to: 
~ Emailed to: rod@scblegal.com 
0 mailed by regular first class mail, and Michael S. Bissell, Esq. @ 509-455-7111 
deposited in the United States Post Office to: Campbell, Bissell & Kirby, PLLC 
0 sent by facsimile to: 416 Symons Building 
0 sent by facsimile and mailed by regular first 
7 South Howard Street 
Spokane, VVA 99201 
class mail, deposited in the United States 
Post Office to: 
[Attorneys for Plaintiff] 
0 sent by Federal Express, overnight delivery 
0 hand delivered to: 
[J/ Emailed to: mbisselI@cbklawyers.com 
0 mailed by regular first class mail, and Michael E. McNichols, Esq. @ 746-0753 
deposited in the United States Post Office to: Bentley G. Stromberg, Esq. 
0 sent by facsimile to: Clements, Brown & McNichols, P.A. 
D sent by facsimile and mailed by regular first 
321 13th Street 
P.O. Box 1510 
class mail, deposited in the United States 
Lewiston, ID 83501 Post Office to: 
D sent by Federal Express, overnight delivery to: 
[Attorneys for Defendant R John Taylor] 
D hand delivered to: 
IS¥"" Emailed to: mmcnichols@clbrmc.com 
0 mailed by regular first class mail, and Gary D. Babbitt, Esq. @208-342-3829 
deposited in the United States Post Office to: D. John Ashby, Esq. 
0 sent by facsimile to: Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP 
0 sent by facsimile and mailed by regular first 
877 Main Street, Suite 1000 
P.O. Box 1617 
class mail, deposited in the United States 
Boise, ID 83701-1617 Post Office to: 
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Education and Certification 
Certified Insolvency and 
Reorganization Advisor 
Certified Public Accountant . 
State of Washington 
Certified Fraud Examiner 
Certified Valuation Analyst 
University of Chicago. Graduate 
School of Business Fellowship 
SA in Economics. Cum Laude. 
Pomona College 
Professional Associations 
American Institute of Certified 
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Washington Society of Certified 
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Valuation Analysts 
Association of Insolvency 
Advisors 
Association of Certified Fraud 
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Drew Voth is a managing director with FTI. Consulting. Inc. in Seattle. Mr. Voth's financial 
consulting expertise includes forensic accounting. valuation. reorganization and damages 
expert witness experience. Mr. Voth has provided consulting to clients in many industries. 
including consumer products, telecommunications. computer software. computer hardware. 
health care. medical specialty products. retail , manufacturing and others. 
Mr. Voth holds an honors degree in economics from Pomona College and is a certified public 
accountant, certified fraud examiner, certified valuation analyst and certified insolvency and 
reorganization advisor. He is a member of the American Institute of Certified Public 
Accountants, the Washington Society of Certified Public Accountants. the National Association 
of Certified Valuation Analysts, the National Association of Certified Fraud Examiners. the 
Association of Insolvency Advisors. and the Licensing Executives Society. He has testified in 
deposition and/or trial in a variety of matters including intellectual property infringement, class 
action. defamation, legislative investigation. and breach of contract matters. 
Selected Matters 
Bankruptcy and Commercial Matters 
• Triad Healthcare, Inc. - Worked as financial advisor and advisor to the Chapter 11 Trustee 
for two acute care hospitals with operating and ancillary net revenues of approximately $60 
million. Analyses performed include: integrated financial modeling of two acute care 
hospitals; strategic forecasting of ancillary programs; various lease analyses including 
executory contract administrative claims and assumption costs; restructuring analysis of 
over $200 million in debt; liquidation analyses; discounted cash flow analyses; and 
potential avoidance action identification. 
• Thrifty Oil, Inc. - Provided detailed analyses for the Unsecured Creditors' Committee in the 
Chapter 11 bankruptcy of this retail gasoline company with approximately $550 million in 
annual gross revenue. Analyses performed include solvency analysis. cash flow analysis 
and projections. analyses supporting over 80 individual station valuations. and the 




Pacific Linen, Inc. - Provided bankruptcy consulting services to this 22-store household 
product retailer in Chapter 11 bankruptcy. Analyses performed include an evaluation of 
financing alternatives. liquidation analysis. purchase offer evaluation, and store level 
employee incentive program analysis. 
Hill Williams Investment Funds - Analyzed cash receipt and disbursement data and 
consulted client in its successful attempt to substantively consolidate several investment 
funds with over $60 million in total assets. 
Virginia Manor Convalescent Home, Inc. - Provided consulting services to the Chapter 7 
Trustee for this 238-bed, Medicaid-based convalescent home by analyzing preferential 
transfer and fraudulent conveyance avoidance action claims against various insiders. 
Analyses performed include, capital lease analysis. going concern and liquidation solvency 
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analyses, and forensic accounting analysis of related party transactions. 
• Polymer Technology International- Provided advisory services to the Chapter 11 Trustee 
for this manufacturer of specialty medical supplies with $65 million in annual sales by 
analyzing preferential transfer and fraudulent conveyance avoidance action claims against 
various insiders. Analyses performed include liquidation solvency analysiS and forensic 
accounting analysis regarding various payments to insiders. 
• Smith's Home Furnishings - Provided consulting services to the Chapter 11 Trustee of this 
21-store furniture and electronics retailer by analyzing preferential transfer and fraudulent 
conveyance avoidance action issues. Analyzed liquidation and solvency issues. 
• Ocean Pacific, Inc. - Advised the Unsecured Creditors' Committee in its pursuit of 
preferential transfers by performing a solvency analysis of this manufacturer of youth 
clothing in Chapter 11 bankruptcy. Analysis included the valuation of previously 
unrecorded trademarks and trade names. 
• Hood Lumber Company, Inc. - Provided advisory services to the National Bank of Canada 
related to this operator of lumber mills. Evaluated various reorganization plans, financing 
proposals and valuation scenarios. Company was purchased out of bankruptcy. 
• WG. Roe & Sons, Inc. - Consulted Suntrust Bank in its defense of a preferential transfer 
avoidance action and its structuring of a working capital line of credit for this Florida citrus 
company in Chapter 11 bankruptcy. Performed solvency and liquidation analyses involving 
the valuation of citrus crops, real property and leases. 
• Agripac, Inc. - Accountant to the unsecured creditors of this agricultural cooperative in 
Chapter 11 bankruptcy. Performed liquidation analyses for frozen and canned foods 
divisions with approximately $225 million in assets. Other analyses included property and 
intangible trademark valuation, avoidance action assessment and solvency analysis. 
• Real Estate Valuation - Prepared expert report on damages in a matter concerning the fair 
value of property reclamation by the State of Washington. Property reclaimed was an auto 
salvage yard. 
• Commercial Reasonableness - Reported on the commercial reasonableness of a $50 
million debt financing in the REIT industry. 
• Commercial Reasonableness - Reported on the commercial reasonableness of a $160 
million debt financing in the waste collection industry. 
• Environmental Litigation - Provided financial consulting services to a group of PRPs 
relating to evaluating cash-out options offered by the EPA and others in connection to a 
California Superfund site. Deliverables included an interactive financial model used by 
each PRP to modify individual assessments of investment returns, risk criteria, future costs 
and settlements in order to make cash-out decisions. 
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• Employment - Assessed damages and lost earnings in several personal injury and 
wrongful termination engagements. Issues investigated include an assessment of projected 
lost income, mitigating income, the life expectancy of the worker, appropriate discount 
rates, income growth rates and personal consumption rates. 
• Post-acquisition Dispute - Prepared a post-acquisition damages report for a leading 
consumer products company. Matter involved the sales downturn of a shampoo and hair 
conditioner brand sold nationwide. Issues centered on the adequacy of financial 
disclosures made prior to the sale. 
• Defamation - Testified in a defamation damages matter brought by a retailer against a news 
broadcasting company. Determined that retailer suffered no lost prOfits as a result of the 
alleged defamation. Plaintiff sought $1.5 million in damages. Jury awarded no damages. 
• Valuation - Advised a leading cable company on its valuation for SFAS 142 purposes. 
• Apparel Buying Agent - Assisted buying agent with its strategic proposal to secure 
additional $100 million in volume from its key customer; a leading shoe retailer. 
• Contract Audit - Performed a contract audit between an apparel manufacturer and its 
distributor. 
• International Bank - Performed due diligence for an International Bank in its acquisition of 
a Washington based aircraft lessor with $1 billion in assets. Consulting included the 
computer modeling of various operating and financing scenarios, as well as the application 
of various accounting standards. Performed extensive return on investment analysis, 
highlighting assumptions and potential risk versus reward scenarios. 
• Biometric Security Service Firm - Assisted international biometric security firm develop and 
successfully implement pricing strategies and operational budgets for approximately 34 
police forces. 
• Initiative 695 - Testified before the Metropolitan King County Council regarding the 
potential financial impact on the County of this initiative to eliminate the State's Motor 
Vehicle Excise Tax. 
• Multinational Charity - Led a team of consulting professionals and client personnel in the 
development of a product costing process and database for a service company with $400 
million in annual revenues. Accomplishments included the formulation of strategic goals 
and critical success factors for the product costing system, the creation of a product cost 
database interface with existing client systems, the formulation of timely and meaningful 
management reports, and the creation of a process for ongoing product costing updates. 
• eBusiness - Advised a consortium of entities in the development of a business plan to 
create a new top level domain on the internet. Assisted to define the market, estimate 
demand, quantify projected operations and to structure the business arrangement between 
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the parties in interest. Business plan was ultimately shelved due to the intervention of 
international regulatory bodies' concerns over impacts to national sovereignty. 
• Ancra Intemational, Inc. - Assisted in the preparation of a disclosure statement for potential 
acquirers of this air cargo restraint and floor system manufacturer. Analyzed various due 
diligence issues. 
• Yes! Entertainment, Inc. - Assisted this children's toy company in obtaining bridge loan 
financing prior to its initial public offering. Analyzed forecasted loan availability ratios and 
company cash flow. 
Investigations 
• Accounting Investigation - Assisted major movie studio to evaluate accounting related to 
the distribution of numerous major motion pictures totaling hundreds of millions of dollars. 
Work resulting in the finding of unreported transactions totaling over $40 million. 
• Embezzlement Investigation - Assisted real estate development company with its internal 
fraud/embezzlement investigation into key accounting personnel. Work resulted in successful 
insurance recovery. 
• Bankruptcy Fraud - Advised creditor in matter involving the hidden assets of a bankrupt 
novelty item wholesaler. 
• Fraud Investigation - Performed extensive forensic accounting analysis of a failed savings 
and loan institution in litigation with the FSLlC. Examined complex transactions between 
several related entities to uncover evidence of fraud, land flips, and the receipt of 
"kickbacks" by former directors. Included analysis of loan files, origination practices and 
documentation, and servicing practices and documentation. 
• Embezzlement Investigation - Assisted leading personal services company to quantify 
employee embezzlement losses for insurance claim purposes. Embezzlement involved the 
company's travelers check business. Claim settled without litigation. 
• Fraud Investigation - Assisted a leading commercial lender quantify losses relating to 
customer loan fraud. Analysis resulted in the claim of certain interest income losses 
previously overlooked by client counsel. Claim settled without litigation. 
• Fraud Investigation - Advised client on illegal kickback investigation. Matter involved 
employees and vendors in the wireless telecommunications industry. 
• Fraud Investigation - Assisted insurer to evaluate a fraud/embezzlement claim relating to a 
ponzi scheme in the asset management industry. Claim settled without litigation. 
• Fraud Investigation - Assisted hospital to quantify an insurance claim for employee 
fraud/embezzlement. Embezzlement related to the theft and subsequent lapping of 
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nursing home residents' social security receipts. Provided recommendations on internal 
control changes that were adopted by client. 
• Fraud Investigation - Calculated the opportunity cost for a failed real property investment. 
Analysis included the separation of commingled investment fund accounts and the creation 
of a hypothetical investment portfolio. 
• Securities Fraud - Advised a leading investment company in its defense of sales of oil and 
gas limited partnership shares. This securities fraud engagement required in-depth 
analyses of limited partnerships and the oil and gas industry. Analyses included 
investment performance benchmarking and return analysis for the various parties involved 
in the formation and operations of the limited partnerships. 
• Fraud Investigation - Advised plaintiff in matter relating to alleged inappropriate 
shareholder payments from a series of real estate limited partnerships. Partnerships 
involved multi-family properties in the United States packaged to yield substantial tax 
benefits and investment appreciation to Japanese investors. 
Breach of Contract and Duties 
• Breach of Contract and Fiduciary Duties - Testified as expert witness on damages issues on 
behalf of a seafood distributor in a breach of contract matter brought by a seafood processor 
alleging various contractual breaches including improper accounting and failure to provide 
best sales efforts. Counterclaims analyses included lost prOfits on Ikura sales, shrimp sales 
and sea cucumbers. Ruling significantly reduced damages requested by processor. 
• Breach of Fiduciary Duty and Contract - Evaluated damages in a matter involving an MRI 
partnership agreement between a hospital and a physician group. Issues included lost 
profits, loss of corporate opportunity and loss of goodwill. 
• Breach of Fiduciary Duty - Prepared expert report on damages in a breach of fiduciary duties 
matter alleged against an investment management company by various labor unions. 
Analyses included investment return analysis and real estate appraisal evaluation. Case 
settled. 
• Breach of Fiduciary Duty and Contract - Advised large national bank on class action damages 
arising from breach of fiduciary duty, breach of contract, conspiracy and WSSA claims. 
Issues included mortgage underwriting practices, investment performance, and mortgage-
backed debt security sales. Case settled. 
• Breach of Contract - Prepared report on breach of contract damages relating to an 
agreement between an asset management vendor and one of the largest national banks. 
• Breach of Contract - Issued expert report on breach of contract damages between a 
company in the fitness product industry and its wire supplier. 
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• Breach of Contract - Advised counsel in a highly publicized breach of contract matter 
involving a leading internet retailer and a leading bricks-and-mortar retailer in the toy and 
baby products industry. Analyses included lost profit damages and supply-chain deficiencies. 
• Breach of Contract - Advised plaintiff contract electronics manufacturer in a breach of contract 
claim against a major electronics company. Quantified and evaluated the reasonableness 
of excess inventory and calculated lost profits. The case settled for approximately $15 
million. 
• Breach of Contract - Assisted the expert report preparation on damages relating to a 
leading wireless carrier's priCing practices to resellers. Included analysis of price setting 
process, business valuation, the reseller industry, and the determination of fair pricing. 
• Breach of Contract - Advised counsel on revenue recognition issues in the software industry 
in relation to a breach of contract matter. 
• Breach of Contract - Analyzed incremental marketing costs of membership sales and 
estimated member lifecycles for a leading Pacific Northwest owner/operator of 11 
timeshare campgrounds. Favorable arbitration ruling reduced Plaintiffs unfair sales 
practices claim by over 90%. 
• Breach of Contract - Managed expert witness engagement for a defendant seed distributor in 
a breach of contract matter brought by growers. Analyses included verification of volumes 
and the recalculation and defining of appropriate pricing. 
• Breach of Contract - Prepared expert report on damages for an international biometric 
security firm in a breach of contract lawsuit with its technology vendor. Damages included 
increased cost and benefits of the bargain. 
• Breach of Contract - Advised in the breach of contract claim of a venture capital firm in 
relation to a failed acquisition. Applied forensic accounting techniques to determine the 
flow of funds in question. 
• Breach of Contract - Analyzed and projected the revenue stream for the hypothetical 
release of several major motion pictures in a breach of contract dispute between a 
producer and a leading film distribution company. Analyzed the statistical relevance of 
media spending on future film revenue sources, created a probabilistic damage analysis 
based on expected returns, and modeled an industry standard distribution agreement. 
• Breach of Contract - Analyzed breach of contract issues between two major recording and 
entertainment corporations. Issues studied include alleged improper product request and 
returns policies and distribution charging. 
• Breach of Contract - Analyzed and "backed-out" various transactions from the balance 
sheet of a film producer to determine the effect on equity of a breach of contract claim 
against a distribution company. 
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• Breach of Contract - Calculated lost income and mitigating factors arising from an alleged 
breach of contract between a leading Seattle developer and its management company. 
Issues analyzed include projected incremental income and associated incremental costs. 
• Breach of Contract - Analyzed potential defenses for a major auto parts maker in a breach 
of contract dispute. Issues assessed include management performance and the use of 
appropriate accounting principles. Employed statistical analysis to assess changes in 
financial condition surrounding certain event dates. 
Business Interruption 
• Business Interruption - Issued an expert report on the reasonableness of the lost income 
insurance claim of a roofing/home improvement business. Issues addressed included 
income trends and incremental costs. 
• Construction Delay - Evaluated business interruption losses on behalf of insurance broker 
related to a hotel where construction was delayed by fire. 
e Negligence Claim - Assisted insured with a negligence claim against her insurer for failure 
to pay claims in a timely manner. Damages included lost profits from business interruption 
and increased costs. Insured operated a crop-producing farm. 
• Business Interruption - Assisted Hospital to prepare insurance claims relating to multiple 
casualty losses. Issues addressed included business interruption losses, repair costs and 
other increased costs. 
• Business Interruption - Prepared report on business interruption damages and remediation 
costs for the defendant PRP. Plaintiff leased and operated a public tourist attraction 
frequented by cruise ship passengers. 
• Business Interruption - Evaluated clothing wholesaler's business interruption claim related 
to a series of warehouse fires. Cyclical operating results revealed no resulting loss. No 
claim was filed. 
• Business Interruption - Prepared expert reports on damages for a leading petrochemical 
company in its defense of various business interruption claims brought by seafood 
processors. 
• Business Interruption - Assisted Fortune 500 consumer products wholesaler to evaluate a 
business interruption claim relating to the construction of a new facility. Evaluation showed 
that the client was able to mitigate the partial closure of its facility. No business interruption 
claim was filed. 
Intellectual Property 
• Patent Infringement-Issued expert report on patent damages on behalf of defendant relating 
to computerized writing tablets. Analysis included the evaluation of reasonable royalties, lost 
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profits, patent marking damages and damages under the Lanham Act. Case settled 
favorably shortly after report was issued. 
• Patent Infringement - Expert witness on behalf of defendant in matter relating to switch 
technology for phone services and billing. Analysis included the evaluation of reasonable 
royalties and lost profits. Case settled favorably. 
• Patent Infringement-Issued expert report on patent damages on behalf of defendant relating 
to golf bags. Analysis included the evaluation of reasonable royalties. Case settled at the 
royalty rate I determined. 
• Employee Theft of Secrets and Breach of Non-Solicitation Contract - Expert witness on 
damages for plaintiff in this matter involving the pre-press advertising industry. Jury awarded 
compensatory and punitive damages. Analysis included lost profits, profit disgorgement, and 
loss of goodwill. 
• Patent Infringement - Expert witness for defendant in patent infringement matter relating to 
calorie tracking technology embedded in wristwatches. Analyses included the evaluation of a 
reasonable royalty. 
• Patent Infringement- Prepared expert report on damages for counterclaim plaintiff as well as 
rebuttal report of plaintiff's opposing expert in patent infringement matter relating to machine 
tool technology. Analyses included lost profits, price erosion and reasonable royalties. 
• Trade Secrets - Prepared expert report on behalf of plaintiff in trade secret theft matter 
involving an in-development antibiotic drug. Analyses included lost profits, reasonable 
royalties, and market quantification. 
• Patent Infringement - Advised client in patent infringement matter involving antibiotic drug 
designed for cystic fibrosis patients. Analyses included an evaluation of reasonable royalties. 
• Patent Infringement - Issued expert report for plaintiff on patent infringement damages 
relating to automotive parts. Analysis involved the evaluation of a reasonable royalty. 
• Patent Infringement - Issued expert report on patent infringement damages relating to an 
electronic system for controlling multiple processes in computer systems (data center disaster 
recovery). Case won on summary judgment. 
• Patent Infringement - Prepared report on patent infringement damages relating to a method 
for the real-time delivery of telephonic marketing data. Areas addressed included lost profits, 
reasonable royalties and price erosion. Case settled prior to trial. 
• Patent Infringement - Advised leading public fitness products manufacturer/retailer on patent 
infringement damages. Analysis included lost profits, reasonable royalties, and accelerated 
market re-entry damages. 
• Patent Infringement - Advised a leading wireless carrier on exposure to prepaid wireless 
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patent infringement damages. Analysis included the creation of a theretofore non-existent 
prepaid wireless profit/loss statement, patent valuation, and interviews with operations 
management. Assessed reasonable royalties and lost profits. 
• Patent Valuation - Advised on a public company's patent portfolio valuation. Company was 
in the printing industry. 
• Trade Dress Infringement - Prepared lost profit and increased cost damages report for the 
plaintiff in a trade dress infringement matter. Plaintiff was a manufacturer of medical 
products. 
• Patent Infringement - Prepared report on patent infringement damages for client plaintiff 
manufacturer of electronic measurement products. Settlement resulted in defendant 
transferring all rights in defendants' products, patents, licenses, and other related property 
to plaintiff. 
• Patent Infringement - Advised a software developer plaintiff in pursuit of patent 
infringement damages. Analyses included calculations of lost profits and reasonable 
royalties. 
• Trade Secrets - Advised a medical wire manufacturer in its defense against damages 
claims related to alleged theft of trade secrets. Work included opposing damages expert 
rebuttal and an evaluation of damage components including lost profits, unjust enrichment, 
liquidated damages, lost goodwill, and research and development costs. Market survey 
performed. 
• Patent Infringement - Advised a consumer stereo products manufacturer defendant on 
damages related to a patent infringement. Analyses included lost profits, reasonable 
royalties, convoyed product sales and prejudgment interest. 
• Patent Infringement - Advised Trustee for diabetic test strip manufacturer in pursuit of 
preferential transfer claims. At issue was corporate solvency when various payments were 
made. Solvency hinged on the contingent value of patent infringement damages. Issues 
assessed included lost profits, reasonable royalties, corrective advertising, enhanced 
damages, attorney's fees and prejudgment interest. 
• Trademark Infringement- Testified in trademark infringement and breach of contract matter 
involving licensor of faux stone building materials and a foreign licensee. Analyses included 
lost profits and unjust enrichment. 
• Trademark Infringement -Issued expert report on damages in a trademark 
infringement/breach of fiduciary duties matter involving the wholesale sales of consumer 
electronic eqUipment. Analyses included avoided costs and lost profits. 
• Copyright Infringement - Issued expert report on damages for defendant in matter involving 
works created by a motivational speaker to the automotive sales industry. Works included 
EF 
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software, workbooks, training seminars and audiotapes. 
• Copyright Infringement - Testified regarding lost profits for a not-for-profit defendant in a 
copyright infringement matter. The judge ruled in summary that lost profits were 
speculative and would not be allowed. 
• Royalty Audit - Performed a royalty audit of a licensee manufacturer of commercial bar 
code scanning machines. 
• Copyright Infringement - Issued expert report on copyright infringement damages in a matter 
brought by an architect against a mid-sized residential home builder. Analysis included 
attribution of value to the copyright. Case settled prior to trial. 
• Patent Valuation - Performed patent valuation of technology utilized in the construction 
industry via the income approach. 
Class Action 
• Class Action - Expert witness for a leading wireless carrier on potential financial exposure 
from class action claims involving billing disputes. Disputes related to billing procedure 
whereby roaming minutes from one period were charged to the subsequent period . 
Testified in deposition on commonality and typicality factors. Worked closely with counsel 
to develop appropriate and reasonable exposure scenarios. 
• Class Action - Advised a leading wireless carrier on class action damage exposure relating 
to alleged inappropriate tax collection. Assessed and reported on rate and treatment 
differences in over 20 states. Evaluated a variety of settlement scenarios and created an 
interactive settlement cost model for counsel's real-time use in negotiations. 
• Class Action - Evaluated the exposure to a leading wireless carrier to class action 
damages relating to alleged inappropriate billing. Billing issue involved the rounding of 
minutes. 
• Class Action - Advised a leading wireless carrier on class action damage exposure to 
alleged false advertising. Assessed a variety of markets and created an interactive 
settlement model that allowed counsel to simultaneously evaluate the cost and retail value 
of proposed settlements under a variety of scenarios. 
• Class Action - Assisted a leading wireless carrier to administer class action settlements. 
Work included coordination of print and notice agents, subscriber question response, proof 
of claim evaluation and disbursement management. 
• Class Action - Prepared expert report and testified in deposition for pharmacy plaintiffs in a 
class action litigation involving Medicaid reimbursement. Analysis included the database 
management and calculation of approximately 32 million claims for damages. 
www.fticonsult ing.colll 
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• Class Action - Advised Fortune 500 defendant in a nationwide class action litigation 
regarding potential future product liability damages for settlement purposes. Analyses 
included the statistical determination of product failure rates, average claim amounts and 
class composition. 
• Class Action - Evaluated and reported to the senior management of a leading wireless 
carrier regarding damage exposure to class action claims resulting from the migration from 
analog to digital technology. Analysis included an assessment of the analog subscriber 
base as well a review of inter-carrier relationships. 
• Class Action - Prepared expert report on damages in a class action matter against a leading 
wireless telecommunications carrier relating to minority interest valuation and alleged breach 
of partnership agreements. 
• Class Action - Researched and developed analyses for a workers' compensation 
company's alleged securities fraud. Analyses performed for this class action engagement 
included the statistical determination of various event dates affecting stock value and the 
determination of class action damages through forecasting and back-casting techniques. 
• Class Action - Advised plaintiff in a class action litigation involving inequitable rate setting 
for workers' compensation insurance. Analyses included the comparison of premiums paid 
to experience ratings for a sampling of industries. 
• Class Action - Assisted plaintiff class of hospitals with a class action claim against the State 
of Washington related to service to indigents underpayments. Matter settled with payout to 
class. 
• Class Action - Advised a leading telecommunications carrier on class action damage 
exposure relating to alleged inappropriate tax collection. 
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Testimony 
Arbitration, Seattle, Washington 
Wrangell Seafoods, Inc. v. Royal Greenland U.S. and Ed Barht & Associates, LLC 
Washington County, Oregon 
Ivey Imaging. LLC v. Jackie Reeder and Vertis, Inc. 
U. S. District Court, Central District of California, Southern Division 
Fleur T. Tehrani v. Physi-Cal Enterprises, et al. 
Arbitration, Seattle, Washington 
Eldorado Stone LLC v. Magic Stone Korea Co., Ltd. 
State District Court, Idaho 
Arnzen v. Fisher Broadcasting 
U. S. District Court, Denver, CO 
Anthony V. Vastano et al. v. AT&T Wireless Services, Inc. 
Thurston County, Washington 
Allenmore v. DSHS 
Metropolitan King County Council 
Initiative 695 (Motor Vehicle Excise Tax Repeal) 
U. S. District Court, Western Washington 
Jack Mackie v. Bonnie Rieser and Seattle Symphony Orchestra 
1m F T I,. 
AFFIDAVILOE DREW E.. VOTH, CPA, CFE, CV A, CIRC.INSUPPORT OFwww,ftlconsulttl1g.COIl' 
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Charles A. Brown 
Attorney at Law 
324 Main Street 
P.O. Box 1225 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
208-746-9947 
208-746-5886 (fax) 
ISB # 2129 
CharlesABrown@cableone.net 
Attorney for Intervenor, 401(k) Profit Sharing Plan 
for the AIA Services Corporation. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 









AIA SERVICES CORP., an Idaho ) 
corporation; AIA INSURANCE INC., an Idaho) 
corporation, R. JOHN TAYLOR and CONNIE ) 
T AYLOR, individually and the community ) 
property comprised thereof; BRYAN ) 
FREEMAN, a single person; JOLEE DUCLOS,) 
a single person; CROP USA INSURANCE ) 
AGENCY, INC., an Idaho Corporation; and ) 
JAMES BECK and CORRINE BECK, ) 
individually and the community property ) 





AIA SERVICES CORPORATION, an Idaho 








AFFIDAVIT OF AIMEE GORDON IN SUPPORT OF 
INTERVENOR'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT & MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION 
Case No. CV 2007-00208 
AFFIDAVIT OF AIMEE GORDON 
IN SUPPORT OF INTERVENOR'S 
MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT AND MOTION FOR 
RECONSIDERATION OF OPINION 
AND ORDER ON PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
Charles A. Brown, Esq. 6 9 
P.o. Box 1225/324 Main St. 3 CJ 



















401 (K) PROFIT SHARING PLAN FOR ) 




STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss. 
County of Nez Perce ) 
AIMEE GORDON, being first duly sworn on her oath, deposes and says: 
1. That your affiant is over the age of eighteen and competent to attest to the 
following matters of my own personal knowledge. 
2. That your affiant is the Accounting Manager for AIA Insurance, Inc. and AIA 
Services Corporation. 
3. In the above-referenced capacity, your affiant is the custodian of AIA Services 
Corporation's records pertaining to the various financial records and reports issued in regard to the 
corporati ons. 
4. Attached hereto as Exhibit 1 is a true and accurate copy ofthe AIA Services 
Corporation and Subsidiaries Consolidated Financial Statements for December 31, 1995 and 1994 
(with Independent Auditors' Report thereon) (KPMG). 
AFFIDAVIT OF AIMEE GORDON IN SUPPORT 
OF INTERVENOR'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL 
SUJ\1MAR Y JUDGMENT 2 
Charles A. Brown, Esq. 
P.O. Box 1225/324 Main St. 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
208· 746-9947/208-746-5886 (fax) 
5. Attached hereto as Exhibit 2 is a true and accurate copy of the AlA Services 
Corporation and Subsidiaries Consolidated Financial Statements years ended December 31, 1996 
and 1995, AlA000182 to AlA000224 (BDO) (with independent auditor's report). 
6. Attached hereto as Exhibit 3 is a copy of the AlA Services Corporation 
Consolidated Balance Sheets for September 30, June 30 and March 31, 1995 and December 31, 1994 
(unaudited). 
7. Attached hereto as Exhibit 4 is a true and accurate copy of AlA Services 
Corporation Consolidated Statements of Income For the Three Months Ended September 30, 1995 
and 1994 and For the Nine Months Ended September 30, 1995 and 1994 (unaudited). 
8. Attached hereto as Exhibit 5 is a true and accurate copy of AlA Services 
Corporation Consolidated Statements of Stockholders' Equity for the Nine Months Ended 
September 30, 1995 (unaudited). 
9. That your affiant reviewed the financial records of AlA Services Corporation 
and has determined that the March 1996 monies as obtained from the 401(k) Plan for AlA Services 
Corporation of$500,000 were distributed as follows: $100,000 went to AlA Services Corporation 
and $400,000 went to First Interstate Bank ofIdaho to satisfy an indebtedness in the name of AlA 
Services Corporation, Mr. Reed Taylor and Mr. John Taylor. Attached hereto as Exhibit 6 is a true 
and accurate copy of the Note which obligates Mr. Reed Taylor and Mr. John Taylor for said 
indebtedness with First Interstate Bank. 
DATED on this n~ day of February, 2009. 
~ MlQ. M bur drY--
mee Gordon 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me on this lL day of February, 2009. 
[1'){1Al l a Ul~mt2JL 
Notary Public for Idaho 
AFFIDAVIT OF AIMEE GORDON IN SUPPORT 
OF INTERVENOR'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL 
Residing at: 19w; /sftuL 
My commission expires on: 
10- 3~o9 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 3 
Charles A. Brown, Esq. 
P.O. Box 1225/324 Main St. 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 /11/t1 
208-746-9947/208-746-5886 (fax) ftJ r:V1 
I, Charles A. Brown, hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was: 
0 mailed by regular fIrst class mail, and deposited 
in the United States Post OffIce to: 
0 sent by facsimile to: 
0 sent by facsimile and mailed by regular fIrst 
class mail, deposited in the United States Post 
OffIce to: 
0 sent by Federal Express, overnight delivery 
0 hand delivered to: 
~ Emailed to: rod@scblegal.com 
0 mailed by regular fIrst class mail, and 
deposited in the United States Post OffIce to: 
0 sent by facsimile to: 
0 sent by facsimile and mailed by regular fIrst 
class mail, deposited in the United States Post 
OffIce to: 
0 sent by Federal Express, overnight delivery 
0 hand delivered to: 
~ Emailed to: mbissell@cbklawyers.com 
0 mailed by regular fIrst class mail, and deposited 
in the United States Post OffIce to: 
D sent by facsimile to: 
D sent by facsimile and mailed by regular fIrst 
class mail, deposited in the United States Post 
OffIce to: 
D sent by Federal Express, overnight delivery to: 
D hand delivered to: 
~ Emailed to: mrncnichols@clbrmc.com 
D mailed by regular fIrst class mail, and deposited 
in the United States Post OffIce to: 
D sent by facsimile to: 
D sent by facsimile and mailed by regular fIrst 
class mail, deposited in the United States Post 
OffIce to: 
0 sent by Federal Express, overnight delivery 
0 hand delivered to: 
oY' Emailed to: GBabbitt@hawleytroxell.com & 
j ash@hteh.com 
AFFIDA VrT OF AIMEE GORDON IN SUPPORT 
OF INTERVENOR'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 4 
Roderick C. Bond, Esq. @ 746-8421 
Ned A. Cannon, Esq. 
Smith, Cannon & Bond, PLLC 
508 Eighth Street 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
[Attorneys for Plaintiff] 
Michael S. Bissell, Esq. @ 509-455-7111 
Campbell, Bissell & Kirby, PLLC 
416 Symons Building 
7 South Howard Street 
Spokane, W A 99201 
[Attorneys for Plaintiff] 
Michael E. McNichols, Esq. @ 746-0753 
Bentley G. Stromberg, Esq. 
Clements, Brown & McNichols, P.A. 
321 13th Street 
P.O. Box 1510 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
[Attorneys for Defendant R John Taylor] 
Gary D. Babbitt, Esq. @ 208-342-3829 
D. John Ashby, Esq. 
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP 
877 Main Street, Suite 1000 
P.O. Box 1617 
Boise, ID 83701-1617 
[Attorneys for Defendants AIA Services 
Corporation, AIA Insurance, Inc., and CropUSA 
Insurance Agency] 
P.O. Box 1225/324 Main st. / -
Charles A. Brown, Esq. (IA 
208-746-9947/208-746-5886 (fax) rq Lewiston, Idaho 83501 () 
0 mailed by regular fIrst class mail, and deposited 
in the United States Post OffIce to: 
0 sent by facsimile to: 
0 sent by facsimile and mailed by regular fIrst 
class mail, deposited in the United States Post 
OffIce to: 
0 sent by Federal Express, overnight delivery 
0 hand delivered to: 
~ Emailed to: jjg@quarles.com & 
charper@quarles.com 
0 mailed by regular fIrst class mail, and deposited 
in the United States Post OffIce to: 
0 sent by facsimile to: 
0 sent by facsimile and mailed by regular fIrst 
class mail, deposited in the United States Post 
OffIce to: 
0 sent by Federal Express, overnight delivery 
0 hand delivered to: 
~ Emailed to: david@gittinslaw.com 
0 mailed by regular fIrst class mail, and deposited 
in the United States Post OffIce to: 
0 sent by facsimile to: 
0 sent by facsimile and mailed by regular fIrst 
class mail, deposited in the United States Post 
OffIce to: 
0 sent by Federal Express, overnight delivery 
0 hand delivered to: 
~ Emailed to: David@rbcox.com 
on this ~ day of February, 2009. 
AFFIDAVIT OF AIMEE GORDON IN SUPPORT 
OF INTERVENOR'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 5 
James J. Gatziolis, Esq. @ 312-715-5155 
Charles E. Harper, Esq. 
Quarles & Brady LLP 
Citigroup Center, Suite 3700 
500 West Madison Street 
Chicago, IL 60661-2511 
[Attorneys for Defendant CropUSA Insurance 
Agency] 
David A. Gittins, Esq. @ 758-3576 
Law Office of David A. Gittins 
843 Seventh Street 
P.O. Box 191 
Clarkston, W A 99403 
[Attorney for Defendants Duclos & Freeman] 
David R. Risley, Esq. @ 743-1266 
Randall, Blake & Cox, PLLC 
1106 Idaho Street 
P.O. Box 446 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
[Attorney for Defendants Connie Taylor & James 
and Corrine Beck] 
Charles A. Brown, Esq. 611/J3 
P.o. Box 1225/324 Main St TV' 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
208-746-99471208-746-5886 (fax) 
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0(/03/2008 THU 14:31 FAX 208 746 &159 AlA INS INC 
Peat Marwick LLP 
Sulm200Q 
1211 Sot.nh W=t Film Avenue 
PortlllllC1. OR 97204. 
The Board of Dheetors 
AlA Servi.CI:S C'.otporation.: 
1.uQqendcnt Auditors' Report 
~OO4J043 
We have audited the accOmpanying consolidaied balance sheets of MA sCrvices Cotporation 
(an Idaho cotpOIation) and subsidiaIic:s as of December 31, 1995 and 1994, and this zelaterl 
consollda!Cd statement! of opcrarlons. slQCkholdet's' equity (deficit). and cash flows ior each 
of the yean; in tile tbreo-year.~ ended December 31. 1995. These consolidated. ~
sta:£i>;men1s are the responsibility of the Company's management OUr re&pODSibllity 15 to 
express an opinion on these consolidated financiallo"t:atettlents b~ on our audits. 
We conducted our IIlldits in accordance with generally acecpted anditing standards Those 
sumdacds require tbat we plan !llld pafomt the audit to obtain ~onable asstIranQ;: about 
whetba:' the finaDcjaI stalI:mCOtS ~ free of material misstaI.ement. An audit 1ncludes 
examining. on a a:st basis. c:viderlce supporting !be amotIllts and disclO$Ufes in the financial 
statement$. An audit also includes 8S.!lessing the accounting prlnciples used and significant 
csti:i:na1cS made by management. as well as evaluating the 'overall finanI::ial sta.temc:nt 
presentation We believe that our audits provide a reasonable basis fox our opinion. 
&, more fully dcsc:ri.bed in note 3 to the consolida1ed financial statements, the Company 
discootfnned its insmance underwriting segmcrit effective October S. 1995, however, disposal 
of the segment is not: yet complete. The Company bas included $2.232.637 in.intangible assets 
in tlle net liabilities IX) be dic;poiCd at Dcccmb(:;I 31. 1995 of $6,824,111. These intangible 
a$8ets rdatc t() dder.ted ncqWsitiOll costs and cost of insnnmcc and licenses acquired. Due to 
the receot losses incum::d br the Company's insurance IlDderWriting segment. the fact that they 
are nnder regulatory contro and their liCCllSCS have b~ stapmdCd. these assets shanld. in our 
opinion, be funy zese:rved in 0Ide.t to conform with gcnenilly accepted accounting ~ipl~. 
It these assets are fully TCSCIVcd, the net liability to be disposed of at Deceinl:er 31, 1995 
would beincn:ased by $2,232,637 to $9,057,354 IlIld tho retained deficit would be increased 
by me same amount to $21,059,&87, 
- I -
'" .... 
1)~~ ~ .. _~ 
t..4.:.l1"Ucr~ 
AFFIDAVIT OF AIMEE GORDON IN SUPPORT OF INTERVENOR'S 
MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
04/03/2008 THU 14:37 FAX 208 746 8159 AlA INS INC 
The Bourd of Directors 
AIA Services Corporation 
Page 2 
@005/043 
In Olll opinion. except fO! the effects of not writing off the intangible assets as discussed in ~ 
preceding paragraph. the con.<mIidated balaDce sheets of }JA Services C.orporsuion and 
Subsidiaries as of December 31, 1995 and 1994, and the related con&Olidated sU1temenu of 
crpcrations; stockholders' equity (deficit), and cash flows for each of the yei:ts in the threc-year 
perlod. ended December 31, 1995 pz:est:nt fairly. in an material re.t:pects. the consolidated 
financial position of"MA Semces CoIporation and ~ubsidiaries as' of December 31, 1995 and 
1994. and the results of theit Operations and fheit cash floWs for each of the yean; in the 
three-yc.az pcrlod ended December :31. 1995 in a.mfounity with genecally accepted accounting 
principles 
'The accompanying 19:>5 and 1994 COIt$Ofidated financial stafct:l:lenrs have been pmparai 
assu:ming that AlA Sc:rviccs Corporation and snb&idiaties will continue as a going concern. As 
discussed in note 1 TO the consolidated financial starements. tbe Company has suffered 
,igoificant lOS5el in 1994 and 1995. primarily attIibutable to its itl.~ ondciwdting 
segment. This segment was diSCbntimred effectivo October 1. 1995. bowevet, disposal is not 
complete. The net liability to be disposed of in the .insorance I.lndorwdting segment. the n:cent 
losses from continuing operations., nctativc cash flow from opclating activities. obligations to 
fonner and cutrent stoctho~ and negative stocl:bo1ders' equity mise substa:nrlal doubt about 
the tmtity'R ability to continue as a going concern. Coot:inllation of !he Company as a gOing 
concern is dependent upon. among othct things. the ability of the Company to dispose of its 
insurance underwriting segIIllmt without furthCI investmenL by ~ Company. the C..ompany's 
ability to generate sufficient cash from operatian:s and to obtain f!1lallCing sources to meet its 
obligations. Management's plan in regrud to these .matters are descn1fcd in note 1. 11lc 
accompanying consolidated fina!lciaJ silItements do not include any adjustments that might 
result from the outcOme of this uncertainty 
As discussed fu note 1 [0 the consolidated fmancial statements. eifectlve January 1, 1993. the 
Company adopt~ the provisions of SFAS No.. 109. "AccolIIJting for Income Tue.,," 
AprilS, 1996, except notes 8 and 9 
are as ofJuly 1. 1996, and note 3(i) 
is as of Octal>« 7. 1997 
-2-
AFFIDAVIT OF AIMEE GORDON IN SUPPORT OF INTERVENOR'S 
MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
04/03/2008 THU 14:38 FAl 20& 748 8159 AlA INS INC 
Cash 
Aet:nJed mvcstme:nt income 
Investments, a.vaiI.abIc for sale 
AlA SERVlCEs CORPORATION 
AND SUBSIDIARIES 
Consolidated Balance Shc:.cts 
Decembel 31. 199-5 and 1994 
~ 
R.eal estate. net of acannuIated depteclation of 
$110,155 and $~4,936. respectively 
R.tx:e.ivablea, net of allowance of $21,755 
andS36,943, respectivelj 
Prepaid =ipenses . 
Income tax refund receivable 
Deferred inc:omA taxes 
~ and ~tJ!pmant. net 
e:rred acqWSttion costs 
Net assets to be disposed 
Total QsSets 
See aooampanying notes to consolidated financial statements 
J.m ~ 











S 3.342.152 ~QS2!46S 
AFFIDAVIT OF AIMEE GORDON IN SUPPORT OF INTERVENOR'S 
MOTION FOR PAR TIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
~008J043 
04/0312008 THU 14:38 FAX 208 746 8159 AIA rNS INC 
Liabflitjes ![!d Stockholders'Defidt 
Ao::omlts payahlo and accrued expenses 
~incomc taxes 
Unf:aIlled oommlssions 
Mortgao= and notes payable 
Netfusbiiiti~ to be disposed 
Obligation to ful:me.t majority common stOCkholder 
~ A ~ s10ck - redecmAhie and convertible, 
no pIlI· value. 200.,000 sbares authorized. 110.562 shlIres 
issaoo and ouWmlding(190,310 in 1994) 
Stocldlolders' Deficit: 
Series C convertible ptefen:ed stock - $1 par value, 
500.000 shares autitori"teCi. 2OO,aoo issued and 
outstanding 
Common stock· SO 01 pa1va1ue a11995 and $1.00 at 1994, 
11,000.000 (5,000,000 in 1994) aJl1horized., 1,0"19,S20 
(1,033,380 in 1~) i.&su<:d and 1,079.520 
(97-;,334 in 1994) outstanding 
Additional paid-in capital 
Tmswy stock. at COlt (60,046 shares in 1994) 
Uarealizsd gains (losses) on securities a:vailable for sale, 
net of deferred taxes of $53,420 ($252.,809 in 1994) 
Retahted deficit 



















.$ 3,342,152 6.052.46~ 
AFFIDAVIT OF AIMEE GORDON IN SUPPORT OF INTERVENOR'S 
MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
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./>JA SERVIC.BS CORPORATION 
AND SUBSIDIARIES 
Consolidated Statements of Operations 
Yean ended. December 31, 1995, 1994 and 1993 
1m 1m 
Revenues: 
Commission income $ 7,473,932 9.581,600 
Net invesl:Int::llt income 82,866 155,161 
Administtative fees J.~J2.9S5 ~ 1.QJa.~10 
rotal revenues lQ.296,753 Ji71~.~31 
:Experu;es: 
Commission expeme 3,02S,2OS 4,237,135 
Wzite..off of defctrcd acquisition caSts 2,331.166 
Genelal and administrative ~se 7,491,331 9',415.126 
Interest~ 564.714 323.710 
Total expenses 13&12~1~ .14.035.221 
Income Ooss) from continuing 
operations before income taxes, 
curm.Jlative effect of accounting 
clIange ;md discontinuccl op=!tions (2,4 J 5,663) (260,640) 
Provision foe (benefit from) income ta:x.es --L11n.ill) (~Q.l.B.D 
Income (loss) from coatinuing 
operations bi::fo~ cumnlati.ve 
effect of accounting change and 
di.~ntin\1ed. O~IariOllS (1,645,030) (210,453) 
Income (loss) from discontinued operations. 
net of appficabie incmnc taxes (benefit) 
of $404.853, $(1,051,743) and $34.,554 
in 1995. 1994 and 1993.respectivcly (9.00~.12Q) (4.657,509) 
Income (loss) before cumulative 
effect of accounting change. (10.650,150) (4,861,962) 
Cumulative effect at J' anuaiy 1, 1993, of income 
tax OICCOUIlting change ----
Net income- Ooss) $ (1016501150) (4,867 1962) 
See accompanying notes to consolidated financial statements. 
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AlA SERVICES CORPORATION 
AND SUBSlDlAR,1F..s 
Con'lOUdated Statmcnts of Srockholders' J?4uil:y (De.Iicit) 
Yean ended Dcct::mbc:r 3[. 1m. 1994 and 1993 
U~pip; 
and~ 
Selies C on se.awitiea 
convertible Additional a.wDable 
ptcfem::d Camnon patd-ill 'treasury fol: $!Ie aM 
~ ~ wwlm! BSl!fk amiD: secmlties 
Balmco, December 31. 1m $ l,Qlg~729 507,171 (1.131,2.11) 302.025 
Neti~ 
U1l1l:afurd inVCSl:ll2ClllIou (295,263) 
Aa:rcrlon or prdeaed sttd 
Fucchuc of IIcMm:J stock (ll tSW --
Balance. I.>eceJnber31, 1993 ? - l,OlR,729 507.1n (1.244.153) 6.752 
Net loa; ~~fJc S 
Bff'eci of lIdoptioll of 115 \ \ <39.179) 
~ boJdinglosics on 
(460.&02) $COIrlfil:$ available fol we. net 
lssuaxIce of canmon ~ --- ]4.651 lf~.I~1 .~ ._--
Balance Dec=mbor31.1~ 1,033,380 T7!,31S (1,.244,153) (493,.219) 
Nctloss 
Unrealized bolding gUfI$ on 
securitiea IlVlll1ablc; for lUll.:, nd. 604,418 
~ of eorn:mon stock: from 
fom= majaril.y COIlllllOI:l 
stockbold=- ' (7,740,02 7) 
OlangC'in patvam of COIllDlOIi 
stoek aDd stock split (349"045) 349,045 
Canr::cllatiQn of CXIlstandin! 
tre.a.o;my stock (673,540) (1,120,363) 8,984.180 
Issuance of Series C cOllvortiblo 
prdi:tred'sbav:s ' 1.686418 
Serles C prefcned dividends 
paid or declared -- --
Balance, December 31. 1993 $ 1-,686.418 10,79.5 111,199 
~ accompanying notes to coo.soIldated flnanclal stat:mentS. 
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AlA SERVICES CORPORATION 
AND SUBSIDIARIES 
Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows 
Years ended December 31, 1995, 1994 and 1993 
1995 1994 
Cash flows from operating activities: 
Net income (loss) $ (10,650,150) (4,867,962) 
Adjustments to reconcile net income (loss) to net 
cash (used in) provided by operating activities: 
Depreciation and amortization 2,560,265 1,030,778 
Loss (gain) on sale of property and equipment 389 3,977 
Gain on sale of bonds and stocks (1,038) 
Loss on disposition of subsidiary 
Gain on sale of intangibles (100,000) 
Change in assets and liabilities: 
Accounts receivable 112,357 158,925 
Prepaid expenses 155,554 97,898 
Deferred policy acquisition costs (793,753) 
Accounts payable 1,165,157 381,978 
Income taxes receivable and deferred taxes (772,818) (63,168) 
Unearned commissions (120,000) (84,000) 
Discontinued operations (9,365,528) (4,245,858) 
Total adjustments ( 6.265,662) (3,613.223) 
Net cash (used in) provided by 
operating activities (16,915,812) (8,481 , 185) 
Cash flows from investing activities: 
Capital expenditures (24,940) (40,880) 
Purchase of securities held to maturity 48,678 
Proceeds from sale of securities held for investment 
Proceeds from sale of securities available for sale 8,432 
Disposition of subsidiary cash 
Proceeds from sale of property and equipment (28) 2,253 
Proceeds on sale of intangibles 100,000 
Change in assets: 
Notes receivable (126,661) 72,200 
Discontinued operations investing activities 24,239,945 2,442,167 
Net cash provided by (used in) 
investing activities 24,096,748 2,624,418 
(Continued) 
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AlA SERVICES CORPORATION 
AND SUBSlDIARIES 
Consolidated Statements of Cash Plows. Conlinned 
..l.m ~ 
('.ash flows from fmancin~ activities: 
Repayment ofbon'owmgs $ (701,143) (491.324) 
capita1 paid in to discontinued operations 0,500,000) 
Issuance of common sloc;:k Z78.792 
Repurchase Cff oonnnon stock 
~tion of preferred stock (197.481) (89,099) 
Divideiids paid to prefem:d stockholders (67.123) 
Net proceeds from isswmce of Serles C 
prctened stock 1,686.418 
Discontinued opeIations financing activities . (5. 154.ooQ) ~.~~1.500 
Net cash (used in) provided by 
:finan$g activities (~.2l3.222) tl.112822 
Net.increase (decrease) in. cash 1,247.007 263,1Q2 
Cash at beginning of period :U2.j~ lQ~.464 
Cash at end of period $ 1,679,573 43~56q 
Supplemental disclosnres of cash flow wmmation: 
G'\Sb paid (received) fqr the years ended 
December 31 for: 
Interest $ 757,413 353,455 
Incometax~ $ (220.209) (65,958) 
See accompanying ootes to consolidated financial statements. 
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AIA SERVICES CORPORA'IION 
AND SUBSIDl.ARIES 
Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements 
December 31, 1995 and 19!14 
(l) Summary of BlLorine.o;.<; apd Backgrouml 
(a) I::!c:spjpti.on of BusiJJe§,'i 
AlA Services Corporation (the Company), ~ .an insmance holding company based i!l 
Lewiston. Idaho. Ptior to Octobet 1, 1995. ~ Company had two bus.iness segments. 
The .lnsuraDce Pn.derwriting s~ was comprised of the Compalty' ~ wholly-owned 
subsidiary. The Univt:lrse Life Irumrnnce C"'.ompa:ny (Universe). and its whony-oWned 
subsidiary, Great Fidelity Life Insnrance Company (Great Fidelity). UniveISe and Gtetll: 
Fldelliy sold lifo and health insurance prodncts. Effective October: 1. 1995, tl:w 
Company impleJllCJlled a plan of disposal of its InsuranCl:: Underwriting segment (Set 
note 3 foI further' di~n..) 
The Company's coo.t:inuing operations con~ist of its I:nsmance Marketing segment. The 
principa!hustncss of this segment is marketing insanmce prodllct:lI and services to 
ranchers and far.met-s, many of whom are members of agrlcuJ:tar.a1 associations 
(Associatiom). The Company's. cummt prodacts include group bcalrh and life insurance 
and Jong-Imm care. insurance. The.'1e prodUcts ~ 1Il2I:1kcted through two subsidiaries, 
IJA I:nsurance, Inc. and MA MidAmenca. Inc and are undetwritte:n primatily througb 
C'..entennial Life Insurance Company 
The Company has established relarionships with state and regional Associations including 
the National Association of Wheat Growers. American Soybean Association, and tb~ 
National Contract Poultry Growers Association. These Associations were fonned 
through 100 common interests of their members [0 pIQIIlUte specific segments of the 
nariculture indllStry. They an: the primaxy recognized otglllti1;ations representing the 
intcre$tS of the grain growers, soybean growers and. poultry growers in the United 
States.. The Company sells group health insurance to these Associations and their 
membors and provides adl:ninistIative services for such insunmcc., 
The CmIpany provides services to the Associations by acting as the marketer und 
ad.ministIator fot Association trusts through which group insw:ance programs are made 
available to Association members. The Cornptiny also acts as the marketer and 
administrator for /I. multiple-Association trust Whose participants ~e in farming, 
ranching or ot:het agricul1\m: related businesses. As part of the Comp8Ily· s administrative 
duties.. the C'.ompany collects Association does through its regulur custmnc:;I' bOrmg 
procedut:c. and in return, the Associations endorse the Company and certain of its 
product~ and services.. 
(Continued) 
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(b) Ba4uQllnd 
AIA SERVlCES CORPORATION 
AND SUBSlDIARlBS 
Notes to Consolidated FlnanciaJ Stalements 
The Company hU suffered signf:ficant losses in 1994 and 1995. primarily a.ttributable to 
its I:nsmance Undetwrlting segment This gegment was discontinued, however disposal 
is not yet complete.. Th5 net liability tl? be disposed of in ,the Inmra.nee Underwriting 
segment, the recent losses from CODtlIlWD.g operations. negOOve cash flow from ope:ral:ing 
actMties, obligations to foImct and cmren[ stockholders and neglllive stockholders' 
eqtdty nri~ .$Q.bstantial doubt about ~ entity's ~ to continue as a going ~. 
Contitraation of the Company as a gomg coneem 18 dependent upon. among othel things. 
the ability of the Company to dispose of irs Insnxancc UndeiWrlting segxrient without 
furthe:r investment by the Company. the Company's ability to ~ sufficient cash 
from ~ti.ons and to obtain fin:mcing Sources to meet its obllgatioos. The consolidated 
financial statements do not include any adjustments that might result ftont the outcome of 
thlsunce.rtBinty 
As arcsult, t:ru; Compil!')' bas made signmcant changes in 1995, the most significant of 
which Is the disposal of its lnsumnce Underwriting segment as. previollSly discussed (see 
note 3). In aMttion. the Company repurchased all of the outstanding common shares 
owned by its fOllllCf majority stoCkholder (see note 8) and completed a restructuring plan 
in which 2OP.000 shate! of Benes C prefemd stock was .issued with proceeds of 
approximately $1.7 million (see note 9). The Company contributed $15 million in 
capital to Univeme and AlA Insurance, Inc. (a wholly-owned sttbsjdiary of Universe) 
was wyideoded to the Company TIl addition. pal vallle of the Company's common &tock 
was changed from $1 00 per share to $ 01 per share and a three-foiooe stock split was 
declared.. . 
(2) SUmmary of SiiTIif!9lJ1t A~untinK Policies 
(a) PripcWJes QfCQnsolidatioD 
The con.'iolidafed financial statements include the accounts of the Company and its 
wholly-owned subsiditILies: AlA Insurance, Inc. (AIA), AlA MidAmcrica, Inc.. AlA 
Pacific :Marketing Corporation, The Universe Life Insurance Company (Universe). Great 
Fidelity Life Insurance Company (Groat FIdelity), AIA Bancard Services Corporation. 
and AlA Travel. Inc. (in 1993). All ~aterlaI. interCOmpany transactions have been 
eliminated in consolidation.. Universe and r:rreat Fidelity are shown as discontinued 
operations (see note 3). 
(ContimHrl) 
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(b) Inypstmen~ 
AlA SERVK."ES CORPORATION 
AND SUBSIDIARIES 
Notes to Consolidated Ftnancial Statements 
~Ol3!043 
Effective ranuary 1, 1994, the Compau)' adopted Statement of Financial Accounting 
Standards No. 115 (SFAS 115) "Accounting fot Certain Investmenrs in Debt and 
.Equi1y Securities". SPAS 115 rcquin:.s 1hat inVe$tIllellts in all debt securities an4 those 
equity securlries with readily det&minable market values be classified into ODe of three 
categories: held-to-maturity, tIading or available-for-sale. Classification of investmentS 
is based upon management's 'current intent. Debt secmitics which management has a 
positive iment and ability to bold until marurity are cla.'lSified as sec:w:wes held-to· maturity 
and axe ~ at amortized. cost adjusted for unamortized ptemium 9r discount 
Umealiz.cd holding ~ and losses on securities beld-to-matIlrity arc not reflected in the 
t:On$Ortdat:c:d fi.nanclal stateI11t'5%1t$ Debt and equity secut'itks that ate ptttchased for 
short-term rc:sa1e are classified. as trading securlties.. Trading securities ate ~ at 
mad=et rune. with UDIe!illzed hoId1ng gains and losses included in earnings. All other 
debt aM equity securlt:ies not included in the above two categories arc classified as 
secmities. available-for-sale Securities available-for·sale are canied at tnlIIker value, with 
unrealized. holding gajns I!1ld losses reported as a 5CParate component of stockholdcr&' 
equity, net of applicable inCome taxes. At December 31, 1995 and 1994. the Company 
did not have any mvestments categorized as trading securities. Adoption of tliis s:tatement 
bad no effect on the income of the Company 
Prior to 1994, investmen.ts in debt secnrlties were carried at amortized cost, equity 
securities were cmried at .tIl8rlret value ll1ld short-tenn investments were carried at cosL 
Clanges in unrea1i2ed bolding gains rutd losses resulting from the revaluation of equity 
SCCUIities were reported as direct incxeases and dectcases in stockholders' equitr. net of 
applicable incomt: taxes. Unre:ilized holding gains and losses of fixed matunnes and 
~o;t~~.in~ts.w~_~~~~~ ~tE~CO~?E~cd.fi!!~ ~~~~. ". 
The Company's carrying value for in~rits in the beld-to-matutity and 
available-tor-sale category is reduced to its estimated realizable value if a decline in !he 
m8lXcr value is deemed other than tcmpotuy. Such reductions in ca:rrying value me 
recogt,lized as ~ losses and charged to income. The Company has had no 
investrnenU where a decline in market value is deemed other than temporary. Premiums 
and discounts on dobt securities are amortized over the lifc of the security as an 
adjustment to yield using the effective inreresr method. Realized gains and losses on 
disposition of investments are included in net income The cost of investments sold is 
determined on the specific identification method 
(Continued) 
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AIA SERVICES CORPORATION 
AND SUBSIDIARIES 
Notes to Coosoudated Financial Sta!:lmlents 
(c) Peferred}!olicy Acq).tlsition C&sts 
~OH/043 
Prior to 1"995, costs of acquiring insurance busine.~ wbich vary with and. are primarily 
reJated to the ~ction of such businC$S were defem::d and amonized £>vet' the estimated 
life of the underlying policy. Such coStS include catain ~. related to policy 
issuance and underwriting. These costs were being ~ over fIVe years on Ii 
straight-line basis. During 1995. the Company began lhe disposal of il'$llk and lmllh 
underwrl~ operations. This inv£>l'ved the disposal of the msmance Underwriting 
segment of Universe and Gieat Fidelity and rlle planned disposition at these two 
companies. The Company detennitted that as a result of actions taken to dispa.~ of these 
two insw:arJCe companies. who issac and nndcrwrite the policies Telated to the co.<:tt 
deferred. it is no JOcge:I appropriate to defer these costs.. Based on this, a1: December 31, 
1995, the C'.ompany wrote off$2.331,166ln. defened acquisition costs. increasing 1995 
eXpenses by this amount 
(d) PmmY and EQuipment 
Property and ~ent arc caaied at cost 1<.:SS acarmulatcd. deprec;ation. Where 
applicable, cost mcludes interest IDld real esrare taXes incuned during const:ruct.ion and 
oth¢t construction related costs. Depreciation is computed principally by the straight-line 
method using lives of 31 to 40 years for buildings and five to severt years for equipment 
(c) Commission Income 
Commission income is recognized ratably OYe!: the policy ~od. 
(0 Administrative ~ 
AfA is a thiId-patty administratot fOI CeDlenniaJ lifo InsUrance Company (see note 3), 
Universe and various Association trusts providing admin.l.sttative and data processing 
services, AD admini~1nI1ive fees ~ fIom such an:angcIllCllts and are reoorded as 
InCOrt1C up;m TeCeipt, which approximates the ti:me p:;riod aver which the feeS arc caIned. 
The admillistrative fees axe calculated on a per policy basis, on a percentage of certain 
future poliCY benefit'l. and also as specific administtative functions are perfonned 
(Continued) 
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(g) lDcowe Taxes 
AIA SERVICES CORPORATION 
AND SOBSIDIARIES 
Notes to Consolidated Financial Stateme:n.ts 
~015/043 
The Company files a consolidated income tru;: zetam fOJ its non-life irisurance 
subsidiaries. 
Effect:hte January 1. 1993. tho Company adopted SPAS 109 and has reported the 
cumulative effect of the c.bange in the method of accounting for income taXes in the 1~3 
consolidated statement of income Undel: the a.<;,$ef: and liabillry method of SFAS 109, 
~ WI: asSet$ and liabilities ate ~zed for ~ futme tax consequences 
attt:ibumb1e to differences between the financial st.atement cmying amounts of existing 
assets and liabilities and their ~ tax bascs. Dt:f=m:d tax assets and liabilities are 
measured using enacted tax Ia1cS expected to apply TO taxable ~ in the years in 
which those ~ary diffcccnces are expected to be· :recovcIed or settled. Undel 
SPAS 1{)9, the effect on deferred ta;( assets and liabilities of a. cb8nge in tax Iates is 
rccognizcd in income in the period that includes the enactmem dare 
(h)~ 
Cash is comprised of casb and funds tflmpOIarily invested (with original maturities not 
exceedin~ thnJe months) as part of the Company's management of day-to.<Ja.y operating, 
cash receIpts and disbursements 
(i) Reclassifications 
Certain amounts in the 1994 and 1993 financial statements hotve been reclassified to 
conform to the current presentation 
0) Manaeement Estirnate.<; 
The 1?reparation of financial st:51eIntmt ill conformity with generally accepted accolln1ilJg 
prinCIples requires management to make estimates and assumptions that .meet the 
reported amaunt3 of ll!!aet8 and lia.bilities arid disclosure of contingent assets and liabilltic:& 
1lI the date of the financial statements and ~ reported amount of revenues and expense 
during tho reporting period. Actual resultS could di ffer nom those estimates.. 
(3) Universe and Great FirleIm! 
(a) Di~tinucd ~ODS 
EffectiVe October 1. 1995. Ibe Company implemented a plan of disposal for its 
Insurance Unde!:writin$ segment This plan involves the disposal of the insurnncc risk 
taking subs!diaries. UUIverse and Great 'Fidelity. .. 
(Conlinued) 
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AlA SERVICES CORPORATION 
AND SUBSIDIARIES 
Notes to Consolidated Fmancial Swements 
~016/043 
Ihe cti&posal is being accomplished through transfer or dispo53l of the insurance it! force 
and sale of the in.·lurance companies. The Am&1c;m Long Term Care Rciruu.rance Group 
assumed 90% of the long term. catc policies of both Universe and Great Fidelity effective 
July I, 1m Centennial Life IrtSUI<lnCe Company assumed 100% of the remaining 
group health risk etfectJ\'e October 1. 1995, The compledon of 'the disposal is expected 
to ocellI within two yean 
Assets and liabilities of the insurance companies to b5 disposed consisted of the 
following at Decembe.r 31: 
~ l.221 
Cash S 504,484 39,188 
Investments 18,747.515 42.632,274 
Accrued investment inr.:ume 137.952 344,210 
Income ta;ce$' rece.ivnble 96,433 247,679 
Receivables 22,818,800 5.514,564 
Prepaid expenses 234,554 295,914 
Net property and equipment 250,495 350,142 
Deferred income taxes 604,240 
Deferred acquisiticm costs 514,880 2,095,824 
Cost of insurance and licenses acquired 1,711.222 J,Zl§.~Q~ 
Total.e.ssets 15.022,870 55.840JOO 
PoLicy Iia.h.ilitics 43,ll1,963 42,464,979 
Accounl:s payable 8,735.624 6,357,957 
Securities sold uncior ~cDt to repurchaso 6,654.QOO 
Totalliabili ties 5t.8.1Z.~S2 .il.1~ 
Net assetS (lIabilities) to be dispos¢ $ (6,824.717) 363.364 
(Continued) 
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AlA SERvn:::ES CORPORATION 
AND SUBSIDIARIES 
Notes to Conso1ida1td Financial Statements 
Sunnnary ~ons()Hdated starements of opetatiollS for the insUranCe companIeS tn be 
disposed of are as follows: 
.Jm Jm .l.2.2l 
Revenues: 
Premiums S 24,319,529 28,.362,420 47.753,38l 
Inves.trnem income 1.498,812 2.216 U1 ;. 2~1 S2!l 
Tood revenues 25,818,348 30~638,5S7 51.005.101 
~ 22,294,342 18.206,1.35 30.9&8.864 
Commissions 5,263,431 10.725,832 11,689,95:3 
General lind administrative 
expenses 6,650,656 7.410,292 7.822,143 
fntetl!8t 21P.l&6 ~~ ---~ 
Tohll expenSC$ 34.41&.615 36,347,809 50,525.274 
Income (loss) before income taxe.<l (8,600.267) (5,709,252) 479,927 
Provision for (benefit from) 
income tw:s 404.B53 Cl.051.14l) 34.J54 
Net income (lOS!) $ (9,005,120) (4.657J09) 445,213 
opemt:ins; results of Universe and Great Fidelity have been shown separately as income 
(1oss) from d.iscantinued operation..~ net of applicable income taxe& in the accompanying 
con.soliclated stattrrumt..o; or operntions PriO! years have been reclassified. 
The net liabilities to be. ~d at December31. 1995 of $6,824,717 includo 
approximately $2 . .2 million of mtangible assets .related to deferred acquisition costs and 
cost: of insurance and n~& acquired. ~ to the recent losses incurred by the 
1D.suraDce companies. theit regulatory $tattIS (see notes (1) and U1 that follow) and the fact 
mat r:heir licenses have been suspended, the reaIizab11ity of these assets is uncertain., 
An business r=nainiog with UniVCl:SC and Great FideHty is in a runoff mode. 
Management a:nticipa1es no significant gain or loss from operations for either company 
through final disposal date. 
At this time, me Company is unable to estimatt: proceeds, if any r which may be realized 
from finaJ disposal of the remaining net assets (liabilities) Management bolicves that no 
loss will be r6ilized and a gain.. if any. will be recorded at closing.. 
(Continued) 
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AlA SERVICES CORPORATION 
AND StTBSIDIAlUES 
Notes to Consolidated F'manci.aJ. Statements 
Cl:?) SUmmary qiSiIWificant ACCO!IJ1ting Policies 
~018/043 
In addition to the accounting policies.fOr continuing operations snDllJ'J.!lttzed in note 2, !he 
fonowing accounting policies rolate only to discontinued operations: 
(1) Inyesttnentx 
Mortga~btd;ed secuxities lepIesent participaIing inte:rests in pools of tint mortgage 
loans originated and serviced by me issum of the sccnritiell.. Premiums IlDd 
discounts on mongagc.back:ed securities an:: arrlo~ over t1ie estimated life of the 
security as an adjustment to yield using the: e:ffective interest me1;bod 
Mortgage-baclced secmities are accorrnted for undet SF AS 115. 
Mortpge Jqans and. policy loans are cauied at anpaid principal balances. Real estate 
is carried at cost., less accumulared depreciation. 
(2) lJeferred Acq:!lisidon Costs 
Cost of acquiring ioSlllanoa busin~ which vax! with and m ptimaxily rclated to the 
prodaction of such busmeM are deferred and amortized O~ the estimated .lif"e of the 
undedyin~ policy. Such costs include ceItam expenses n:::lated 10 poHcy issuance and 
underwriting These costs are being amortized over five years em a stnIight-Iine 
basis. 
(3) COO of Trngmmce and.Licenses Acquired 
The cost of Iicemes acqnited related to discontinued operations is being amortized on 
it straight--line basis. ovet 30 to 40 years. The ct>St of insurance ncquiIcd is being 
amortized over the ~paying period of the related policies. estimated 10 be 5 to 
IS years. 
(4) Policy Benefil'i and OtherPolicv LiabiUtics 
Ordinary life insutal'lce and annuity policy benefit :liabilities are computed on a net 
level pn:miummcthod using assumptions with respect to current irrlestmen1 yield. 
mortality, moIbidity,wi:tbdcawa] ~ and ot;Jler assumptions detamincd to be 
approprl~ as of the dato the business was ~cd or purchased or the CoJDpany 
SuCh estiJ:IiatcS were based upon past expettence adjusted to proVlde for possiblo 
adverse deviation from the estimaieS 
(Continaed) 
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Reserves fot the Unlvetsal Benefit CUB), Jhc W"1thdrtwal Value (IN). and the 
Supplemental Bencllt A.ccumIllation (SEA) COl'I.'lpCJllents of the group accident and 
hearth mSUIl1l1CCc:ontIaCt! are computed on a graduated scale from 25% to 100% I)f 
tho certificatcholders' VB. WV, or SBA balance Ove! a 15 year pcrlod. Using the 
graduated scale in effect discounts the l'CSClVC for expected wIthdrawals and thetcfure 
takes mdit for ex.pecrad Sl.lIIetldet cl)ar$es. Howevc:r, this is done on a CO't1$en'ative 
basis While this is not as conseIYiltIVe as rese.rving a tiill account value, it is 
reasonable, sound. and consistent withactllarial principles. 
The liability fmunpaid claims included in the net liability to be disposed is an estimate 
of payment3 to be mack on insurance claims for reported lasses and estimates of 
incuned but not reported claims . 
(5) RejnsIlljfQ}:e 
In 1993, the ~y adopted Sta1emplt of f.inancial Standards No. 113 • 
.. Act:ounting And RepOIting fot Reiosuranee C)f Short-Duration l!I}d Long-Duration 
ContIacts" (SFAS 113) Reinsmance receivables and prepaid rcinsuIance premiums 
are ll.CCOunted ~r and reported separately as assets, net of valuaIion allowance. rather 
than being deducted from the liability for ~ policy benefits and c1a.im.s. As the 
Company's insurance subsidiaries' operations arc discontinucd, the ~cc 
receivables. and prepaid ~ are included in net liabilities/assets to he disposed 
in the accompanyin$: consolidated finllIlCial statl:::IJJcnts The cost of reim;mancc 
related to lcing-dumtioo contracts is acroun1ed fOI over the life of the u:n.ck1lying 
reinsurcc\ paTicies using as.surnptlons consisrent with those used to account f(]f !he 
underlying policies. Contracts not resnlting in the reasonable possIbility I1ut !he 
reinsm'ermay realize a si&nificant loss from the insoxance risk assumed genetally do 
not meet the cpnd1tiODS fOI reinstimnce accounting and arc to be acconntcd for as 
deposit$ . 
Reinstmmce premiums ceded and :reinsurance recoveries on benefits and cll1irni 
incuIIed are dI!Iductcd from the rrispective income and expense accouIm 
(6) EeeoenIdQ» of Revcnues and Costs 
.PremiUms on life iI)SUl'ancc ate recognized as revenue when due. Benefits. losses 
and related expenses are matched with earned ~s in ordel to recognize incorn.o 
ovOl the tenn of the contracts This matchmg is nccomplished by -means of the 
provision fi::Ir firtnre pOlicyholdei benefits. estimated unpajd losses and the 
amortization of deferred policy acquisition costs: 
(Continued) 
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(l) Income Taxes 
Tho Company files a ~ann.e consolidated income tax r:tmn fOt Universe and Great 
Fidelity. These subsidiaries qualify for a "'smaf1 life insurance COI1lp2lly" deduction 
or 609& . of taxable income.. 
(c) Investments 
The amortized cost. ~t and statement vwe of investments as of Decerilber 31, 1995 
and 1994 follows The tlUI.l'ket values are based on quoted market prices, whete 
available, 01 on values ObtaiD~d from iodependent pricing sc:Mces 
Available for sale: 
Bonds: 
u.s. Treasury bonds $ 




Mongage loam on real estate 
Policy loans 
Short-term hrve&tmenta 



















$ 18,689,736 $ 18,747,515 =. 
(C'.ontinued) 
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UB. Theasury bonds $ 5. I 40,O9() 4,904,025 
Mortgage backed 
securities 20.823,713 19.285.272 
Co;:pOt'ate bonds' _. 85!M22 S~.!220 





Sectlrities: 8,490.444 7,748.984 
Common stocks ~lQ.41~ ~S.8!!Q 
Total available-for-sa]e 8,900,862 $ 8,154,&34 

















$ 42,632,214 , 
Ai December 31. 1995 and 1994, investmen.ts held with a. statement vaIut of $3,915.311 
and $3,620.619, respectively, were Oll deposit with certaill state insunmce depa:r1:n:1ents in 
order to mt::Ct regulatory mquirements . 
AI Dccembet 31, 1994, bonds held with a cost of $8,4.90.444 (markit value of 
$7 ,748r9&4) were held as collateral at II. bank for borrowed money and wera subject to a. 
repurchase agreement In addition. aU .S. Treasmy nom held with a statement value of 
S727,098 and $729,471 at DecembeI 31. 1995 and 1994. respectively, was held in a 
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Gross unrealized gains and lOS$el$. whic:h represent the dif:rel:ence between market value 
and lII1lO1ti%ed oost on secwltics under discontinu~ operations.. at December 31, 199$ 
are ao; follows: 
Held-to-ma.tm:.ity: 
Bonds: 




Mortgage backed securities 
Common stock 
Gross Gross 
1.1llICalized unrealized • ~ 
$ 236,337 (746) 
2.800 G~7) 
$ 239,137 (9&3) 
03.7.408) 
t $ 3{)4 (5& 271) 
$ 15,304 095.679) 
Gross unrealized gains and losses.. which represent the difference between market value 
and amortized cost on securities under discontinued ope::rations. at Decembet' 3 i, 1994 
are summarized .as follows: 
Held-to-matmity: 
Bonds: 

























$ 12.16.6 nS8.194} 
(Coruinued) 
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The amortized cost and market value of debt securities at December31, 1995. by 
contractual maturity, are shown below_ Expected maturities may differ from contractual 
matutitics because boIIOWeL'S may have the right to call 01 prepay obligations Securities 
not due at a dngle mamdty date arc co11n.rcraJized mortgage obligations of government 
backed sec:uritio's wbich have principal payments throughout the life of !he investment, 




Due one year or less $ 1,026,944 1.034,975 
Due one throtlgb five years 697,.960 700,375 
Due si; through 1en yem 2,917,505 3.145.213 
Due after len yeat& 
Not due at a single 
maturity date ~.240.428 S,!:Ul.2,090 
$ 13d82•907 13,633,653 
In ... "eSbnent income consists of the following: 
1995 1m l22J. 
Bonds $ 1,267,947 1,178,299 3,310,073 
Prefeued stocks 24.547 
~023/043 
Common stocks (16,500) (427,233) 
Mortgage loans 299,666 236,58& 44,238 
l'olicy loans 4,320 1,820 247 
Real estate 32,842 167,173 143,835 
Short-term investments 124,807 123,780 170,764-
OthcJ 121.229 l~l,lll 34.118 
1.844.311 2,493,:320 3,276.172 
less investment exvmses 220.122 Dl.iW 11] 260 
$ 1,624,189 2,276,137 2,970,699 
(Continued) 
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Realired gains and losses on invesnnenrs ate as fonows: 
Gross gains 
Gross losses 
$ 78.585 421.910 1,504,375 
(382 039) (440,536) (629,502) 
s (303.454) 08,626) 874.869 
Proceeds from the sales of fixed maturity securities during 1995 and 1993 were 
$601.914 and $49,4490737. respectively. There wl!!J'e no proceedS from the sales of 
fixed mamrlty Secutities dudng 1994 
(d) Pro]erty and EQ:aipment 
Property and equipment included as part of discontinued operations at December 31 , 
] 993 and 1994 consist of the fonowing: 
J.2.2j, 1994 
Corrrrmy occupied properties $ 32.075 32,075 
Fumiiure and oqtiipment l..Z2,MS2 I.B12.Z1!l: 
1,827.560 1,844,789 
Less aec.umulated depredation l..m.Q!i~ 1.424,647 
$ 250.4~ 350,142 
(e) SaleofRealEstat,e 
On May 17. 1994. UniVClSC sold a con:nnercla1 office buildIDg hclQ. tOt investment 
purposes for $980,000. Univc:sc received three mortgage notes secured by deeds of 
tnl:St on tlIlt'elated propexties with aggregate principal balance of $900,000 aru;t interest 
rates from 7% to &% pe.t' annum. The balance was received in cash. The Company 
recognized a loss of $226.06& on thU sale 
On March 29, 1994. Universe sold 8.3 acres of undevelOped commercial pro~y fOr 
$657.000 cash and rccognized a gain of $288,026. 
(~.ontinued) 
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On December 30, 1993, Univetse sold its home office building fOI: $2,650.000 in 
CODtlect!on with a sale and Icaseback agreement Universe received 8. note secu(ed by a 
deed of trust for $1,987,500 at 8% per annum and the balance in cash AJA entered. int() 
a 15 year 1casc:: with an option to pnrcbase the property.. U.nivenie reported a defem:d 
gain of $492,629 in ! 993 whicll is being recogni7.ecf over the term of the lease. Universe 
recognized $32.842 of the deferred gain in both the 1995 and 1994 statement of 
operations 
(f) Policy Uabl1ities 
. Policy liabilities at December 31 W' as follows: 
FIrt~ ~ncy benefits 
Unpaid claims 
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Activity in the liabillry fOT claims in the COl.fISe of settlement and UlJl'eCOrded claitns Il.S it 
applies to accident and health policies are as :fuJlow~: 
1m. ~ J.22l 
Balance, beginning of Yea(. 
accident and health $ 67687,155 . 10,91.3,134 9,003,557 
.tes:s reinsurance recoverable eJ.11& • .'220) (.4.466.31~) O.lS6.8QR) 
Net balance, beginning of year 3.5Qa~~~ ~,446,lCi2 _7.246.682 
InC1lI!t;d related to: 
Com:ntYeaI 19.063.407 22,209,263 26,895,351 
Prior years 6,64Q.78 1 1.129.141 2.847.435 
rotal inCUIred 2S.104,lSa ~3,322.QIQ 29 Z4218Q 
Paid related to: 
Cummtyear 15.177.666 19,315,147 21,021,841 
PriO! )'W"S 8.37l...lQZ 2.261,060 2.214.8n 
TO(a.[ paid 23.548,26~ 26,2 77.20 7 30,542713 
NeE balance. end of yOal 5.663.7&5 3,508,565 6,446,762 
Plus reinsurance recovetable 190 !MQ -ll.1S....l2Q 4.4~ lZ2 
Balance, end of year, accident 
2lldhealth. ~,S.:i3.82,i ~.2~Z,l~5 lQ,!.f13.I34 
Net life claims liability 23.790 2.QOO - ZQ7,882 
Total tt~d claims., 
endo year $ 5,877,615 ~696,155 11,121,023 
(:iaiTll& incurr:ed in 1995 related to prior years result primarily from changes in actuarial 
assumptions on smaIl blocks ofbusme.'Ilt, many of which are clo.'!ed. 
(Continued) 
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(g) T.>ismo;itipIt$ and Reinsurance 
~027 1043 
During 1995 and 1994. Universe entered into various agreements with The Centennial 
Life Insunmce Company (Ceutenn.ial), pursuant to which Universe sold 01· reinsured its 
group univexsaI health (GUIol) business. Under a tnmsfer.- asreement and related 
re.iosunlnce agreements, Universe bas transfened all of its GUl{ morbidity undetWIitint; 
ris!c. other than that .tclated to totally disabled claimants, to C..entmmlal for con.sideIirion . 
with an expected present value of $~.9 million. subject to the profitability of the existing 
bl1Smcss. At December 31. 1995, approximalely 89% (approximately 44% at 
December 31, 1994) of !:be mcisting GOO bllSiness had been trans:fa:rcd Or reinsured 
Univers~ bas paid Centennial $4.,8 million in cash and has also re.corded a $2 2 milliOll 
payable to Omt=tmia! at December 31. l.99S ($3.7 1lll11iOD at Decembet: .31, 1994). In 
retum, Cente;nnial has ~~ aggregate reserves of $8.3 million No gam or loss was 
recognized on the~. The consitb'ation will be reporte4i as received over 1hc Dext 
five yeiU8.. .Btfective October 1, 1995, the remaining morbidity risk of the GUlf 
business was ceded to Centennial under a 100% quota-share Iefnsurance agreement 
(See note 31 for subsequent event) 
Effective July I, 1995, 90% of the long-term care business· of Universe and Great 
Fidelity was ceded to a con!ortium of reinsurers on a quota-shace basis. t!niverse and 
Great Fidelity will receive abedingfee of 15% of first year premium and 8% of renewal 
premiums ceded. 
A sam.mary of significant reinsurance IlmOtlIlts affecting the accompanying financial 
statements for the years ended December3l. 1995, 1994 and 1993, is presented below. 
The ceded balance sheet amounts have been classified as assets in the balance sheets of 
Universe and Great Fidelity in accordance with the provision of SPAS 113. 
(Continued) 
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Balance sheets: 
Nonaffili2!es: 
Future policy benefits and cllaimt: 
Accident and health 
AmoUnts recoverable 
from reinsurer;; 







life in3urance pretnium& 
Accidr;at and heallh 
.insurance premilUllS 
Benefits and claims 
C.omtnission and e.xpe.nse 
allowances on 
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Stal_ts of opcr.tdOll$! 
NaaafIillatcs: 
Ure. .iIlcaralloc premiums $ 70 I, LBO 
Ac::cideW!Iad. ~th 
i~~ 7.770.962 
B8~ SIIld cIlII.ms 6,003.065 
Commission IUId ixpema 
allovnmces an 





















The Company evaluates the financial cotulition of ira reinstm:lS and InOniioQ 
concentIattons of credit risk arioor; from sinnlnr geographic rt:gion~ activities. or 
econonUc cbinlcteristics of £he reinsurers to mD:limize. its c:.xposu.rc to signlf1cant losses 
from reinsureJ· insolvencies.. Amounts for ceded futllre pOlicy bcne.fiIs and clabm would 
reprc:sent a liability of the Company in the unlIkely event that its rein.<mrers would be 
unable to meet existing obligations ~der rein.crurance agreements. 
(h) IDCO!11C Taxes 
The deferred tax assets and liabilities and 1M valuation aIlowance at December ,1, 1995 
relaled to discominood operations are as follows: 
~029/043 
Deferred taX assets 





Net defe.ne.d rai assets $=== 
(Continued) 
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At December 31. 1995, The Universe Life Insurance Company consolidated group has 
approximately $11.400,000 in net o~ loss canyforwiIds available 10 -offset f'at.u.Ie 
taxable inCOIIlel pdor to their expiration in 2010 The Idaho Stare Tax Commission issued 
a N'otic~ of D:ficlc:Dcy Deteomnation which states that the state of ldahQ net. opet3Iing 
loss is to be reduced by approxi:matdy 51,500,000. The Company has fikd written 
protest and platls to 'contest the detetmina1ion 
(i) Remlatory Regy.irements and 0theJ: Matten: 
Gc:norally. the net aSset!! of Universe and Great Fideliry available for transfe.t to 1:b: 
Company am limitod to the amounts h)' which the net assers exceed mhlimum capil:al 
requiremcn1s .. 
Unda: Idaho insurance law. dividends may be paid by Universe only from profits or 
earned snrplus and r:quire ldaho ItlSUI1lIlCC Department (Depattmem) apploval If tI1e 
dividend is in excess of the grc:at.er of 10%' of surplns or net gain from operations of ~ 
pri()I year:' Universe may not pay a dividend withoUt prior approval from !he 
Department . 
Under Indiana insttrance law, the m.itlimmn 8tmutory capital and surplus required is 
$450,000. Great Fidelity may oot pay dividends that redllC~ SUlpltlS to less than 50% of 
capital stock. Extraordinary dividend paymeIits which exceed !he greater of the net gaIn 
from operatiQIlS of 10% of surpltU from the preceding year requite approvaHrom the 
Indiana Commissioner of I:n.smance ' 
141 ~30/043 
UnivetSa and Great Fidelity file annual statements witI!. the Department of Inmrance of 
the S11llcS of Idaho and Indiana, respectively. prepared on the basis of accollDting 
practices prescribed Or permitted by such regulatory antho:ritics: Presaibed statutory 
accounting pracDcrs includo a ~ of oublications of the National Association of 
Insura;nce CoIllIllissioners (NAIq. 3$ wcl1 as state laws, regul;¢ori.~ and general 
administrative roles. Permitted &ta.rutory aocou,nting practices eDCOmpaSS all accoiIJltlng 
practices not $0 presctibed The Company has no material pcnnltted statntory 8CO'l!IDting 
practices, ex.c:cpt for·a gain of $4.9 ntillion related 1:0 Univ~'$ sale of its GUHbusiness 
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The: funowin~ reconciles the statutO!)' net loss and statotory capital and surplwc of 
Universe and Great Fldclity, as filed with regulalOlj' authoIities, to the net loss and 
stockholders' deficit included in the lICCQl'Dp3Ilying consolidated fina:nciil statements (as 
discontfnucd operations) based on generally accopted accounting principles (GMP) for 
the year ended December 31, 1995: 
Statutory not 10S$ 
AdjustmImts to recQJIClle to the bAsis ofGAAP: 
Fu!mi:J poliq benefizs 
<hUt 011 W~ of aua bminass 
Def.eaed i= tucs . 
~ and amottizatioII 
D.fiormi pin till $&Ie of real cs:t2 
DefeI:rcQ acquisition CQIIf$ 
Col;t of ~ IUld licenses acqi.mm 
Pn'!pBid c.xp:nsc$ 
~ msUntonaDct reserve 
Other 
Net loss in ac:cord;mce with GAAP 
$toekboldm' Ncit 
Statutory capi1a1 and surplus (ddieit) 
Cninulailve r::fkt:t of aa~ to 
rCconcl1c SO the bas;is or GMP: 
Defmcd ~ eosrs 
Cost ofinsurauce and licenses ;cquireO 
NOIHldmitied WClS 
Gain on I0Il. gf GOB. business 
CC)Aoffu:cnsc:s 
A.mIt "..llJIIIion l'CSCI:Ve 
Inre.rest JlI~ mscrve 
Future polley b=cfiIs 
DiffcmJcc bclwccn BInOI:tIzcd cost and fair 
value of dcbl. and equily se<::UIities AVal P-b)e 
fIX" ~ net of defcaed ~ 
Prepaid c:xpcnscis 
Propm:y and equiptneat. net 
Defllm:d ga;in 011 sale of real esilIte 
Net lilSbiIilies 'to be d.is~ 
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An examination of Universe, in1tiaJed in Septembez 1993 for thC two year petiod ended 
D~mbe131. 1992, was conducted joiritIy by the Idaho, NcV"dda and Tc:;:as insurance 
departments.. The exammeI5' report noted significant accounting change requirements as 
follows: ' 
The examination proposed that the valuation for statutory accou:nting purposes of 
AlA common stock be reduced from its cost bam: to its OMP book Value. net of 
.all deferred acquisition COlts, ~ proposed adjustment would canse a 
$5,706..713 statutory write-down of the cmrymg value of AIA 
an August 23, 1995, tJw Company conm"bu£ed $15 milliOllln aqJital to Uni:ven;e and 
)JA was .t'COI'ganizcd ac; a cfireCt subsidillI)' of the Company. This rcorgnnizmiOll is 
consistent wjth regulatory concerns and objectives of !be C'..ompany to replace the A1A 
carrying value far UruvetSe's statutory capital purposes This tlansaction teceived 
regulatory apprc>val on AUgUst 14, 1995 
On March 5, 1996, -at the direction of its Boaro of Directors. Universe and !he Idaho 
'Departmmt of Insurance (the ~) c:nterc.d into a Stipu1.ttion and Order of 
Rr:!lahilitation (the Order) in the: District Collrt of the Fonrth JudicillI District of the Stale 
of Idaho (the Court) Pursuant to ihe Order, the rehabilitator appointed by the 
Depa:!tment: . 
'II shall take possession of the assets of Universe. and conserve, hold. ~age and 
administer an the .assets of Univcne under the gc:lle:ral. supervision or the Court; 
• is vested with title to :all property assets. contracts and rights of ac:tion Qf 
Universe. of wh.1!eva nature and wherever lota:ted.. whether held directly or 
indirectly; 
• shall have access to all assets, book.q" rocord.~, files. credit cards and othel 
property of Uniyctse. 
Tn addition. any agents. btokeu or oth=:-persons holdirig or ~ funds on behalf of' 
UnivcISC shall aCCOl.1Dt for and pay such funds as directed by the nWbiliLator; II1Id all 
secured ~ 01' parties, pledFS. lien holders. collateral holders or othct person! 
claimm.g secwed, priority iIJteregt In any'property or assets of U~verse are enjoined from 
taking any steps to ttansfer. sell, assign. mcumber. attach, dispose of or ~croi.se rights 
in or against any propeny Of assets of Uoiver:se. 
(Continued) 
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In addition. Grear. Fiileility consented to a modified S~s.iOtl order issued by !he 
Indiana Department of lnsuraru;:e on March 6, 1996. This OIQeL pJOvides 1hat the 
Company shall. not. without ~or writlcD. approval nom the Indiana Deparlrtlent of 
Insurance, do any of the followmg during the period of supervision: 
1 Dispose of. convey. aT c:nctnnber any assen or ~iness in force; 
2. Withdlaw funs from any bank BCCQIlI1ts or otherwisC disburse assets, ex.cept pay 
direct, uoa1'1iliarod poHcy holder chums or noanal ope;rating expenses; 
3, Lend any funds 
4 Invest. arty funds, ~ in cerrlficate of deposits ox in securities guaranteed by 
t1J~ full faith and credit of the United. States Government; 
5 TIansfeI any propaty: 
6 Incur tmy debt. obligation, or liability except in the oniitm}' coune of business 
and to an lumffiJiared party; 
7 Merge or COtlsoJb:iate with another company; 
8 ' Enter inro any new rem.<nrnmce contract or agreemen1 ,or any amendment or 
modification 10 an existing remSllIanCf: contract. or a~ent; 
9 Enter into any new lines of business. 
Under both ordas, ~t of both companies is retained. The objective of the 
Idaho Depa:rt.mcmt is, returomg Univer:se to st:atu~ compliance with respect to ~nimum 
capital and ruplus reqW.rcmct'lts of the Var1ou$ juusdictions in which Universe has e.ither 
~ve or suspended certificnres of authority 
On August 8, 1997, afotrml! rtanofRchabilitation (£he Plan) ~ filed with the Comt 
The man calls for the: recession of the transfer and leiDsw:aDce agreements entered into 
with Centennial during 1994 and 1995 reJated to UniverSe's GUll product (see note 3g), 
Centennial will telUl'n the :reserves on the business tnmsferred; plus interest, less 
reimbursement fOl actual dirr:ct expenses All policies will be terminated and certificate 
holders will be off~ replacement co've11lgc on a. guann1ecd issue basis (for a limited 
time) by a. third party insurer. The replacement plan wm be dc:signed to provide: healtb 
inSUlance coverage comparable to that offered. \1ndCl the health benefin: portion of the 
GOO plan To ilia extent of asSets in excess of the claim$ reserve, th~ xcl1abilltatoI sball 
pay the amount of the respective SBAJUE cash withdrawal benefit [0 each GUH 
ccrtificatc holda as of the dale of termination of the poJjcy. Funds in excess of the 
amoUnts needed to compensate can:cnnial for its expenses and to complem lhfI 
processing and payment of final claims wiD remain in the Come pending comPletion of 
the rehabilitation proces .. r The rehabilitator will be entiJIed to draw tlpon these funds as 
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On October 7, 1997 a stipu1ati.on was filed with the Court to consent to the entry of 
pjndingB. Conclusions and Ordei approving the Plan of Rehabilitation (the OnIer) The 
Order ~Yed the Phm of Rehabilitation filed on August 8, 1997 with only minor 
modifications. 
(j) R£sk Based Caoita1 
1'he anrmal SltItement instnIdiQn$ of the National Association of Iostmmce 
Commissioners xequire 'the cak:u1afion of risk·based capital (RBC) for all life insurance 
enterprises. ~ RBC serves as a bencbmarlc for the reguJation of life insmance 
COIDpaJlics by State in.~\ltance ~gnlators. RBC provides :fm: sur:plus for:nmJ.as &imiIat to. 
target smpms fommlas ased by commercial rating agencies. lbe formulas specify 
v3l.ious wefghtin,i factOrs that are applied to financial balam::c:s or varlou:ileVelS of ~tivity 
based on the perceived degree of risk. and are set forth.in the RBe requ.in:m.cnts. Such 
formulas focns on fow gcnen1 typea of riu:: (a) the risk wirh respect to the Co.mpany's 
assets (assets or default tisk); (b) me risk of adverse insurance ¥ence with respect to 
the Company's liabllitie$ and obligatians (insma:oce or underwriting risk); (c) the interest 
rate risk wlth r:espcot to the Company's business (assetIfi~ matching); and, (d) all 
other business riSD (~nt, regulatory action. and' contingencies), The amount 
detemilited under such fommlas is called the authOIU:ed coritrollevel RBe (ACLC) 
~634/043 
The RBC guidelines define specific capital levels based on a company's ACl.C. IhIIt arc 
determined by the ratio of the Company's total adjUSted capital (rAe) to ilS ACf...c... TAe 
.is equal to statlltOry capital, plus the Asset ValuQtian Reserve and any volun!ary 
Investment reserves. 50% of dividend liability. and certain other specified ndjustments. 
The specifIC capital levels. in declining cn:del. and applicable ratios .an: PCOlTIy as 
follows: "Compal:Iy .A;tion LeveY' w"hem rAC is less than Of equal to 2.0 ~ AC1.C; 
''Regulatory Action Level" when: TAC is· Jess Ib.an OI equal fo 1.5 times Aa..c; 
"AmhodzCd Control Level" where rAe is less than ox equal to 1.0 times AQ.C; 
"Mandatory Control 1..evcl" where TAC is less than ox equal to. 0.7 ti:mes ACLc.. 
CompaDies at the Company Actioo Level mU$t submit 11 coroprehtmsive financial plan to 
the insurauec c:omnUssioner of the s~ of domicile. Companies at the Regulatory 4dion 
Lcvcl are subject to .a mandatory examination' 01 analysis by the commissionet and 
po.ssible required co:rrec:t!vc actions. At !he Autbodzed Control Level. a company Inay be 
snbjc:ct to. among otbet things, the commissioner ~1acing it under Jagu1~ control. /JJ: 
the 1vfandatoty Control Level, the instmmee commlssiODeI is required to' p.lac:c a company 
undel mgulatory control 
At Deceimb¢r 31, 1995. Universe fell into tho mandatory control1evel as its rAe was a 
dcficitof $1,056,110 or a negative 36 times its AaJ:. ($5,388,889 OI 2.9 times irs 
ACLC in 1994). (See section (I) above) 
At December 31, 1995 Great Fidelity's rAC was $3,617.855 o.tA59 times Its ACLC 
($3,692,520 or 93 times it! Aa..J:. in 1994) Accordingly, Great Fidelity does nGt 
currently faJl into one of the above lc:vcis 
(Gontinued) 
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Various lawsuits. against Univa:se have arisen ill tho Otdinary cotuSe of business 
MImagement believes that contingent liabilities arising from this fuisation arc not material. 
(4) Inyestments 
As dlscllSSed in note 1. the Company adopted SFAS 11S on January 1., 1994, the impact 
of wbich was not material to the Company'& finaoclal condition or ICSUlts of operations. 
StalfllIl/'!Ot of Financl.a.l Accotmtlng Standard$ No. 11 S>. "Disclosmes About Derivative 
'-Financial InvestmentS and Fait Value of Financial lnvcstmc:nts". requires additional 
disclosures concerning derivative financial investmi!mtS which have Qff.ba'I.anCe sheeJ: risk. 
The Company owns DO financial Urvestments which fall within the scOpe of this stati:mlent . 
The amortized cost, market, and starement value of investments as of December 31, 1995 
and 1994 follows. Tho market values are based on quoted market prices, where available, 
or on values obtain~ from independent pricing services 
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(5) Property and Equipment 
Property and equipment consist of the following at December 3 I; 
1995 .wM: 
Company oocupied properties $ &7.794 87,542 
Furnibp:e and equipment 586.345 591,363 
Transportation equipment ] 6SQ 1.41 a,6~S 
575,789 2,097,560 
I.ess accmnnlated depreciation 494,702 1.289,067 
.$ 181,087 803,493 
Tran.spottBtion equipment cousisted primarl1y of aircraft which was mmsfecred at book 
v~uc. net of encumbrances, to \he previous m9Jorlty stoclcholder including a related note 
payable This InmSfer was part of the Company's restroctru:ing which is further described 
in notes g and 9 
(6) Mort~es and Notes Pavahle 
Mortgages and notes payable consist of the fonowing: 
Mortgag~ on real ~tam - ] 175%. due 2003 
~otes payable: 
B&rik loan - at prime plus 1%, due 1996, 
collateralized by Universe stock and 
ce:rtain ca.'\h balances, IeSttUCmrcd July 
1994. repaid March 29, 1996 




$ 76,665 81,147 
625.919 1,055,711 
139.427 703.770 
$ &42,011 1,840,628 
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AfDecember 31, 1995, the prime rate was 8.5% Aggregate maturities of mortg~ and 















The ~ovision for income taxes from com:i~ing operations conSists of the following: 
~ ~ l223. 
Curn::nt $ . 2.184 i3,1l6 10.958 
Deferred 072.817) caw) ~ .. ll~ 
Provision for (benefit 
(50.187> from) income taXes $ (770,633) 315~294 
Ddc:rred income ~ reflect the impact of "temporary dtlferences" between amounts of 
assets and liabilities for financial reporting; purposes and such amounts as rneasuted by tax 
laws; 
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The ~ componenrs of the Company's net deferred tax assets and liabiJiti¢s &.Ie 
SUItIInaI'ized a~ follows: 
1m. l221 1m 
Deferred tax assets: 
Polley reserves $ 194.114 1.718,306 1.884.928 
Net tITll'C81ized losses on 
available for salo securities 61,328 25:3.650 
Net operating loss canyforwsnls 4,181,239 1,290,304 815,941 
Other 494&~O 246.~1~ J!lQ.~~~ 
5.531.111 3.508A72 .1.1.4.L£U 
~ tax liabilities: 
.DdWed policy acquisition costs (172,422) (1,208,213) (2,387,229) 
Tax over book depreciation 
and amottization (172.715) (608,771) (l,050,963) 
Dc::feo:ed gains on installmcm sales 
of real esrate (319,954) (344,639) (204,270) 
Other _1~ (66.285) f49,S4Q) 
C7Q2.2Z1) (Z-221.2QS) (.1.!l82.00;f) 
Valuation aflownnce C1.~52.22~) (l.2W",~Q2) an,662) 
Net deferred tax asSet: (liability) $ 168,.517 (1.319.173) 
The defened t;J:{ assets and liabilities and the valuation allowance at December 31, 1995 
related to continuing operations are as follows: 
Defe:r1l!d tax assets 
Defetred taX liabilities 
Varuation allowance 





rhe change in the valuation allowance for the years. ended December 31. 1995 and 1994-
was an increase of $3,372,396 and $502,905, re1>'Pectively The valuation al1ow~ did 
not change in 1993_ 
(Continued) 
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The Company's ffifective income tax rare on income from continuing operations differs 
from the expected corporate .st:atmory federal Income tax rate primarily as a result of the 
change in the valuation allowance 
At December 31, 1995, the Company has appmximatdy $2.400,000 in net operating loss 
cn.rt')'forwatds which are avai1able to offset future taxable income priQr to their ~ in 
2010 
The Company' 8 ability to use its net operating loss can:yforwards to offset future taxable 
income is subject to 8mIwt! restrictions contained in. the United SI:atl:s In1l::rnaI Revenue 
Code of 19&6. a.~ amended (the Cotk). These restrictions II.Ct to limit the Company's future 
USC of its net opetating losses following a:rtain substantial stock oWncIShip changes es 
enumerated in the~. Them was socb a change in ownership during the yw ended 
December 31.< 1995 and there arc stlbstantial annual restrictions limiting the Company's 
futme cse of its net opelating loss catryfOtwarda 
(8) Related PJnty Transactign§ 
During 1995. AlA paid off four loans for one of the Company's stockholders towing 
$126,657. AlA has S!'It up a related party receivable for this amount The ~eivable has no 
stated maturity or interest 
'The ('...o~y had tIansactions with stockholders as follows: 
Receivables from st:ocl:holders, J :muary 1 
Advances 
$ 344,214 231,015 595 
335,884 384.941 633,72& 
~039/043 
Reductions (S'l3Ml) (&71.742) (403.:30&) 
Receivables from stockholdct!, December 31 $ 126.657 344,214 m.Jlli. 
In July 1995. the Company ~quired aD the outstanding shares (613.494 shares) of its 
fOl1llClr majority stoCkhofder in exchange for the following: 
• $7 5 million to be pajd as described beloW; 
• Three airCraft, net of related encumbIanccs; 
• Elimination of approximatcly $570,000 in debt to the C'.ompany; 
• Non--i:OfllpetitioD agreement through December 31. 1998; and 
• MisceDaneollS furniture and fixtures. 
(Continued) 
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Assets were transferred at their n~ book values at the dale of sale: No gain OT' loss was 
~corded on this tnmsaotion 
~048/043 
A down payment of $ 1.5 million originally due on October 22. 1m was renegotiated in 
July 19% to be due October 31, 1996, Interest on this note (as renegotiated in July 19!)6) 
is 95% (14% whiJein default) and prlnc:ipal and intaest payments of $33.,750 per mouth 
are due beginning August 1. 19~, The remainlng $6 million is payable in the form of a 
Dom with int.cre&t at g 25%, Fd.~lc monthly. principal dne and payable ill ten years 
These notes are &ecmed by the Company's stock IIl1ll commission Income. An escrow 
agreement was signed in Jnly 1996 proVIding payrnonts on the.3e noteS to be tt.'IIl.'>ferred 
directly from the Company's lock box. In addition, in July 1996. the Company agreed to 
reimbune the formeI majodty stockholder fOt attorney's fees related to fue restructuring. 
(9) Preferred and Common Stock 
(a) Series APn:ierred Stoels; 
The Company has 170,562 outstanding shares of no par. nonparticipating Series A 
preferred stock (190,310 In 1994), 
Pursuant to tho ~ slock agreement, tho holdet of the Series A preferred stock has 
rhe right to requue the C.ompany to redeem the stock at any time after September 14. 1993 .. 
The right was exercised by giving the: Company written notla:. of demand for redemption 
effe~ve Decembet 2. 1993 . 
The Company began redeeming the Series A preferred shares at $10 pCt share oveI a fifteen 
year period with interest at 1-112% below the FllSt Interstate Batik of Idaho, N.A ~ 
rate, adjusted quartedy. The Co~y redeel:nr:d 19.748 shares in 1995. 8,910 shares in 
1994 and 780 &hares in 1993. In 19~. the Company agreed to restroctllI'e'!he redemption 
over a tet) year period with int~st at 1/4% above !he First ~te Bank of Idaho, N.A. 
prime rate, adjusted quarterly. On July 1. 1996, the Comp~y furthCl restrIlCtll:red !he 
Series A shareholder agreem.eot such thal in addition to the l'egulnr ten-yeat amQrtization 
agreed to in'1995, a payment of $100,000 will be made at the end of e~ six-month period 
commencing upon the fuTI payment of tht:: down paymeot note to the r.ompany's former 
majodty stocld1oJder (see note 8). Also, no prin¥ payme.nrs shall be made on the $6 
milEon note payable to the: Company's fonnet ~ority nacKholder (sec note 8) until the 
Series A prcfe.r:red stock has been fully redeemed. 
(Continued) 
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The redemption over the neXt five years and thereafter ar;cQ1ding [0 the regular ten-year 
amortization schednlt is as follows: 








If i:bc Company dii~olves. the Series A preferred m:cl: bas Iiquidatin~ prcfetence over 
common and Series C .stookbolders ~ aInOllIlts equal to its redemption value. 'Ibc boldet 
of the Series A prefem'ld stock has the right, voting sepa1ately as a. class, to elect one 
member to the BOan! of Dlrectors, 
(b) Series C Prefroed Stock 
Dming 1995, the Company initiated a private placement of preferred stock in which 
150,000 shares of !he 500,000 &hares anthorized of the Se:ties C 10% convertible 
preferred stock and attendant Series C wanants were sold for $1,500.,000 in August of 
1995 An additional 50,000 shares: with proceeds of approximately $200.000 were 
placed by DeCember 31, 1995. Each Series C warrant issued to !he :pr:mrred stock:. 
inveStors is exen;isable upon the earlier of two y:ars OI the cOmpletion of a stock offering 
which raises /I. minimum of $5 miIJion and eru:itltlS the investors to: a.cqujre .0000307% of 
the Company' s common stock on a funy dilu~ basis at /I. price below tll8lket value. The 
terms of the Series C p.rcferred shares are as follows: 
The holders shall have no right to receive notice of or to vote on MY maner at 
any regulnr or special meeting of srockholders of the corporation. . 
The holdens shall be entitled to receive, when and as declared by the Company's 
Board of Dhecrors. cumulative cash dividends at the per IUlIl11lll raIe of 10% of 
the liquidation I iIte The liquidation rale is $10 per shale and the diYidends are 
payahle annually in preference to any dividend! upon the C'.ompany's common 
stock, but only if -mdemption payments to the Sedes A stockholder- are current 
U pan dissolution, llqnjr;Wion, 01 winding-up of the affairs of the Company, the 
Series C con~ prefcued sl.OCkbolde.rs receive pre.fc:rence before any 
payment is made to the holders of common stock. The liquidation v.alue -per 
share is $10 plus any dec1are~ and unpaid dividends. 
(Continued) 
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Prektred. stock is subject to certain mandatoty ~tion fearures and the 
Company has the right to mdeem the prefcm:d shares upon the closing of the 
earliest pf the fol,lowing events: (i) an offering of the Company's securities 
condD.cted purmant to the regislIntion requitements of the SOCPIitie; Act of 
L933 (1933 Act) in which ~s proceeds of at least $5,000,000 are raised; 
("ri) an offerlng of the Company's sccmitics purscant to exemptions from 
registration under the 19:33 .A£t in whlch gross proceeds of at laast $5,000,000 
are raised; or (ill) an offering of any 5eCll!rncs COJ.1Vertible into ('.ompany·s 
common' stock Ibm ~ sold in an offeting that conforms to the patametc1'S of 
subparagraph (i) or (ii) above at any time 'Ibe :redemption vahle at 
December 31.1995 tOtaled $2.0 million 
Each holder of Series C prefem:d stock sbaIl have the right, exerciSable 
begilming at the earliel of the date of receipt of notice of mandatory redemption 
of the Series C prefa:red stock Ot two yean aft& the fllSt isswinee of rhe stock 
and ending on the closing date of an equity offedng to convert each share of 
preferred stock into that nurobtJ: of shares of crnnmon stock: which equals 
.0000693 % of lhe common stnck on n fully diluted basis at the effective date of 
exercise. 
Cc) CommOl1 Stock 
See DOf¢ 8 for di3CU$Sion regarding puxchase of common ~k from former ~ 
stockholder . 
'fu Tuly of 1995 the Company made certain e:apitaJ $tnlCtl.n"e ch!lllges to the Company's 
common stock This restructuring included a decrease in the par value from $1 to $_01 
per &hare and. an inctease in tl:ie number of shares auth~ froin 5 million to 11 million,. 
':l"M ComPany also had a three fO! one common stock split on AUgllsr 26, 1995 for 
stockholaers of lecord as of r Ilne 26. 1995 
(10) Stock Options and EnmlOJ!!;e .Benefits..fliM 
Options for 12.500 shares of common stock. exc:rcisable at $3 65 per share, were granted 
to cc.rWn corporate officers under a nonqaaltfied stock option plan in 1987. In return. such 
officm agre¢d to loan the Company an amoont nOl: to exceed $90,000 in the aggregate, if 
certain emnings tm'gf'ls were ~ot achieved over the sevCtl-yeer period beginning in 1987_ 
The loans are convertible to common stock at $3 65 per share. None of these options have 
been exacised IUld no loans have been made 
(Continued) 
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DUring 1995. the CornpaDy granted 475,OC() stock options to an officeI and stoCkholcIeT of 
the Company at an exc:rclse price of $..01 per share which approximared the fair market 
value at the date of grant. The options were fully exerci$3.ble at the dam of grant and none 
of the options have been exercUect 
The Company maintains a. profll sharing retirement plan with an IRS CQdc Section 401 (k) 
feamrc coverlng substantWly all employees who have c:ompleted tme year of seIvice.. 
Bntployee elective defeaul contributions me 100% vested and Co~ cootrlbutions are 
nul)' vested after" seven years of participation. The Company's CODtllbmion to the plan was 
$172.428, $196,808 and $112.187 in 1995, 1994 and 1993. respectively 
~y has an employee stoclc ownership plan covering employees who have 
one year of $eMCe.. Employees are fully vested afT.a five years of 1l3tticiparion. 
The Company contIibuted $120.787, $220,250 and $85,268 to the pIon in 19§5. 1994 and 
1993, respectively. 
The Company also has an ~ent~J stock ownership plan No contnbutions were made to 
the plan in 1995. 1994 or 1993. 
(11) OperaDni Le~ 
Jbe {'.oropany leases data processing and office equipment as lessee tmder lease ap-eements 
which are accounted foI as operating leases. The dIIta processing and office equipment 
leases expire over the DCXI five years.. Effective JautIary 1, 1994, the Company c:ntcrC'd 
into a 15 year Jeat;e of its home office building. In most cases; managcmcnr cxpocts the 
leases to be renewed 01 replaced by other leases 
Minimum lease payments rcqulred undex operating leaseS that have initial or remaining 
noncancelable lease terms in excess of one year as of ~e[ 31, 1995, are as follows: 








Total rent expense fOJ all CJpelating leases was $856,189, $1,041,382 and $735,Tl7 in 
1995, 1994 and 1993, respeCtively 
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Various lawsuits against the Company have arisen in the ordinary course of business. 
Management believes that contingent liabilities arising from this litigation are not considered 
material in relation to the financial position or results of operations of the Company. 
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IBOQ BDO SeldlJlaJl, UP Accountants and Consultants 
In~ependent Auditor's Report 
The Board of DirectoIs 
AlA Services Corporation and Subsidiaries 
900 Seaflrst l'inandal Center 
501 West Riverside Avenue 
Spokane. Wash1neton W20I-<l611 
TeIepho_ (509) 747-8095 . 
Fax: [509)747-0415 
We have audited the accompanying consolidated balance sheet of AlA Services Corporation (an 
Idaho corporation) and subsidiaries 83 of December 31, 1996. and the related consolidated 
statements of operations, changes in stockholders' deficit and cash flows fot the year then ended. 
These consolidated financial statements are the responsibility of the Company's management. Our 
responsibility is to express an opinion on these consolidated financial statements based on our audit. 
'The financial statements of AIA Services Corporation 83 of December 31, 1995, were audited by 
other auditors WhC?S6 report dated April 5~ 1996, except notes R and 9 which are 83 of July I, 
1996, and note 3(i) which is as of October 7. 1997, expressed an unqualified opinion except for 
the effects of not Writing off or fully reserving intangible IlSsets Included in the net Iiablfities to be 
disposed of approximately $2.233,()(){) and included an explanatory paragraph regarding" the 
Company's ability to co~ue as a going concern. 
We conducted o~r audit in accorrl~ce with generally accepted auditing standards. Thosestandards 
require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assuraru:e about whether the 
financial statements are free of material misstatement. An. audit includes examining, on a test 
basis .. evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in tho financial ~tatements_ An audit also 
includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant: estimates made by management, 
as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We believe that our audit 
provides a reasona~le basis fox our opinion. 
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present faidy, in all material I'a'Spects, 
the consolidated financial position of AlA Services Corporation and subsidiaries "as of December 
31, 1996, and the results of their operations and their cash flows for the year then ended in 
oonfonnity with genenlJy accepted acmunting principles. 
As discussed in Note 1 to the consolidated fmandal statements, the Company has suffered 
significant losses, primarily attributable to its insurance underwriting segment. This segment was 
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discontinued effective October I, 1995; howevec, disposal is not complete and the recovery of the 
segment's assets and settlement of continuing and terminated obligations are being negotiated .. The 
status of Management's efforts to transfer its insurance risk and settle its insurance obligatioru is 
de$Crlbed in Note 1. 1he accompanying consolidated financial statemenm do not include any 
adjustments that mlght result from the outcome of these negotiations, 
June 11, 1997, except from the l~paragraph 
on page 29 through the second full paragraph 
on page 30 which is as of Octobec 8, 1997 and 
Note 1 and the first p~agraph on pa~e 
25 which are as of Decembec 1. 1997 
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December 31, 1996 '1995 
Assets 
C~ and cash equivalents $ 474.137 $ 1,175,089 
Accrued investment income 12.228 15,123 
Investments (Note 3) 254.449 254,449 
Real estate. net of accumulated depreciation of .$107,280 
and $110,155, respectively 161.565 1?7,124 
~ivable5 898,704 &33,161 
Related party receivable (Note 7) 283,736 126,657 
Prepaid expenses 471.969 417,852 
Income tax: refund receivable (Note 6) 3,033 
Deferred income taxes (Note 6) 203,741 168,577 
Property and equipment, net (Note 4) 96,301 181,087 
Total assets $ 2,856.836 $ 3,342,152 
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AlA Services Co 
and Subs 
Consolidated Balan 
December 31, 1996 1995 
Uabilities and Stockholders' Deficit 
liabilities: 
Accounts payable and accrued expenses 
Income taxes payabJe (Note 6) 
Uoearned' cOmmissions 
Mortgages and notes payable (Note 5) 
Net liabilities to be dispoSed (Note 2) 
Obligation to former majority cOmmo~ stockholder (Note 7) 
Total llabllities 
















no par value, 200,000 shares !I.ll.1horlzed, issued and 
outstanding, 153,613 and 170,562 shares (Note 8) 
---------------~-------------------------
Commitments and Contingencies (Notes 2 and 10) 
Stockholders' deficit (Note 8): 
Series C coixvertible preferred stock: - $1 par value, 
500,000 shares authorized, issued and outstanding, 
286,500 and 200,000 shares (Note &) 
Common stock - $0,01 par value, 11,000,000 authorized, 
issued and outstanding 1,079,520 shares (Notes 1 and 8) 
Additional paid-in capital 
Unrealized gains on investment securities 
available-for-sale, net of taxes 
Accumulated deficit,. including accumulated deficit from 
discontinued operations of ($14,245,921) and ($15,146,426) 












Total/iabilitJes and stockholders-' deficit $ 2,856,836 $ 3,342,152 
Set! accompanying summary of accounting polick.r and notes to consolidared financial Srarements. 
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See accompanying summary of accounting policies and notes to coltfolidaled financial statemenLs.. 
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Series C Securities 
Convertible Addi1iooal Av:Ubblo-
Preferred Cominon Paid-iD rreasury for-Sale, Accumulated 
Stocle. Stock Capital Stock Net ofTues Deficit 
Balance, Ianuary 1, 1995 $ S I,03J,380 $ 171,318 $(1,244,153) $ (493,219) $ (919,700) 
Net Iosa (10,650,150) 
Unrealized gains 011 ~vestment 
soourities availa.bl~fOl'-sa1& 604,41& 
Purohaao of commoJl stock from 
former aujority stockhol=- (1,740,027) 
Clunge ill par vaIuo of common stock 
and ;plit sto~1c (349,04S) 34?,045 
C.DCdlation of outstanding 
trea.swy stock (6'73 ,54IJ) (1,120,363) &,984,1&0 (7,190,211) 
Issumcc of Series C cC>nvenibIe 
preferred shares -, 200,000 1,486,418 
Series C pcefuTcd dividends paid 
or accrued (67,123) 
Balance, December 31, 1995 200,000 10,795 1,419,.295 111,199 (18, 76O,127} 
Net income 1,722,454 
Unrealized galna on investment 
~ea availabl&-fol'-salo 4,563 
r~ of Series C convertible 
pn:fi:ned dIatcs 86,SOO 77S,501 "-
Series C preferred dividend& paid 
or a.corued (249,894) 
Trouufer \Q net liabilities to 
be dispo~ of (115,762) 
BlUa.nce, D=ber 31, 1996 $ 286,500 $ 10,795 $ 2,197,796 $ S - S (17,287,567) 
See accompanying summary ofaccounrlng policies and notes to consolidated financial Sfak!lnenrs., 
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AlA Services Corp 
and Su 
Consolidated Statements of C 
Increase (Decrease) In Cash and Cash Equivalents 
Y~ar Ent1~d December 31, 
Cash flows frbm operating activities: 
Net income (loss) 
Adjustments to reconcile net income (loss) to net 
cash used in operating activities: 
Depreciation and amortization 
Write off of account receivable 
Other (gains) losses 
D.eferred Income taxes 
Cblll!EC in assets and liabilities: 
Receivables 
Prepaid expenses 
Accounts payable and accrued expenses 
Income taxes payable (receivable) 
Unearned cornmlssions 
Discontinued operations 
Net cash used in operating activities 
Cash flows from inliesting activities: 
C..apital expenditures 
Proceeds from sale of securities available for sale 
Proceeds from sale of property and equipment 
Issuance of notes receivable 


































Net cash provided by investing activities 5,580,214 24,096,748 
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AlA Services Co 
and Su 
Consolidated Statements of C 
Year Ended December 31, 1996 
Cash flows from financing activities: 
Repayment of mortgages and notes payable (710,334) 
Capital paid iIi to discontinued operations 
Redemption of preferred stock 1169,4S6) 
Dividends paid to preferred stockholders (249,894) 
Net p~ from issuance of Series C preferred stock: 865.001 
Issuance of notes payable 269,938 
Discontinued operations financing activities 
Net cash provided by (used in) fmancing activities 5,225 
Net increase (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents (62,179) 
Cash and cash equivalents, beginning of year, including 
$504,484 and $39,188 from disco,ntinued operations ',679,573 
Cash and cash equivaJents, end of yeti, including 
$1;143,257 and $504,484 from discontinued operations .$ 1,617,394 $ 
Supplemental Disclosures of Cash Row Information: 
Cash paid for the period for: 
Interest $ 785,253 $ 














S~e accompanying summary of accounting policies and notes to consolidatedfitUlrlcial statonents. 
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AlA Services Cor 
and Subs 
Summary of Accounting 
AlA Services Corporation (the Company) il an insurance holding company 
based in Lewiston. Idaho. Prior to October I, 1995, the Company had two 
business segments. The Insurance Underwriting segment was comprised of 
the Company's wholly-owned subsidiary, The Universe 1 ife Insurance 
Company (Universe), and its whoJly-;owned subsidiary, Great Fidelity -t-ife 
Insurance Gompany. (Great Fidelity). Effective October 1, 1995, the 
Company adopted a plan of disposal of its insurance underwriting segment. 
(See Notes 1 and 2 fur further discussion.) 
The Company's continuing operations consist of its Insurance Marketing 
segment. The principal business of this segment is marketing insurance 
products and services to ranchers and farmers, many of whom are members 
of agxicultural associations,. The Company's current products include group 
health and life insurance and long.:rerm care insurance, These pr~ucts are 
marketed through two subsidiaries, AlA illsurance. Inc. and AlA 
MidAinerica, Tnc. 
The Company has ,established relationship~with state and regional associations 
including the National Association of Wheat Growers, American Soybean 
AssoCiation. and the National Contract Poultry Growers Association 
(Association). These Associations were formed through the common interests 
of their members to promote specific segments of the agriculture indUstry, 
They are the primary recognized organizations representing the interests of the 
grain growers, soybean growers and poultry growers in the United States. 
The Company sells group health insurance to these Associations and their 
IDelPber's and pr~)Vides administrative services for such insurance in 
accordance with tho terms of marketing and administrative agreements 
between the Company and the underwriting insurance company_ The 
Company also acts as the marketer and administrator for a multiple-
association trust whose participants engage in farming, ranching or other 
agriculture rehlted businesses. As part of the Company's administrative 
duties, the Company collects association dues through its regular customer 
billing procedure, thereby creating an important link between tho Company 
and the Associations. In return. the Associations endorse the Company and 
certain of its products and services . 
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AlA Services Corp 
and Subs 
Summary of Accounting 
The consolidated financial statements include the accountS of the Company 
and its wholly-owned subsidiaries: AlA Insurance, Inc.. (AlA), AIA 
MidAmeric:a, Inc., AlA Pacific Marketing Corporation, The Universe Life 
Insu!ance Company (Universe), Great Fidelity Life Insurance Company 
(Great Fidelity), and AlA Bancard Services Corporation. All material 
intercompany transactions have been eliminated in consolidation.. Universe 
and Great Fidelity are $own as discontinued operations (see Notes 1 and 2). 
The Company accounts for investmeots according to the provisionS of 
Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 115 (SFAS liS) 
"Accounting for Ceitain Investmeots in Debt and Equity Securities~ . SPAS 
115 requires that investments in all debt securities and those equity securities 
with readily determinable market values be classified intq one of three 
categories: held-to-maturity, trading, or available-fur-sale . Classification of 
investments ill based upon rnanageme:nt's current intent. Debt securities which 
management has a positive intent and ability to hold until maturity are 
classified as securities held-to-maturity and !U"e carried at amortized cost 
adjusted for unamortized premium or discount. Unrealized holding gaiDS and 
losses on securities beld,.to-maturity are not reflected in the consolidated 
financial statements. Debt and equity securitie$ that are purchased for short-
term resale are classified as trading securities. Trading securities are carried 
at market value, with unrealized holding gains and losses included in 
earnings. AIl other debt and equity securities not included in the above two 
categories are classified as securities available-for-sale. Securities available-
for-sale are carried at market value, with unrealiZed holding gains and losses 
reported as a separate component of stockholders' equity, net of applicable 
income taxes. At December 31, 1996 and 1995, the Company did not have 
any investments categorized as trading securities . 
The Company·s carrying value for investments in the held-ta-maturity and 
available-for-sale cate~ory is reduced to its estImated realizable value if a 
decline in the market value is deemed other than temporary. Such reductions 
in carrying value are recognized as realized losses and charged to income. 
The Company bas no inv~ents where a decline in market value is deemed 
other than temporary. Premiums and discounts on debt securities are 
amortized ovec the life of the security as an adjustment to yield using the 
11 
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AlA Services Cor 
and Subsi 
Summary of Accounting 
effective interest method. Realized gains and losses on disposition of 
investments are included in net incolll6' The cost of investments sold is 
determined on the specific identification method. 
Prior to 1995, costs of acquiring insurance business which vary wJth and are 
primarily related to the production of such business wen~ deferred and 
amortized over the estimated life of the underlying policy. Such costs include 
certain expenses relued to policy issuance and underWriting. These costs 
wert~ being amortized over five years on II soaight-line basis.. During 1995, 
the Company began !he disposal of its life and health underWriting operations. 
This involved the disposal of the risk taking segments of Universe and Great 
Fidelity and the planned disposition of these two companies.. The Company 
determined that as a result of actions taken to dispose of these two insurance 
companies, which issue and underwrite the policies related to the costs 
deferred, it was IlQ longer appropriate to defer these costs. As a re5'\llt, at 
December 31, 1995, the Company wrote off Si,331,166 in deferred 
acquisition costs, illcreasing 1995 expenses by this amount. 
.. 
Property and equipment are carried at cost less accumulated depreciation. 
Where applicable, cost includes interest and real estate taxes incurred during 
construction and other construction rela~ costs. Depreciation is computed 
principally by the straight-line method using lives of 31 to 40 years ror 
buildings and five to seven years for equipment 
Commission income is recognized ratably over the policy period. 
AlA is a third-party administrator for Universe, Centennial Life insurance 
Company and various Association tIusts providing administrative and data 
processing·service:s. All administrative fees result from such arrangementS 
and are recorded as income upon receipt, which approx.imates the ti,me 'period 
over wbich the fees are eatned. The adminiso'ative fees are caJculated on a 
per policy ~asls, on a percentage of certain future policy benefits, and also as 
specific administrative functions are performerl. 
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AlA Services Co 
and Subs 
Summary of Accounting 
The Company files a consolidated income tax return for its non life insurance 
subsidiaries. A separate return is filed for the Company's life insurance 
subsidiaries. 
The Company accounts for income taxes according to the provisions of 
Statements· of Accounting Financial Standards No. 109 (SFAS 109) 
"Accounting for Income Taxes.· Under the asset and liability method of 
SPAS 109. deferred tax assets and Jiabilitie1 are recognized for the future tax 
consequences attributable to differences between the fn'lancial statement 
canyingamo~nts of existing assets and liabilities and their respective tax 
bases. Deferred tax assets and liabilities are measured using enacted tax r~ 
expected to apply to taxable income in the years in which those temporary 
differences are expected to be recovered or settled. Under SFASI09, the 
effect on deferred tax · :fuets and liabilities of a change in tax rates is 
recognized in income in the period that inciudes the enactment date" 
Cash and cash equivalents is comprised of cash and funds temporarily 
htvested (with original maturities not exceeding three months) as part of the 
COmpany's management of day-to-day openUing cash receipts and 
disbursements . 
Certain amounts in the prior year's financial statements have been reclassifled 
to conform to the current year's presentation. 
The preparation of financial statements in conformity with generally accepted 
accounting principles requires management to make estimates and assumptions 
that affect the reported amounts of lWets and liabilities and disclosure of 
contingent assets and liabilities at the date of the financial statements and the 
reported amount of revenues and expenses during the reporting period .. 
Actual results could differ from those estimates .. 
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AlA Services Corp 
and Su 
Notes to Consolidated Rnanciaf S 
In 1995. the CompjUly adopted a plan to dispose of its insuqU1Ce underwriting 
segment (the Plan) and recognized a net loss from discontinued operations of 
$9.0 million, This loss includes management's estimate of the liabilities to 
be inc~rred by the Company in disposing of the insurance underwriting 
segment according to plan, in excess of the assets available to satisfy these 
liabilities (see Note 2) and the operating results of the insurance underwriting 
segment. The Plan requires that the Company transfer or settle the insurance 
underwritipg risk of its insurance subsidiaries, Universe and Great Fidelity. 
and liquidate th~ insurance subsidiaries' remaining assets and liabilities: N. 
the Plan is carried out, management re-estimates its net liability to dispose of 
the insurance unde~writing segment, In 1996, net income from discontinued 
operatiOll8 of $900,000 included changes in estimates of liabilities and 
recoverable amounts of asset! and the operating results of the 41suranee 
undeiwriting segment, 
Effective J?ecember 1. 1m. Universe completed the cancellation of 
substantially all of the Group Universal Health insurance policies previously 
reinsured, assumed or written by Centennial Life Insurance Company 
(Centennial) and arranged for the certificateholders to obtain similar coverage 
from Trustmark Insurance Company (Trustmark). The cash value obligation 
for tho related Suppl~taI Benefit Accounts (SBA) and Universal Benefits 
(UB) of the certificateholders remains with Universe until satisfied by 
payment Approximately $13.5 million was placed in trust by Centennial and 
management believes these funds win be sufficient to satisfy, the remaining 
prepaid premium obligations, claim liabilities, withdrawal values and vested 
SEA' and UB obligations of Universe. The Company and Centenruai are 
continuing nego!Jations to resolve their respec;tive claims relating to 
Centennial's activities associated with the administration of these policies. 
Agreements to fuI11Ialize the Company's marketing and administration services 
relating to the Associations and their certificateholders, now covered by 
Trustmark, are near completion and the Company expects that the new 
arrangements for commissions and administrative fees will provide the 
Company a continued source of revenue sufficient to meet its operating 
obligations. No adjustments to record the effects of these 1997 transactions 
have been included in the Company's 1996 financial statements. 
14 
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AlA Services Co 
and Su 
Notes to Consolidated Financial St 
Great Fidelity continues to retain 10% of the risk on long-term care policies 
(90 ~ of risk assumed by The American Long Term Care Reinsurance GroUp) 
and management has included ail estimate of reserves necessary to fund policy 
liabilities in the net liabilities to dispose of the insurance underwriting segment 
as of December 31, 1996. The Com~y is currently negotiating the sale of 
all or a portion of its co~on stock ownership in~ in Great Fidelity to 
an unrelated third party investor a1:l~ continuing to pursue a reinsurance 
arrangement to transfer the remaining 10% [oog-term care risk:. No 
adjusnnents have been recorded to reflect this 'possible sale of Great Fidelity 
common stock:: or reinsurance arrangement as the negotiations have not been 
finalized. ' 
The net liabilities to be disposed in the consolidated financial statements 
include management's estimates in accordance with Accounting Principles 
Board (APB) qpinion NQ. 30 "Reporting the R.esuJ.ts of Operations,-Reporting 
the Effects of Disposal of a Segment of a Business, and Extraordinary. 
Unusual and Infrequently Occurring Events and Transactions,' and constst of 
the follgwing assets and liabilities of the fusurarice subsidiaries at December 
3 I: 
Cash and cash equivalents 
Investment and mortgage-backed &ecUritieS: 
Held-to-·maturity 
A vailable-for-sale 
M9rtgage loans on real estate 
Policy loans 
Short-term invesbnents 
Other invested assets 
Accrued investment income 
Inrome taxes receivable 
Receivables 
Prepaid expenses 
Net property and equipment 
1996 1995 
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AlA Services Corp 
and Sub 
Notes to Consolidated Rnancial St 
1996 1995 
Deferred acquisition costs 163.396 514,880 
Cost of insurance and liceoses acquired 1,509,896 1,717,757 
Total assets. 30,525,700 . 45,022,&70 
PoliCy liabilities 32,32·7,665 43, 1 t 1,963 
Accounts payable and accrued expenses 4,378,925 8,735,624 
Deferred income taxes '13,064 
Total liabilities 36,819,644 51,847,587 
Net liabilities to be disposed of $ 6,293,944 $ 6,824,717 
Summary consolidated statements of operations for the insurance subsidiaries 
to be disposed of are as follo'o/s: 
Year enoed December ~ 1, 1996 1995 
Revenues: . 
Premium.s S 5,631,049 $ 24,319,529 
Investment income 945,380 1,498,819 
Total revenues 6,576,429 25,81&,348 
Benefits and expenses: 
Benefits 1,520,581 22,294,342 
Commissions 815.!;i19 5,263,43 1 
General and administrative expenses 3.339,824 6,650,656 
Interest 210,186 
Total benefits and expenses 5.675.924 34,418,615 
Income (19SS) before income taxes 900,505 (8,600,267) 
Income tax expense (benefit) 404,853 
Net income Ooss) $ 900,505 $ (9,005,120) 
AFFIDAVIT OFAIMEE GORDON "IN SUPPORT-OF INTERVENOR'S 
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Notes to Consolidated Financial St 
Operating results of Universe and Great Fidelity, including changes in the 
estimate of net liabilities to be disposed, have been shown separately as 
income (Joss) from discontinued operations, net of applicable income taxes, 
in the accompanying consolidated statemepts of operations. 
All business remaining with Universe and Great Fidelity is in a runoff mode. 
Management anticipates no sIgnificant operating gain or loss for either 
company through final disposal date. However, the final settlement of 
liabilities and recovery of assets may result in a change in management's 
current estimates of these assets and liabilities, which w ill be included. in the 
income" (Joss) from discontinued operatioru. 
Summary of Accounting Policies 
In addition to the accounting policies for continuing operations, the following 
accountipg policies relate only to discontinued operations: 
Investnient and Mortgage-Backe4 Securities 
Mortgage-backed securities represent participating interests in pools of flIst 
mortgage loans origin1lted and serviced by the issuers of the securities. 
Premiums and discounts on m~rtgage-·backed securities are amortized over 
the estimated life of the secUrity as an adjustment to yield using the effective 
interest method. Mortgage-backed securities are accounted for under SF AS 
115. 
Mortgage and Policy Loans 
Mortgage loans and policy loans are carried at unpaid principal balances .. 
Real estate is carried at cost, less accumulated depreciation. 
Deferred Acquisition Costs 
Costs of acquiring insuranco business which vary with and are primarily 
related to the production of such business are deferred and amortized over the 
estimated life of the undellying policy. Such costs include certain expenses 
17 
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AlA Services Corp 
and Subsi 
Notes to Consolidated Rnancial 
related to policy issuance and underwriting. These costs were written off in 
1995_ 
~ Insurance and Licenses Acquired 
The cost of licenses acquired related to discontinued operations is being 
amortized OJ) a straight-line basis over 30 to 4Q years. The cost of insurance 
acquired is being amortized over the premium-paying period of the related 
policies, estimated to be 5 to 15 yean_ 
Policy Benefits and Other Policy Liabilities 
Ordinary life insurance and annuity policy benefit liabilities are computed on 
a ne( level premium method using assumptions with respect to current 
investment yield, mortality. morbidity> withdrawal rates, and other 
assumptions 'detennined to be ap~ropIiate as of the date the business was 
issued or purchased by the Company. Such estimates were based upon past 
experience adjusted to provide for possible adverse deviation from the 
est1rna1es. 
Reserves fur the Universal Benefit (UB), the Withdrawal Valu~ (WV), and the 
Supplemental Benefit Accumulation (SBA) components of the group !lccident 
and health insurance contracts are computed on a graduated scale from 25 % 
to 100% of the certificated h.olders' UB, WV. or SBA halance over a 10 to 
I? year. period. 
The liability for unpaid claims included in the net liability to be disposed Is 
an esti..ma!e of payments to be made on insurance claims for reported losses 
and estimates of in.ourred but not reported claims. 
Reinsurance 
The Company accounts foI' reinsurance pf insurance contracts according to th~ 
provision.! of Statement of F'mancial Standards No . 113, "Accounting and 
Reporting for Reinsurance of Short-Duration and Long-Duration Contracts" 
(SFAS 113). Under SFAS 113, reinsurance receivables and prepaid 
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AlA Servi~es Corp 
and Su 
Notes to Consolidated Financial 
reinsurance premiums are accounted for and reported separately as assets, net 
of valuation allowance, rather than being deducted from the liability for future 
policy benefits and claims. As the Company's insurance subsidiaries' 
operations are discontinued, the reinsurance r~ivable3 aijd prepaid 
reinsurance are included in net Iiabllities to be disposed in the accompanying 
Cbnsolidated financial statements. The cost of reinsurance related to long-
duration contracts is accounted for over the life of the underlying reinsured 
policies using assumptiol18 consistent with those used to account for the 
underlying policies. cOntracts not resulting in the reasonable possibUity that 
the reinsurer may realize a significant loS!! from the insurance risk assumed 
generally do not meet the conditions for reinsurance accounting and are to be 
accounted for as deposits. 
Reinsurance premiums ceded and reinsurance recoveries on benefits and 
claims incurred are · deducted from the respective income and expense 
accounts .. 
Recognition of Revenues and Costs 
Premiums on life insurance are recOgnized as revenue when due. Benefits, 
loSses and related expenses are ~tcbed with earned premiums in order to 
recognize income over the term of the contracts. This matching is 
accoIDrIished by means of the provision for future policyholder benefits and 
estimated unpaid losses. 
Investment and Mortgage-Backed Securities 
The amortized cost and marke~ value of investment and mortgage-backed 
securities as of De<;ember 31,1996 and 1?9S follows. The marketvaJues are 
based on quoted market prices, where available, or on value obtained from 
independent pricing services. 
19 
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Notes to Consolidated Financial 
Held-ta-maturity 
Bonds: 






December 31. 1996 
Gross Gross 
Amortized unrealized unrealized 
cost gairu losses 
Market 
value 
$ 1,302,031 $ 49,009 .$ 
· 100,000 . 1,159 
- $ 1,351,040 
101,159 
$.1,402,031 $ 50,168 $ - $1,452,199 
December 31. 1996 
. Gross Gross 
Amortized unrealized l,lruea1ized 
cost gains losses 
Market 
value 
















$ 7,853.380 $220,440 $ (45,052) $8,028,768 
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December 31. 1995 
Gross Gross. 
Amortized unrealized unrealized 
cost gains losses 
Market 
value 
Available for sale: 
BondS: 




Total debt securities 
Common stocks 










Total available-for-sale $13,975,825 $254,4-41 $ (196,662) $14,033,604 
At December 3 t. 1996 and 1995 securities held with a carrying value of 
$3,963,445 and $3,915,311, respectively, were on deposit with certain state 
insurance departments in order to meet regulatory requirements . 
A U,S. Treasury note with il carrying value of $766,875 and $721,Q98 at 
December 31, 1996 and 1995, respectively, was held in Ii Texas district court 
as security for payment of a judgment currentl! under appeaL 
The amortized cost and market value of debt securities segregated by held-to-
maturity and available-for·-sale at December 31, 1996, by contractual 
maturity, are shown below. Expected maturities may differ from contractual 
maturities because borrowers may have the right to prepay obligations .. 
Securities not due at a single maturity date are coIl~ized mortgage 
obligations of government backed securities which have principal payments 
thtoughout the life of the investment. the timing of which may vary with 
market conditions. 
AFFIDAVIT OF AIMEE GORDON iN SUPPORT OF INTERVENOR'S 
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c~ ma.bIrity: 
Due one yr:.a:r or lea 
Due OM 1hrough five years 
Due dx throueb, ten years 
Due t.ftcr len yeJU'S 
Not due III. a siDgle maturity date 
,HI?!d-to-Maturit'( Avai!ab1~fur..SaI& 
Amortized M..d::et Amortized ' Muket 
v.alue cost valu~ 
$ 50,067 $ 50,315 $ 649,767 $ 637,96S 
1,351,964 l,401,g84 146,740 nt,OOIl 
- 1,55&,755 1,643,'14& 
- 4,505,200 4,466,966, 
$ 1,402,031 $ 1,452,199 $7,460,462 $ 7,519,6g& 
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Realized gains and losses on investments are as follows: 
year ended December 31, 1996 1995 
Gross gains 
Gross losses 
$ $ 78.585 
(74,440) (382,039) 
------------------
$ (74.440) (303.454) 
Proceeds from the sales of fixed lDarurity securities during 1996 and 1995 
were $1.025,000 and $601,914, respectively. 
Property and ~ Equipment 
Property and equipment included as part of discontinued operations at 
December 31 consist of the following: 
1996 1995 
! 
Company occupied properties $ 32,075 $ 32,075 
Ftrrniture and equipment 1.786,238 1.795,485 
1.8'8,313 1,827,560 
LesS" accurilUiated depreciation 1,664,413 1,577,065 
$ 153,900 $ 250;495 
Sale of Real Estate 
On December 30, 1993; Universe sold its borne office building for 
$2,650,000 in connection W!th a·we and lease back agreement. Universe 
received a note secured by a deed of trust for $1,987,500 ~t 8% per annum 
and the balance in cash. AlA entered into a 15 year lease with an optio!l to 
purchase the property. Universe mported a deferred gain of $492,629 in 
1993 which is being recognized. over the term of the lease. Universe 
recognized $32.842 of the defeITed gain in both 1996 and 1995. 
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Policy liabilities 
Policy liabilities at December 31 are as follows: 
Future policy benefits 
Unpaid claims 









Activity in the liability for claims in the course of settlement and unrecorded 
claims as it applies to accident and health policies are as foUows: 
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Net balance, end of year 
Plus reinsurance recoverable 
Balance, end of year, accident 
and health 
Net life claims Hability 
Total unpaid claims, .erid of year 









$ 1,069,916 $ 5,877,615 
During 1995 and 1994, Universe entered into various agreements with 
Centennial, pursuant to which Universe sold or reinsured its group universal 
health (GUH) business. Under a transfer agreement and related reinsuraoce 
agreements, Universe f;ransferred all of its GUH morbidity underwriting risk, . 
other than that rel~ to totally disabled claimants, to Centennial" Effective 
December I, i997, these agr~nts were rescinded and Centennial placed 
in trust approximately $13.5 million to pay the remaining pollcy obligations. 
Management believes these funds will be sufficient to satisfy the remaining 
policy obligations of Universe. The Company and Centennial are C?ntinuing 
negotiations to resolve their respecth:e claims relating to Centennial's 
activities associated with the administration of these policies. 
Effective July 1, 1995, 90 % of the long-term care business of Great Fidelity 
was ceded to a consortium at (einsurers on a quota-share basis. Great 
Fidelity will receive a ceding fee of i5 % of first year premium and 8 % of 
renewal premiums ceded. 
A summary of significant reinsurance amounts affecting the accompanying 
financial statements as of and for the years ended December 31, 1996 and 
1995 is presented below.. lbe ceded balance sheet amounts have been 
classified as assets in tho balance sheets of Universe and Great Fidelity in 
accordance with the provision of SPAS 113 . 
AFFIDAVIT OF AIMEE GORDON IN SUPPORT OF INTERVENOR'S 
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1995 
Assumed Ceded 
Statements of operations: 
NonaffUiates: 
Life in:;urance premiums 
Accident and health insurance premiums 







Commission and expense allowance 
on reinsurance ceded $ 150; 179 $ 5,784,026 
The Company evaluates the financial condition of its reinsurers and monitors 
concentrations of credit ris~ arising from similar geograpbic regions, 
activities. or economic characteristics of the reinsurers to minimize its 
exposure to signifi~t losses from reinsurer insolvencies.. Amounts for ceded 
future policy benefits and cla.i.t:i1S would represent a liability of the Company 
in the.uiLIikety event that its reinsurers would be unable to meet existing 
obligations under reinsurance agreements. 
Income Taxes 
The si~cant components of the Company's net defelred tax assets and 
liabilities related to discontinued operations at December 31 are summarized 
as follows: 
1996 
Deferred tax assets: 
Policy reserves $ 69,807 
N~ unrealized losses on 
available-fur-sale securities 
Net operating loss carryforwards 4,730,934 
Other 214,380 
5,015,121 
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1996 
Deferred tax liabilities: 
Deferred policy acqui~ition costs (55,555) 
Tax over book: depreciation 
and amortization {136,616} 
Deferred gilins on installment 
sales on real eState (327.467) 
Net unrealized gains on available-









Valuation allowance (4,483,374) (3,822,196) 
Net deferred tax asset (liability) $ $ .. 
At December 31, 1996, The Universe Life Insurance Company consolidated 
group has approximately $13,900,000 in net operating loss carryforwards 
available to offset fu~ taxable income which expire througb 2010. 
The Company's ability to use its net operating loss carryfurwards to offset 
future taxable income is subject to annual restrictions contained in the United 
St~te1 Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended (the Code). These 
restrictions act to limit the Company's futi.lre use of its net operating losses 
following certain substantial stock ownership changes as enumerated in the 
Code. There was such a change in ownership during the year ended 
December 31, 1995 and there are substantial annual restrictions limiting the 
Company's future use of its net o~rating loss carryf'oIwards , 
Regulatory Requirements and Other Matters 
Generally. tho net assets of Universe and'Great Fidelity available for transfer 
to the Company are limited to the amounts by wbich the net assets exceed 
minimum capital requirements. 
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Under Idaho insurance law, dividends may be paid by Universe only from 
profits or earned surplus and require Idaho fnsurance Department 
(Department) approval if the dividend is in excess of the greater of 10% of 
surplus or net gain from operation.s of the prior year. tJniverse may not pay 
a divldeod without prior approval from the Department. 
Unde,r Indiana insurance law, the minimum statutory capital and surplus 
requited is $450,000. Great Fidelity may not pay dividends that reduce 
silrplus to less than 50% of capital stock. ExtraordinaIy dividend payments 
which exCeed the greater of the net gain from operations or 10% of surplus 
from the preceding year require approval from the Indiana Commissioner of 
Insurance. 
Universe and Great Fidelity me annual statements with the Department of 
Insurance of the ~ of Idaho and Indiana, respectively, prepared on the 
basis of accounting practices prescribed or permitted by such regulatory 
authoritie!.. Prescribed statutory accounting practices include a variety of 
publications of the National Association of InsuHmce Commissioners (NAlC), 
as well as state laws, regulations and gener81 administrative rules . Permitted 
statutory accounting practiceS encompass all accounting practices not so 
prescribed. The Company has no material permitted statutory accounting 
practices .. 
On March 5, 1996, at the direction of its Board of Directors, Universe and 
the Idaho Department of Insurance (the Department) en~ into a StipuJ ation 
and Order of Rehabilitation (th~ Order) in the District Court of the Fourth 
Judicial District of the State of Idaho (the Court). Pursuant to the Order, the 
rehabilitator appointed by the Department has taken possession of Universe's 
assets . In addition, Great Fidelity consented to a modified supervision order 
issued by the Indiana Department of InsUlance on March 6, 1996. Under 
both orders, the present management of both companies was retained.. A 
formal Plan of Rehabilitation (tho Plan) was filed with the COUlt on August 
8, 1~7 and was amended and approved on October 7, 1997. TIle Plan 
becomes effective upon an offer of replacement coverage from an aCA:eptable 
third party insurer to al( certificateholders insured under the gmup universal 
health policies originally issued by Universe.. The Plan requires Centennial 
29 
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to deposit $14 . .5 million plus net premiums (defineq. as gross premiums less 
claims, commissions, taxes and administration and trust fees) from September 
I, 1997, into a segregated trust account under the control of the rehabilitator, 
and rescinds or terminates all contracts and agreements between Centennial 
and Universe (see Note 1). 
Universe and centennial reserve the right to continue negotiations to resolve 
their respective claims relating to Centennial's activities associated with the 
administration-of these policies, 
The following reConciles the statutory net loss of Universe and Great Fidelity, 
as filed with regulatory authorities, to the net income (loss) included in the 
adcompanying consolidated financial statements (as discontinued operations) 
based on generally accep~ accounting principles (GAAP) foc' the yean 
ending December 31, 1996 and 1995: 
Statutory net loss 
Adjustments to reconcile to the basis 
ofGAAP: . 
Future policy benefits 
~n on sale of GUH business 
Deferred incomo taxes 
Depreciation and amortizatJon 
Deferred gain on sale of real estate 
Deferred acquisition costs 


























Net income 00S8) in accord~ce 
with GAAP $ 900.505 $ (9,005,120) 
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The following reconciles the statutory capital and surplus (deficit) of Universe 
and Great Fidelity, as filed. with regulatory authorities, to the net liabilities to 
be disposed included in the accompanying consolidated fmanciaJ statements 
(as discontinued operations) based on GAAP fur the years ending December 
31, 1996 and 1995: 
1996 1995 
Statutory capital and surplw (deficit) $ (3.537,883) .$ (l,243,215) 
Cumulative effect of adjustments to 
reconcile to the basfs of GAAP: 
Deferred acquisition costs 164,843 425,974 
Cost of iDsurance and licenses acquired 403,784 469,704 
Non-admitted assets 709,775 1,495,258 
Gllin on sale of OUH business (4,900,000) (4, 900 t 000) 
Cost of licenses 1,214,341 1,235,511 
Asset valuation reserve 280,006 187,105 
Interest maintenance reserve B01.962 840,847 
Future policy benefit (!;300,675) (5,119,297) 
Difference between amortized cost and 
fair value of debt and equity securities 
available for saJe, net of defeITed taxes (26,725) 100,744 
Prepaid expenses 33,599 93,749 
Property and equipment, net 15.848 
Deferre;d gain on saJe of real estate (423~917) (426,945) 
Deferred income taxes {113,O54} 
Net liabilities to be disposed $ (6.293,944) $ (6,824,717) 
Risk Based Capital 
The anrnial statement instructions of the National Association of Insurance 
Commissioners require the calculation of risk-based caPital (RBC) for all life 
insmance entofprises . The RBC serves as a benchmark for the regulation of 
life insurance companies by state insurance regulators. RBC provides for 
surplus formulas, similar to target surplus fonnulas used by commercial rating 
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agencies .. The formulas specify various weighting factors that are applied to 
financial balances or various levels of act.ivity based on the perceived degree 
of risk. and are set forth in the RBC requirements. Such formulas focus on 
four general. types of risk:: (a) the risk with respect to the Company's assets 
(3S$ets or default risk); (b) the risk of adverse insurance experience with 
respect to the Company's liabilities and obligations (msurance ot underwriting 
rlsle); ee) the interest rate risk with respect to the Company's business 
(assetJ1iability matching);' and. Cd) all other business risks (management, 
regulatory action, and contingencies).. The amount determined under such 
formulas is called the authorized control level RBC (ACLC). 
The RBC guidelines define specific capital levels based on a company's 
ACLC that are detennined by the ratio oftbe Company't total adjusted capital 
(TAC) to its ACLC. TAC jg equal to statutory capital, plus the Asset 
Valuation Reserve and any voluntary investment reserves, 50% of dividend 
liability. and certain other specified adjustments .. The specific capital levels, 
in declining order; and applicable ratios are generally as follows: "Company 
Action Level" where TAC is less than or equal to 2.0 times ACLC; 
"Regulatory Action Level" where TAC is less $an or equal to 1'.5 times 
ACLC; "Authorized Control Level- where rAC is less than or equal to LO 
times ACLC; -Mandatory Control Level" where TAC is less than or equal 
to 0 .7 times ACLC. Compani~ at the Company Action Level must submit a 
comprehemive financial plan to the insurance cornmissibner of the state of 
domicile. Companies at the Regulatory Action Level are subject to a 
mandatory examination or analysis by the commi~ioner and possible required 
corrective actions. At the Authorized Control Level, a company may be 
subject to, among other things, the commissioner placing it under regulatory 
controL At the Mandatory Control Level, the insurance commissioner is 
required to place a company under regulatory control . 
At December 31, 1995 , Universe fell into the mandatory control level as its 
TAC was a deficit of$1,056,110 or a negative 3.6 times its ACLC As 
Universe's T AC was still a deficit at December 31 , 1996, Universe remained. 
in the 'mandatory control level. 
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At December 31.1996 Great Fidelity's TAC was $2,731,839 or 12.2 times 
its ACLC ($3,617,855 or 45_9 times its ACLC in 1995). Accordingly. Great 
Fidelity does not currently fall into one of the above lev~ls. 
Contingencies 
Various lawsuits against Universe have arisen in the ordinary course of 
business. Management believes that contingent liabilities ariling from these 
litigation are not material. 
The amortized cost and market value of investments as of December 31, 1996 
and 1995 follow. ' The market values are based on quoted market prices, 
where available, or on values obtained from independent pricing services. 
12ecember 3] .1226 
Amortized Market 
cost value 
Available for sale: 
Preferred stocks $ 245,474 $ 245,474 
Corrunon stocks &,975 8,975 
Total investments 
available-for-sale $ 254,449 $ 254,449 
12eceml.!!:![ 31. 1225 
Amortized Market 
cost value 
Available for sale: 
Preferred stocks $ 245,474 $ 245,474 
Common stoeles &,975 &,975 
Total investments 
available-for··salo $ 254,449 $ 254,449 
33 
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4. Property and Property and equipment at December 31 consist of the following: 
Equipment 
1996 1995 
Company occupied properties ~ 87,794 $ &7,794 
Furniture and equipment 596,475 586,345 
Transportation equipment 1,650 
684,269 675,789 
Less accumulat~ depreciation 58'1,968 494.702 
S 96,301 $ 181,087 
5. Mortgages and Mortgages and notes payable at December 31 consist of the following: 
Notes Payable 
1996 
Mottgages on real estate - 1175 % 
at Decemlter 31, 1996, due 2003 $ 71,357 
Notes payable: 
~ank loan - a,t prime plus 1%, due 1996. 
collateralized by Universe stock and 
certain cash balances, restructured 
JuJy 1994, repaid March 29, 1996 
Term loans - 8% to 10%, due 1997 
to 199&, unsecured 60,313 
$ 131,670 
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Aggregate maturities of mortgages and notes payable over the next five years 
are as follows: 
Year ending December 31, Amount 







The provision for income taxeS from continuing operations at December 31 
consists of the following: 
Current 
Deferred 
Inc~me tax expense (benefit) 
: 
1996 1995 
$ 81 ,254 $ 2,184 
(35,170) en2,St7) 
$ 46,084 $ (770,633) 
Deferred income !:axel reflect the impact of "temporary differences· between 
amounts of assets and li~ilif.ies for financial reporting purpos"es and such 
amounts as measured by tax laws. 
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The significant components of the Company's net deferred tax assets and 
liabilities related to continuing operations at December 31 are summarized. as 
follows: . 
Deferred tax. assets: 




Deferred tax liabilities: 
Tax over book depreciation 
and amortization 
Valuation allowance 
Net deferred tax asset 
1996 1995 
S 643.471 $ 824,357 
136,000 85,000 
17,997 14,479 





$ 203.747 $ 168,sn 
The C.ompany's effective income tax on tncome from continuing operations 
differs nom the expected corporate statutory federal income tax. rate primarily 
as a resuJt of the change in valuation allowance_ 
At December 31, 1996, the Company has approximately $1,900,000 in net 
operating Joss carryforwards which are available to offset future taxable 
income which eXpire through 2009_ 
The Company's ability to use its net operating loss caxryforwarrls to offset 
future taxable income is subject to annual restrictions contained in the United 
States Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended (the Code). These 
restrictions act to limit the Company's furore use of its net operating losses 
following certain substantial stoCk ownership changes as enumerated in the 
36 
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Code.. Th~e was such a change in ownership during the year ended 
December 31, 1995 and there are substantial annual restrictions limiting the 
Company's future use of its net operating loss carrytorwards. 
The Company had transactions with stockholders as follows: 
1996 1995 
Related party receivable, 
beginning of year $ 126,657 $ 344,214 
Advances 157,079 335,884 
Reductions (553,441) 
Related" party receivable, 
end of year $ 283,736 $ 126,657 
In July 1995, the Company acquired all the outstanding shares (613,494 
shares) of its former majority stockholder m eXchange for the following: 
*' In exchange for $7.5 million of debt as described in the 
paragraph below and the following items with an aggregate 
fair market vaJue of $240,000: 
*' Three aircraft, net of related encumbI1iI1CeS; 
'" Eiiminatlon of approximately $570,000 in debt to 
!;he Company; 
* Non-competit1on agreement through December 31, 
1998;- and 
* Miscellaneous fumitute and flxtures_ 
A down payment of $1.5 million originally due on Octobef 22, 1995 was 
renegotiated in July 1996 to be due October 31, 19%. Interest on this note 
(as renegotiated in July 1996) is 9.5% (14% while in default) and prinClpaJ 
and interest payments of $33,75Q per month are due beginning August 1, 
1996 The remaining $6 million is payable in the form of a note with interest 
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at 8.25 %. monthly payments of interest only, principal due and payable 
August 1, 2005_ These notes are secured by the Company's stock and 
commission income. An escrow agreement was signed in July 1996 providing 
payments on these notes to be transferred directly from the Company's lock 
box.. In addition, in July 1996, the Company agieed to reimburse the former 
majority stockholder for attorney's fees related to the restructuring. 
During 1995. ALA paid off four loans for one of the Company's stockholders 
totalling $126,657. AIA has set up a related party receivable for this amount. 
The receivable has no stated maturity or interest.. Duling 19%, this 
receivl,l.ble incr~ed to $283,736_ 
SerieS A Preferred Stock 
The Company has 153,613 outstanding shares of no par, nonparticipating 
Series A preferred stock: (170,562 in 1995). 
Pursuant to the preferred stock agreement, the holder of the SerieS A 
preferred stock h!lS the right to require the Company to redeem the stock at 
any time after September 14, 1993 .. The right was exercised by giving the 
Company written notice of demand for redemption effective December 2, 
1993 .. 
The Company began redeeming the Series A prefened shares at $10 per share 
over a fifteen year period with interest at 1-112 % below the First Interstate 
Bank of Idaho, N.A. prime rate, adjusted quarterly. In 1995, the Company 
agreed to restructure the redemption over a ten year period with interest at 
114% above the Frrst rntersti:te Bank of Idaho, N.A. prime rate, adjusted 
quarterly. The Company redeemed 16,949 s~ares in 1996 and 19.748 shares 
in 1995. On July I, 1996, the Company further restructured the Series A 
shareholder agreement such that in addition to the regular ten-year 
amortization agreed to in 1995. a payment of $100,000 will be mado at the 
end of each six-motrth period commencing upon the full payment of the down 
payment note to the Company's former majority stockholder (see Note 7). 
Also, no principal payment shall be made on the $6 million note payable to 
the Company's former majority stockholder (see Note 7) until the Series A 
preferred stock has been fully rCdeemed. 
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The redemption over the next five years and thereafter according to the 
regular ten year amortization schedule Is as follows: 
Year ending December 31, Amo)Jnt 







If the Company dissolves, the Serles A preferred stock:: has liquidating 
preference over common and Series C Stockholders in amounts equal to its 
redemption value. The bolder of the Series A preferred stock has the right, 
voting separately as a class, to elect one member to the Boan:! of Directors . 
Series C Preferred Stock 
During 1995, the Company initiated a private placement of preferred stock in 
which 150,000 sh~es of the 500,000 shares authorized of the Series C 10% 
coDvertible preferred stock and attendant Serie$ C warrants wet·e sold for 
$1,500,000 in August of 1995. An additionalSO,OOO shares with proceeds 
of apJ;>roximately $200,000 were piaced by December 31, 1995. During 
1996, &6,500 shares with proceeds of $865,000 were placed . At December 
31, 1996, ·286,500 shares were outstanding . Each Series C warrant issued to 
the preferred stoCk investors is exercisable upon the earlier of two years or 
the. completion of a stock offering which raises a minimum of $5 million and 
entitles the investors to acquire .0000307% of the Company's common stock 
on a fully diluted basis at a price below market value. The terms of the 
Series C preferred shares are as follows: 
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The holders shall have no right to receive notice of or to vote on any 
matter at any regular or special meeting of stockholders of the 
corporation. 
The holders shall be entitled to receive, when and as declared by the 
Company's Board of Directors, cUmulative cash div~dends at the per 
annum rate of 10% of the liquidation rata. The liquidation rate is $10 
per share and the dividends are payable annually in preference to any 
dividends lipan the Company's common stock. but only if redemption 
payments to th~ Series A stockholder are current. 
Upon dissolution, liquidation, or winding-up affairs of the Company. 
the Series C convertible preferred stoctcholders receive preference 
before any payment is made to the holders of common stock.. The 
liquidation value per share is $10 plus any declared and unpaid 
dividends. 
Preferred stock is subjeCt to. certain mandatory redemption features and 
the Company has the right to redeem the preferred shares at any time .. 
The redemption value at December 31, 1996 totaled .$2 .. 9 million (20 
million at December 31, 1995), 
Each holder of Series C preferred stock shall have the right, exercisable 
beginnIDg at the earliec of tile date of receipt of notice of mandatory 
redemption of the Series C prderred stock or two years after tile first 
Issuan~ of the stock: and ending on the closing date of an equity 
offering, to convert each share of preferred stock into that number of 
shares of common stock which equals .0000693 % of the common stock 
on a fuliy diluted basis at the effectivt:l date of exercise . . 
Common Stock 
See Note 7 for discussion regarding purchase of common stock from former 
majority stockholder . 
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In July of 1995 the Company made certain capital structure changes to the 
Company's cOmmon stock.. This restructuring included a decreaSe in the par 
value from $1 to $ .. 01 ' per share and an increMe in the number of shares 
authorized from 5 million to 11 miIliOD. The Company also had a three for 
one common stock split on August 26, 1995 for stockholder~ of record as of 
June 26, 1995. 
Employee Benefits Plans 
Options for 12,500 shares of common stock, exercisable at $1 .22 per share, 
were granted to certain corporate officers under a nonqualified stock option 
plan in 1987. In return. such officers agreed to loan the Company an amount 
not to exceed $90,000 in the aggregate, if Certain earnmgs targets were not 
achieved over the seven-year period beginning in 1987: The loans are 
convertible to common stock at $1 .22 per share. None of these options have 
been exercised and no loaru havo been made . 
The Company maintains a profit sharing retirement plan with an IRS Code 
Section 401(1:) featUre covering substantially all employees who have 
completed one year of service . Employee elective defemu contributions are 
100% vested and Company contributions are fully vested after seven years of 
participation. The Company's contribution to the plan was $200,000 and 
$172,428 in 1996 and 1995, respectiyely .. 
The Company has an employee stock ownership plan covering employees who 
have completed one y'ear of service . Employees are fully vested after five 
years of participation. The Company contributed $120.787 to the plan in 
1995. There were no contributions in 1996. Non-vested participants' 
amounts are forfeited upon departure from the Company and reallocated to 
remaining participan~ .. 
The Company also has an agents' stock ownership plan. No contributions 
were made to the plan in 1996 or 1995. 
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AlA Services Corp 
and Subs 
Notes to Consolidated Financial 
1he Company leases data processing and office equipment as lessee under 
lease agreements which are accounted fur as operating leases. The data 
pro~sing and office equipment lease$ expire over the next five years .. The 
Company leases its home office building under a 15 year operating lease 
which expires December 31, 2008. In most cases, management expects the 
leases to be renewed or replaced by other leases upon expiration of current 
leaso terms. 
Minimum lease payme~ts required under operating leases that have initial or 
remaining noncancelable lease terms in excess of one year are as follows: 















Total rent expense for all opertUing leases was $443,575 and $856,189 in 
1996 and 1995, respectiYely. 
Various other lawsuits against the COmpany have arisen in the ordinary course 
of business. Management believes that contingeot liabilities arising from this 
litigation are not considered material in relation to the financial position or 
results of operations of the Company. 
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Charles A. Brown 
Attorney at Law 
324 Main Street 
P.O. Box 1225 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
208-746-9947 
208-746-5886 (fax) 
ISB # 2129 
CharlesABrown@cableone.net 
Attorney for Intervenor, 401(k) Profit Sharing Plan 
for the AlA Services Corporation. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 









AlA SERVICES CORP., an Idaho ) 
corporation; AIA INSURANCE INC., an Idaho) 
corporation, R. JOHN TAYLOR and CONNIE ) 
TAYLOR, individually and the community ) 
property comprised thereof; BRYAN ) 
FREEMAN, a single person; JOLEE DUCLOS,) 
a single person; CROP USA INSURANCE ) 
AGENCY, INC., an Idaho Corporation; and ) 
JAMES BECK and CORRINE BECK, ) 
individually and the community property ) 





AIA SERVICES CORPORATION, an Idaho 
corporation; and AIA INSURANCE, INC., an 
Idaho corporation, 
Counter-Claimants, 






Case No. CV 2007-00208 
AFFIDAVIT OF CHARLES A. BROWN 
IN SUPPORT OF INTERVENOR'S 
MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT AND MOTION FOR 
RECONSIDERATION OF OPINION 
AND ORDER ON PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
Charles A. BraWll, Esq. 
OF INTERVENOR'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT & MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION 
P.O. Box 1225/324 Main St 



















401 (K) PROFIT SHARING PLAN FOR ) 




STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss. 
County of Nez Perce ) 
CHARLES A. BROWN, being first duly sworn on his oath, deposes and says: 
1. That your affiant is the attorney for the 401(k) Profit Sharing Plan of AIA 
Services Corporation and makes the following statements upon his own personal knowledge and 
belief. 
2. That your affiant provided to Drew E. Voth, CPA, CFE, CV A, CIRA, true and 
correct copies of the documents that are attached to the Affidavit of Aimee Gordon filed in support 
ofthe Intervenor's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment and Motion for Recosideration, as follows: 
• 
AIA Services Corporation and Subsidiaries Consolidated 
Financial Statements for December 31, 1995 and 1994 (with 
Independent Auditors' Report thereon) (KPMG) 
AIA Services Corporation and Subsidiaries Consolidated 
Financial Statements years ended December 31, 1996 and 
1995, AIA000182 to AIA000224 (BDO) (with Independent 
Auditor's Report) 
AFFIDAVIT OF CHARLES A. BROWN IN SUPPORT Charles A. Brown, ES<j. 
{;Lfqfl 
OF INTERVENOR'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT & MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION 2 
P.O. Box 1225/324 Main St 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
208-746-9947/208-746-5886 (fax) 
AIA Services Corporation Consolidated Balance Sheets for 
September30,June 30 and March 31, 1995 and December 31, 
1994 (unaudited) 
• AIA Services Corporation Consolidated Statements of Income 
For the Three Months Ended September 30, 1995 and 1994 
and For the Nine Months Ended September 30, 1995 and 
1994 (unaudited) 
• AIA Services Corporation Consolidated Statements of 
Stockholders' Equity for the Nine Months Ended 
September30, 1995 (unaudited) 
3. That your affiant also provided true and correct copies of all the documents 
referenced and detailed in the Affidavit of Drew E. Voth, CPA, CFE, CV A, CIRA filed herewith. 
DATED on this \1~ day of February, 2009. 
~4L 
Charles A. Brown 
+. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me on this 12 day of February, 2009. 
c~~~ 
Notary Public for aho 
(SEAL) 
Residing at: (9..11"&'1 +;1\.Cl 
My commission expires on: 
Od-o~ .:,)~, ;;).0 If 
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OF INTERVENOR'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 3 
Charles A. Brown, Esq. CJ L{ q 7 
P.o. Box 1225/324 Main St. 
Le,,~ston, Idaho 83501 
208-746-9947/208-746-5886 (fax) 
I, Charles A. Brown, hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was: 
0 mailed by regular first class mail, and deposited 
in the United States Post Office to: 
0 sent by facsimile to: 
0 sent by facsimile and mailed by regular first 
class mail, deposited in the United States Post 
Office to: 
0 sent by Federal Express, overnight delivery 
0 hand delivered to: 
fk( Emailed to: rod@scblegal.com 
0 mailed by regular flIst class mail, and 
deposited in the United States Post Office to: 
D sent by facsimile to: 
D sent by facsimile and mailed by regular flIst 
class mail, deposited in the United States Post 
Office to: 
D sent by Federal Express, overnight delivery 
D hand delivered to: 
~ Emailed to: mbissell@cbklawyers.com 
D mailed by regular flIst class mail, and deposited 
in the United States Post Office to: 
D sent by facsimile to: 
D sent by facsimile and mailed by regular flIst 
class mail, deposited in the United States Post 
Office to: 
0 sent by Federal Express, overnight delivery to: 
0 hand delivered to: 
0' Emailed to: mmcnichols@clbrmc.com 
0 mailed by regular flIst class mail, and deposited 
in the United States Post Office to: 
0 sent by facsimile to: 
0 sent by facsimile and mailed by regular flIst 
class mail, deposited in the United States Post 
Office to: 
0 sent by Federal Express, overnight delivery 
0 hand delivered to: 
IIr Emailed to: GBabbitt@hawleytroxell.com & 
jash@hteh.com 
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OF INTERVENOR'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL 
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Roderick C. Bond, Esq. @ 746-8421 
Ned A. Cannon, Esq. 
Smith, Cannon & Bond, PLLC 
508 Eighth Street 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
[Attorneys for Plaintiff] 
Michael S. Bissell, Esq. @ 509-455-7111 
Campbell, Bissell & Kirby, PLLC 
416 Symons Building 
7 South Howard Street 
Spokane, \VA 99201 
[Attorneys for Plaintiff] 
Michael E. McNichols, Esq. @ 746-0753 
Bentley G. Stromberg, Esq. 
Clements, Brown & McNichols, P.A. 
321 13th Street 
P.O. Box 1510 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
[Attorneys for Defendant R John Taylor] 
Gary D. Babbitt, Esq. @ 208-342-3829 
D. John Ashby, Esq. 
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP 
877 Main Street, Suite 1000 
P.O. Box 1617 
Boise, ID 83701-1617 
[Attorneys for Defendants AIA Services 
Corporation, AIA Insurance, Inc., and CropUSA 
Insurance Agency] 
Charles A. Brown, Esq. 
P.O. Box 1225/324 Main St 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
208-746-9947/208-746-5886 (fux) 
0 mailed by regular fIrst class mail, and deposited 
in the United States Post Office to: 
0 sent by facsimile to: 
0 sent by facsimile and mailed by regular fIrst 
class mail, deposited in the United States Post 
Office to: 
0 sent by Federal Express, overnight delivery 
0 hand delivered to: 
~ Emailed to: jjg@quarles.com & 
charper@quarles.com 
0 mailed by regular fIrst class mail, and deposited 
in the United States Post Office to: 
0 sent by facsimile to: 
0 sent by facsimile and mailed by regular fIrst 
class mail, deposited in the United States Post 
Office to: 
0 sent by Federal Express, overnight delivery 
~ hand delivered to: Emailed to: david@gittinslaw.com 
0 mailed by regular fIrst class mail, and deposited 
in the United States Post Office to: 
0 sent by facsimile to: 
0 sent by facsimile and mailed by regular fIrst 
class mail, deposited in the United States Post 
Office to: 
0 sent by Federal Express, overnight delivelY 
~/ hand delivered to: Emailed to: David@rbcox.com 
on this \2~ day of February, 2009. 
LLt~~ 
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OF INTERVENOR'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 5 
James J. Gatziolis, Esq. @ 312-715-5155 
Charles E. Harper, Esq. 
Quarles & Brady LLP 
Citigroup Center, Suite 3700 
500 West Madison Street 
Chicago, IL 60661-2511 
[Attorneys for Defendant CropUSA Insurance 
Agency] 
David A. Gittins, Esq. @ 758-3576 
Law Office of David A. Gittins 
843 Seventh Street 
P.O. Box 191 
Clarkston, W A 99403 
[Attorney for Defendants Duclos & Freeman] 
David R. Risley, Esq. @ 743-1266 
Randall, Blake & Cox, PLLC 
1106 Idaho Street 
P.O. Box 446 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
[Attorney for Defendants Connie Taylor & James 
and Corrine Beck] 
Charles A. Brown, Esq. 
P.O. Box 1225/324 Main St 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
208-746-9947/208-746-5886 (fax) 
Charles A. Brown 
Attorney at Law 
324 Main Street 
P.O. Box 1225 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
208-746-9947 
208-746-5886 (fax) 
ISB # 2129 
CharlesABrown@cableone.net 
Attorney for Intervenor, 401(k) Profit Sharing Plan 
for the AIA Services Corporation. 
IN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRlCT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 









AIA SERVICES CORP., an Idaho ) 
corporation; AIA INSURANCE INC., an Idaho) 
corporation, R. JOHN TAYLOR and CONNIE ) 
TAYLOR, individually and the community ) 
property comprised thereof; BRYAN ) 
FREEMAN, a single person; JOLEE DUCLOS,) 
a single person; CROP USA INSURANCE ) 
AGENCY, INC., an Idaho Corporation; and ) 
JAMES BECK and CORRINE BECK, ) 
individually and the community property ) 





AIA SERVICES CORPORATION, an Idaho 
corporation; and AIA INSURANCE, INC., an 
Idaho corporation, 
Counter-Claimants, 
INTERVENOR'S ANSWER WITH AFFIRMATIVE 
DEFENSES TO FIFTH AMENDED COMPLAINT 






Case No. CV 2007-00208 
INTERVENOR'S ANSWER WITH 
AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES TO 
FIFTH AMENDED COMPLAINT 
FILED BY REED J. TAYLOR 
Charles A Brown, Esq. ~ 5~ 
P.O. Box 1225/324 Main St. 















REED J. TAYLOR, a single person, ) 
) 
Counterdefendant. ) 
40 1 (K) PROFIT SHARING PLAN FOR ) 
THEAIA SERVICES CORPORATION ) 
) 
Intervenor. ) 
COMES NOW the Intervenor, 40I(k:) Profit Sharing Plan for the AIA Services 
Corporation, by and through its attorney of record, Charles A. Brown, submits this Intervenor's Answer 
With Affinnative Defenses to Fifth Amended Complaint Filed by Reed J. Taylor. This Intervenor 
responds to Plaintiffs Fifth Amended Complaint (hereinafter referred to as the "Complaint") as 
follows: 
PARTIES, JURISDICTION, AND VENUE 
1. This Intervenor admits the allegations contained in paragraph 1.1 of the 
Complaint. 
2. This Intervenor admits the allegations contained in paragraph 1.2 of the 
Complaint. 
INTERVENOR'S ANSWER WITH AFFIRMATIVE 
DEFENSES TO FIFTH AMENDED COMPLAINT 
FILED BY REED 1. TAYLOR 2 
Charles A. Brown, Esq. 
P.O, Box 1225/324 Main St. 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
208-746-9947/208-746-5886 
&501 
3. This Intervenor admits the allegations contained in paragraph 1.3 of the 
Complaint. 
4. This Intervenor admits the allegations contained in paragraph 1.4 of the 
Complaint. 
5. Answering paragraph 1.5 of the Complaint, this Intervenor admits that 
R. John Taylor (hereinafter referred to as "John Taylor") and Connie Taylor were husband and 
wife until on or about December 16, 2005, and at all relevant times were residents of Lewiston, 
Nez Perce County, Idaho. This Intervenor denies all other allegations contained in paragraph 1.5 
of the Complaint not otherwise specifically admitted herein. 
6. This Intervenor admits the allegations contained in paragraph 1.6 of the 
Complaint. 
7. This Intervenor admits the allegations contained in paragraph 1.7 of the 
Complaint. 
8. This Intervenor admits the allegations contained in paragraph 1.8 of the 
Complaint. 
9. Answering paragraph 1.9 of the Complaint, this Intervenor admits that 
James Beck and Corrine Beck are residents of the State of Minnesota and denies all other 
allegations contained in paragraph 1.9 of the Complaint not otherwise specifically admitted 
herein. 
10. Paragraph 1.10 of the Complaint states a legal conclusion to which no 
response is required. 
11. Paragraph 1.11 of the Complaint states a legal conclusion to which no 
response is required. 
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FACTUAL BACKGROUND 
12. Answering paragraph 2.1 of the Complaint, this Intervenor admits that 
John Taylor was, at all relevant times, an officer and director of AIA Services, AIA Insurance, 
and CropUSA, and that he owns approximately 40% of the outstanding shares of CropUSA. 
This Intervenor denies all other allegations contained in paragraph 2.1 of the Complaint not 
otherwise specifically admitted herein. 
13. Answering paragraph 2.2 of the Complaint, this Intervenor admits that 
John Taylor and Connie Taylor were divorced through an interlocutory decree on or around 
December 16, 2005, but this Intervenor denies all other allegations contained in paragraph 2.2 of 
the Complaint. 
14. Paragraph 2.3 of the Complaint does not state any allegations against this 
Intervenor to which a response is required. To the extent a response is required, this Intervenor 
denies the allegations contained in paragraph 2.3 of the Complaint. 
15. This Intervenor denies the allegations contained in paragraph 2.4 of the 
Complaint. 
16. Answering paragraph 2.5 of the Complaint, this Intervenor admits that 
JoLee Duclos (hereinafter referred to as "Duclos") is presently an officer of AIA Services, AIA 
Insurance, and CropUSA, and that she is a shareholder and director of Crop USA. This Intervenor 
denies all other allegations contained in paragraph 2.5 of the Complaint not otherwise 
specifically admitted herein. 
17. Answering paragraph 2.6 of the Complaint, this Intervenor admits that 
Bryan Freeman (hereinafter referred to as "Freeman") is presently an officer of AIA Services, 
AIA Insurance, and CropUSA, and that Freeman is a shareholder and director in CropUSA. 
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This Intervenor denies all other allegations contained in paragraph 2.6 of the Complaint not 
otherwise specifically admitted herein. 
18. This Intervenor admits that CropUSA cooperated with AIA pursuant to 
certain agreements and denies all other allegations contained in paragraph 2.7 of the Complaint 
not otherwise specifically admitted herein. 
19. Answering paragraph 2.8 of the Complaint, this Intervenor admits John 
Taylor owns Crop USA stock but said shares are not in the name of Connie Taylor. 
20. Answering paragraph 2.9 of the Complaint, this Intervenor admits that 
James Beck is a shareholder of CropUSA (but not AIA Services) and that, during certain times, 
James Beck was a member of the boards of directors for AIA Services, and CropUSA. This 
Intervenor denies all other allegations contained in paragraph 2.9 of the Complaint not otherwise 
specifically admitted herein. 
21. Answering paragraph 2.10 of the Complaint, this Intervenor admits the 
first and third sentences. The second sentence of said paragraph is denied. 
22. Answering paragraph 2.11 of the Complaint, this Intervenor admits that 
AIA Insurance is a wholly owned subsidiary of AIA Services and that AIA Insurance is a lessee 
of the office building located at 111 Main Street, Lewiston, Idaho. This Intervenor denies all 
other allegations contained in paragraph 2.11 of the Complaint not otherwise specifically 
admitted herein. 
23. This Intervenor admits the allegations in paragraph 2.12 of the Complaint, 
with the exception that the down payment of $1.5 million was originally to be paid in cash 
"upon closing," and thereafter AIA Services was unable to pay said amount at closing and the 
payment terms were then changed by the Addendum to the Stock Redemption Agreement with 
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said amount to be paid in 90 days. Again, said amount was not timely paid within said 90 day 
time period. 
24. This Intervenor admits the allegations in paragraph 2.13 of the Complaint 
with the exception that (i) any payments due to Reed J. Taylor were not lawfully due and 
payable, nor were any payments lawfully due and payable to Donna Taylor; and (ii) denies that 
in 1995 Donna Taylor subordinated all her rights to payment in favor of Reed J. Taylor. Said 
subordination by Donna Taylor did not occur until 2006. 
25. This Intervenor denies all allegations contained in paragraph 2.14 of the 
Complaint. 
26. This Intervenor admits the allegations in paragraph 2.15 of the Complaint, 
with the exception that if said paragraph implies that said restructured agreement was properly 
brought before the shareholders or the board of directors of AlA Services then such did not 
occur. 
27. Answering paragraph 2.16 of the Complaint, this Intervenor states that the 
agreements speak for themselves, and this Intervenor denies all other allegations contained in 
paragraph 2.16 of the Complaint not otherwise specifically admitted herein. 
28. Answering paragraph 2.17 of the Complaint, this Intervenor states that the 
Amended Stock Pledge Agreement speaks for itself, and this Intervenor denies each and every 
allegation contained in paragraph 2.17 of the Complaint not otherwise specifically admitted 
herein. 
29. Answeling paragraph 2.18 of the Complaint, this Intervenor states that the 
Amended Stock Pledge Agreement speaks for itself. This Intervenor admits that AlA Services 
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did not post bonds for the payment of the Promissory Note and denies all other allegations 
contained in paragraph 2.18 of the Complaint not specifically admitted herein. 
30. Answering paragraph 2.19 of the Complaint, this Intervenor states that the 
Amended Stock Pledge Agreement speaks for itself and denies all other allegations contained in 
paragraph 2.19 of the Complaint not otherwise specifically admitted herein. 
31. Answering paragraph 2.20 of the Complaint, this Intervenor states that the 
Amended Stock Pledge Agreement speaks for itself and denies all other allegations contained in 
paragraph 2.20 of the Complaint not otherwise specifically admitted herein. 
32. This Intervenor admits the allegations contained in paragraph 2.21 of the 
Complaint, but denies the legitimacy of the alleged debts to Reed J. Taylor and Donna Taylor. 
33. Answering paragraph 2.22 of the Complaint, this Intervenor denies that 
Plaintiff was, during certain relevant times, the largest creditor of AIA Services, but admits that 
AIA Services has failed to timely and properly pay creditors as required during certain relevant 
times and/or was insolvent, but denies that any type of fiduciary duty was owed to 
Reed J. Taylor and denies that Reed 1. Taylor would properly be categorized as a creditor. 
34. This Intervenor admits the allegations contained in paragraph 2.23 of the 
Complaint, but the period of insolvency is not limited to only 7 years, and it is specifically 
denied that Reed J. Taylor is "owed" any amounts. 
35. In answering paragraph 2.24 of the Complaint, Intervenor admits that, 
during certain relevant times, AIA Services and/or AIA Insurance was insolvent and was unable 
to timely pay any alleged obligation to Reed J. Taylor and/or other creditors. During relevant 
times, AIA has been unable to comply with the terms of the Promissory Note. Due to the fact 
that said agreements were illegal at their inception, it is specifically denied that AIA Services 
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and/or AIA Insurance was in "default", but Intervenor does admit that AIA Services and/or AIA 
Insurance did not have the ability to timely pay amounts contemplated by the 1995 or 
restructured 1996 agreement, and Intervenor denies each and every allegation contained in 
paragraph 2.24 not otherwise expressly admitted herein. 
36. This Intervenor denies the allegations contained in paragraph 2.25 of the 
Complaint. 
37. Answering paragraph 2.26 of the Complaint, this Intervenor admits that 
Plaintiff claimed that AIA Services was in default, and this Intervenor denies all other 
allegations contained in paragraph 2.26 of the Complaint not otherwise specifically admitted 
herein. 
38. This Intervenor admits the allegations in the first sentence of paragraph 2.27 of 
the Complaint, and denies the remaining allegations contained therein. 
39. Answering paragraph 2.28 of the Complaint, this Intervenor states that the 
Amended Stock Pledge Agreement speaks for itself, and this Intervenor denies each and every 
other allegation contained in paragraph 2.28 of the Complaint. 
40. Answering paragraph 2.29 of the Complaint, this Intervenor admits that 
Plaintiff attempted to schedule a special shareholder meeting for December 26, 2006, admits that no 
special shareholder meeting was held on that date, denies that Reed J. Taylor had a right to call a 
meeting to vote AIA Insurance shares, and denies each and every other allegation contained in 
paragraph 2.29 of the Complaint. 
41. Answering paragraph 2.30 of the Complaint, this Intervenor admits that the 
quoted words are part of one of the sentences of a letter from John Taylor to Plaintiffs legal counsel 
and denies each and every allegation contained in paragraph 2.30 of the Complaint. 
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42. Answering paragraph 2.31 of the Complaint, this Intervenor admits that 
Reed J. Taylor demanded a special shareholder meeting for February 5, 2007, admits that no special 
shareholder meeting was held on that date, denies that Reed J. Taylor had a right to call a meeting to 
vote AlA Insurance shares, and denies each and every allegation contained in paragraph 2.31 of the 
Complaint not otherwise specifically admitted herein. 
43. This Intervenor denies the allegations contained in paragraph 2.32 of the 
Complaint. 
44. Answering paragraph 2.33 of the Complaint, this Intervenor admits that 
Reed J. Taylor executed a document entitled Consent in Lieu of Special Shareholder Meeting of AlA 
Insurance, and this Intervenor denies each and every allegation contained in paragraph 2.33 of the 
Complaint not otherwise specifically admitted herein. 
45. Answering paragraph 2.34 of the Complaint, this Intervenor admits that AlA 
Insurance paid $1,510,693.00 to purchase Series C Preferred Shares in AlA Services from CropUSA. 
This Intervenor admits that the 401(k) Plan held Preferred C shares. This Intervenor denies all other 
allegations contained in paragraph 2.34 ofthe Complaint not otherwise specifically admitted herein. 
46. Answering paragraph 2.35 of the Complaint, this Intervenor admits that 
John Taylor purchased a parking lot and denies each and every allegation contained in paragraph 2.35 
of the Complaint not otherwise specifically admitted herein. 
47. This Intervenor denies the allegations contained in paragraph 2.36 of the 
Complaint. 
48. This Intervenor denies the allegations contained in paragraph 2.37 of the 
Complaint. 
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49. Answering paragraph 2.38 of the Complaint, this Intervenor admits that Reed J. 
Taylor executed a document captioned Consent in Lieu of Board Meeting on or around February 22, 
2007, and that Defendants refused to recognize the Consent as binding on them. This Intervenor denies 
all other allegations contained in paragraph 2.38 of the Complaint not otherwise specifically admitted 
herein. 
50. This Intervenor denies the allegations contained in paragraph 2.39 of the 
Complaint. 
51. Answering paragraph 2.40 of the Complaint, this Intervenor admits that 
Freeman and Duclos resigned as members of the Board of Directors of AIA Insurance and AIA 
Services, admits that John Taylor, as Chairman of the Board of Directors, appointed Connie Taylor and 
James Beck as directors, and denies all other allegations contained in paragraph 2.40 of the Complaint 
not otherwise specifically admitted herein. 
52. This Intervenor denies the allegations contained in paragraph 2.41 of the 
Complaint. 
53. Answering paragraph 2.42 of the Complaint, this Intervenor admits that the 
Amended and Restated Security Agreement speaks for itself, admits that Plaintiff has demanded that 
no funds in which he has a security interest should be used to pay the legal fees of any defendant, but 
denies all other allegations contained in paragraph 2.42 of the Complaint not otherwise specifically 
admitted herein. 
54. This Intervenor denies the allegations contained in paragraph 2.43 of the 
Complaint. 
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55. Answering paragraph 2.44, this Intervenor admits that CropUSA purchased 
Sound Insurance and denies all other allegations contained in paragraph 2.44 of the Complaint 
not otherwise specifically admitted herein. 
56. Answering paragraph 2.45 of the Complaint, this Intervenor admits that 
Global Travel was a tenant in AIA Insurance's office building and that Global Travel has 
relocated to a different office building, but this Intervenor denies all other allegations contained in 
paragraph 2.45 of the Complaint not otherwise specifically admitted herein. 
57. This Intervenor denies the allegations contained in paragraph 2.46 of the 
Complaint. 
58. This Intervenor denies the allegations contained in paragraph 2.47 of the 
Complaint. 
59. Answering paragraph 2.48 of the Complaint, this Intervenor alleges that 
AIA Service and AIA Insurance are and were being operated for the benefit of AIA Services and 
AIA Insurance and denies all other allegations contained in paragraph 2.48 of the Complaint not 
otherwise specifically admitted herein. 
60. This Intervenor denies the allegations contained in paragraph 2.49 of the 
Complaint. 
6l. This Intervenor denies the allegations contained in paragraph 2.50 of the 
Complaint. 
62. This Intervenor denies the allegations contained in paragraph 2.51 of the 
Complaint. 
63. This Intervenor denies the allegations contained in paragraph 2.52 of the 
Complaint. 
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64. This Intervenor denies the allegations contained in paragraph 2.53 of the 
Complaint. 
65. This Intervenor denies the allegations contained in paragraph 2.54 of the 
Complaint. 
66. Answering paragraph 2.55 of the Complaint, this Intervenor states that the 
Executive Officer's Agreement speaks for itself, and this Intervenor denies all other allegations 
contained in paragraph 2.55 of the Complaint not otherwise specifically admitted herein. 
67. This Intervenor denies the allegations contained in paragraph 2.56 of the 
Complaint. 
68. This Intervenor denies the allegations contained in paragraph 2.57 of the 
Complaint. 
69. This Intervenor denies the allegations contained in paragraph 2.58 of the 
Complaint. 
70. Paragraph 2.59 does not state any allegations against this Intervenor to 
which a response is required. To the extent a response is required this Intervenor denies the 
allegations contained in paragraph 2.59 of the Complaint. 
FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION 
Breaches of Contract 
71. This Intervenor incorpor!ltes by reference its answers and denials set forth 
in the preceding paragraphs of this Answer With Affirmative Defenses. 
72. Answering paragraphs 3.2 through 3.4 of the Complaint, this Intervenor 
states that the Promissory Note, Amended Stock Pledge Agreement, Amended Security 
Agreement, and Restructure Agreement speak for themselves, and this Intervenor denies all 
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other allegations contained in paragraphs 3.3 through 3.4 of the Complaint not otherwise 
specifically admitted herein. 
SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION 
Fraudulent Transfers 
73. This Intervenor incorporates by reference its answers and denials set forth 
in the preceding paragraphs of this Answer With Affirmative Defenses. 
74. This Intervenor denies all allegations contained in paragraphs 4.2 through 
4.4 of the Complaint. 
THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION 
Misrepresentations/Fraud 
75. This Intervenor incorporates by reference its answers and denials set forth 
in the preceding paragraphs of this Answer With Affirmative Defenses. 
76. This Intervenor denies all allegations contained in paragraphs 5.2 through 
5.4 of the Complaint. 
FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION 
Conversion 
77. This Intervenor incorporates by reference its answers and denials set forth 
in the preceding paragraphs of this Answer With Affirmative Defenses. 
78. This Intervenor denies all allegations contained in paragraphs 6.2 through 
6.3 of the Complaint. 
FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION 
Alter Ego/Piercing Corporate Veil 
79. This Intervenor incorporates by reference its answers and denials set forth 
in the preceding paragraphs of this Answer With Affirmative Defenses. 
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80. TIns Intervenor denies all allegations contained in paragraphs 7.2 through 
7.5 of the Complaint. 
SIXTH CAUSE OF ACTION 
Constructive Trust 
81. Trus Intervenor incorporates by reference its answers and denials set forth 
in the preceding paragraphs oftrus Answer With Affirmative Defenses. 
82. This Intervenor denies all allegations contained in paragraphs 8.2 through 
8.4 of the Complaint. 
SEVENTH CAUSE OF ACTION 
Director Liability 
83. This Intervenor incorporates by reference its answers and denials set forth 
in the preceding paragraphs of this Answer With Affirmative Defenses. 
84. This Intervenor denies all allegations contained in paragraphs 9.2 through 9.4 
ofthe Complaint. 
EIGHTH CAUSE OF ACTION 
Specific Perlormance 
85. This Intervenor incorporates by reference its answers and denials set forth in 
the preceding paragraphs oftrus Answer With Affirmative Defenses. 
86. Trus Intervenor denies all allegations contained in paragraphs 10.2 through 
10.4 of the Complaint. 
NINTH CAUSE OF ACTION 
Breach of Fiduciary Duties 
87. This Intervenor incorporates by reference its answers and denials set forth in 
the preceding paragraphs of this Answer With Affirmative Defenses. 
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88. This Intervenor denies all allegations contained in paragraphs 11.2 through 
11.4 of the Complaint. 
TENTH CAUSE OF ACTION 
Breach of the Implied Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing 
89. This Intervenor incorporates by reference its answers and denials set forth in 
the preceding paragraphs of this Answer With Affirmative Defenses. 
90. This Intervenor denies all allegations contained in paragraphs 12.2 through 
12.3 of the Complaint. 
ELEVENTH CAUSE OF ACTION 
Civil Conspiracy 
91. This Intervenor incorporates by reference its answers and denials set forth in 
the preceding paragraphs of this Answer With Affirmative Defenses. 
92. This Intervenor denies all allegations contained in paragraphs 13.2 through 
13.3 of the Complaint. 
PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
93. Answering paragraphs 14.1 through 14.41, this Intervenor denies that 
Plaintiff is entitled to any of the relief prayed for in his Complaint. 
FIRST DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs Fifth Amended Complaint, and each and every claim and allegation thereof, 
fails to state a claim against the Defendants upon which relief can be granted. 
SECOND DEFENSE 
Intervenor denies each and every allegation contained in Plaintiffs Complaint unless 
expressly and specifically admitted herein. 
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THIRD DEFENSE 
Plaintiff is estopped from asserting his claims against the Defendants. 
RULE 11 STATEMENT 
Intervenor has considered and believes that it may have additional defenses but 
does not have information at this time to assert such additional defenses under Rule 11 of the 
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. Intervenor does not intend to waive any such defenses and 
specifically asserts its intention to amend this Answer With Affirmative Defenses if, pending 
research and after discovery, facts come to light giving rise to such additional defenses. 
AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES 
COMES NOW the 401(k) Profit Sharing Plan of the AIA Services Corporation, 
hereinafter referred to as the 401(k) Plan or Intervenor, and does set forth affirmative defenses as 
follows: 
The 401(k) plan was initiated in 1978. As alleged in the Plaintiffs Fifth 
Amended Complaint, the transaction as entered into regarding the redemption of Reed J. 
Taylor's stocks initially occurred in 1995. At that time, Reed Taylor had 613,493.5 shares of 
common stock of AIA Services Corporation, John Taylor had 186,611.5 shares of common 
stock, and the other shareholders had 173,228.5 shares of common stock. 
Said transaction contemplated payment of $1.5 million upon closing which was 
later revised to a Promissory Note to pay Reed J. Taylor $1.5 million in 90 days (down payment 
note) and $6 million plus accrued interest due and payable at the rate of 8.25% (Promissory 
Note) over a period of time, and said transaction also contemplated transfer of other assets and 
forgiveness of debt and assumption of liabilities all of which has resulted in the Plaintiff having 
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received to date approximately $9,709,366.00 which includes some interest payments on the 
$6 million promissory note but none of it is principle. 
Said transaction was not submitted to the shareholders of AIA Services 
Corporation. 
As alleged by the Plaintiff in the Fifth Amended Complaint, said transaction was 
restructured in 1996. The $6 million promissory note remained unchanged and was not modified. 
Said restructured transaction was not submitted to shareholders or the board of directors for 
approval of AIA Services Corporation. 
In 1995, when the initial transaction occurred, and when it was restructured in 
1996, AIA Services Corporation had neither "earned surplus" nor "capital surplus" (as defined in 
the Idaho General Business Corporations Act) and was insolvent or rendered financially 
insolvent by the redemption obligations to Reed J. Taylor. 
In 1995, Reed J. Taylor was serving as President of AIA Services Corporation, 
was on its board of directors, and was a majority shareholder. Reed J. Taylor had or should have 
had intimate knowledge of the financial state of the company. 
On December 31, 1995, AIA Services Corporation's total liabilities exceeded its 
total assets by approximately $17,018.838.00. 
In his capacity as President, a member of AlA's board of directors and the 
majority shareholder, Reed J. Taylor owed fiduciary duties to AIA Services Corporation, all 
minority shareholders and to the Intervenor. 
AIA Services Corporation, in July 1995 and July 1996, did not have "earned 
surplus" or "capital surplus" to redeem Reed J. Taylor's common stock in AIA Services 
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Corporation. Instead, AIA Services Corporation was operating under a shareholder deficit and 
increased that deficit when it agreed to redeem Reed J. Taylor's common shares. 
TIllS redemption of Reed J. Taylor's shares when AIA Services Corporation did 
not have any earned surplus or capital surplus was in direct violation of Idaho statutes restricting 
corporations from purchasing their own stock. Due to the status of Idaho common law, and 
statutory law at the time and since, the entering into of the contract by Reed J. Taylor with AIA 
Services Corporation in 1995 rendered the contract illegal, unenforceable, and void. The 
pertinent statutes in effect in 1995 were Idaho Code § 30-1-2, § 30-1-6, and § 30-1-46. 
Attached to the affidavits of JoLee Duclos, the trustee, as filed with this Court 
with the Motion to Intervene, are listings of the participants of the 401 (k) plan presently and as 
they existed in 1995. The participant lists set forth the shares of AIA Services Corporation that 
each participant holds, and the percent of said shares with said percent being a reflection of the 
total number of shares owned by the 401(k) plan. Said pleading and attachments are 
incorporated herein by reference. 
The value of said shares as held by said participants would be rendered 
irretrievably valueless if Reed J. Taylor is allowed to proceed on his cause of action as set forth 
in his Fifth Amended Complaint. 
The cause of action for collection on the above referenced Promissory Note and 
Stock Redemption Agreement should be declared unenforceable, void, and/or illegal, and all 
portions of Reed J. Taylor's claims which set forth "fiduciary duties" owed to him as being a 
major creditor of AlA Services should also be declared to be void, unenforceable, and or illegal 
because a shareholder, officer, and/or director who has entered into an illegal, unenforceable, and 
void contract is not owed any duties of any nature whatsoever. 
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WHEREFORE, having answered the Plaintiffs Fifth Amended Complaint and 
having set forth its Affinnative Defenses thereto, the Intervenor respectfully requests that the 
Court grant it the following relief: 
1. Dismissal of Plaintiffs Fifth Amended Complaint with prejudice. 
2. That the Plaintiff, Reed J. Taylor, take nothing by his Complaint. 
3. That the Intervenor be awarded attorney fees and costs incurred in having 
to intervene in this matter. 
4. All other relief which the Court deems just. 
DATED on this l'le day of February, 2009. 
Charles A. Brown 
Attorney for the Intervenor, 401(k) Profit Sharing 
Plan for the ALA Services Corporation. 
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AlA Services Corpmation and AlA Insurance, Inc" by and through their counsel of 
record, submit this Motion for Summary Judgment and supporting memOIandum, 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Page 8 
Connie T aylo! and Jim Beck have filed a Motion fOI Summary Judgment on grounds that 
the Stock Redemption Agreement is illegal, void and unenforceable Reed T aylOl has since 
raised the issue of standing, asserting that Connie Taylor and Jim Beck lack standing to assert the 
illegality defense, amI asseIting that the 401(k) Plan also lacks standing, In light of Reed 
Taylol's aIguments regarding standing, AlA Services and AlA Insurance now submit this 
Motion for Summary Judgment. The factual basis and legal grounds of AlA's Motion fOI 
Summary Judgment are the same as those being asserted by Connie T ayloI', Jim Beck and the 
401(k) in their Supplemental Memorandum, That Supplemental Memorandum is incOIpoIated 
by reference and will not be repeated here, 
AlA's motion is very simple: Idaho Code § 30-1-6, in effect ln 1995 and 1996, 
provides that a cOlporation may redeem its shares only to the extent of unreselved and 
unrestricted earned surplus The only relevant fact material to AlA's motion is the undeniable 
fact that, at the time of both the 1995 Stock Redemption Agreement and the 1996 Stock 
Redemption Restructure Agreement (the agreement on which Reed Taylor has brought his 
lawsuit), ALA SeIvices did not have any eamed smplus whatsoever, let alone sufficient earned 
AlA'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND SUPPORTING MEMORANDUM - 2 ~5Z2-
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surplus to redeem Reed T aylOI' s shales in AlA Services fcn $7.5 million. To the contI ary, AlA 
Selvices Corporation had an enormous deficit in its earned sUlplus account at the time ofthe 
redemption transactions Affidavit of Kenneth Hooper Thus, the redemption of Reed Taylor's 
shares was prohibited by Idaho Code § 30-1-6, is illegal as a violation of statute and therefore 
void and unenfOIceable 
This memorandum will address only the issue of the standing of AlA Services 
COlporation to bring its motion, which is actually a non-issue. As explained below, an illegal 
contI act is void and unenforceable. Under Idaho law, Reed Taylor cannot seek to have his illegal 
contract judicially enforced; and there is no limitation on which paIty can raise the illegality of a 
contract. 
II. ARGUMENT 
A. No Binding Precedent In Idaho Prohibits Any Party From Asserting The Illegality 
Of A Contract, And Idaho Supl'eme Court Cases Have Allowed A Corporation To 
Assert The Illegality Of A Stock Redemption Agreement 
Reed's argument that AlA SCI vices, Connie TaylOI andlor James Beek are estopped from 
asselting the illegality ofthe Stock Redemption Agreement finds suppoH only in misplaced 
reliance on a statement of dicta in La Voy Supply Company v Young, 84 Idaho 120,369 P2d 45 
(l962) There, the COUlt recited the common law rule that "an insolvent cOIpOIation may not 
repurchase its stock." ld at 127. The La Voy COUlt refused to invalidate a stock redemption 
agreement because the pallY seeking to invalidate the stock redemption agreement failed to 
prove that the corporation was insolvent. See id ("[T]he prooffailed to establish the 
corporation's insolvency, a burden which rested upon Iespondents .. ").. Then, although not 
necessary to the conclusion ofthe case, the COUlt stated, in passing and with no substantive legal 
analysis, that "[a] COlpOI ation, itself cannot havc a stock repurchase declared illegal, nor can 
AlA'S MOTION FOR SUMMARYWDGMENT AND SUPPORTING MEMORANDUM - J (052-3 
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creditors who are not injured have a right to complain" Id Ihis statement of dicta is not 
binding, See Shrives v, Talbot, 91 Idaho 338,346,421 P.2d 133, 141 (1966) ("Thus this is pure 
dicta and cannot be relied upon as binding pI'ecedent upon the court .. "), 
In addition to being dicta, the statement that a corporation cannot complain about the 
illegality of a stock redemption is incorrect fOI several I easons., In making the statement, the 
Comt cited 6A Fletcher, CYCLOPEDIA CORPORA nONS § 2861, which notes that some courts have 
reached this general conclusion However, the treatise immediately follows that statement wilh 
the following conclusion more applicable to the facts of this case (emphasis added): 
And a note and mortgage securing payment ofthe note by the 
corpOlation will not be enfurc:ed at the instance ofa seller oj stock 
who, at the time ofthe consummation ofthe agreement, received 
consideration in excess of the corporation's surplus of assets ovel 
liabilities including capital 
Id (citing Naples Awning & Gla5s Inc v Chou, 358 So 2d 211 (Fla. App, 1978), which held 
, 
that a note given in exchange fOl a stock at a time when the cOlporation did not have a surplus 
was not enforceable against the corporation). Thus, the very same treatise cited by the La Voy 
Court recognizes that a note given by the corporation in exchange for stock is unenforceable 
against the cOlporation if the corporation did not have sufficient capital surplus Lo purchase the 
stock - which is precisely the issue now before the CoUll. 
Moreover, two prior Idaho Supreme Court cases, including a case cited in La V~y, have 
allowed the illegality defense to be asserted by the cOIporation, In White v I,OT imer's City Dye 
War k5, 269 P, 90 (Idaho 1928), which was cited in La Voy for the proposition that "an insolvent 
corpolation may not rcpuTchase its stock," shareholders sued the corporation to enforce an 
agreement to repurchase the cOIporation's capital stock fIOm certain shareholders Just like Reed 
Taylor here, the plainlifI'in White sought to enforce a stock redemption agreement, while at the 
AlA'S MOnON FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND SUPPORTING MEMORANDUM - 4 1052t.{ 
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same time asselting that the corporation was insolvent. Noting that the Plaintiffs allegation of 
insolvency was dispositive, the COUlt affIImed dismissal ofthe action and concluded that "[al 
contract by a cOlporation to repurchase its capital stock is not enforceable against the 
cor poration while insolvent" ld. at 491 (emphasis added) (citing Brown v T B. Reed & Co , 31 
Idaho 529 (1918). 
Similarly, in Brown v T BReed & Co, just as Reed TaylDI is doing here, a [DImeI 
shareholdeI brought suit against the corpDIation to collect on a promissory note issued in 
exchange for the repUlchase ofthe shareholdel's shares in the corpDIation. 1he CDIpolation 
counterclaimed on grounds that the transaction was void because the cDIporation was insolvent 
at the time of the repurchase; and the cOIpOIation further sought repayment of the amount 
already paid pursuant to the promissDIY note. 1he plaintiff/shareholdeI voluntarily dismissed his 
complaint; and the trial COUlt dismissed both the plaintiff's complaint and the corporation's 
counterclaim The Idaho Supreme Comt reversed the dismissal of the counterclaim because, 
assuming as true the corporation's allegation in its counterclaim that "the notes were given by 
plaintiff to Brown fOI the purchase of his stock in the appellant cOIpOIation at a time when the 
latter was insolvent and that appellant had paid $1,168.95 on the notes," the cOlpolation had 
stated a claim fOI return of the amount alIeady paid pursuant to the void repurchase agreement. 
ld at 535. Thus, contraIY to the La Voy dicta, the Brown COUIt peImitted the corpOIahon to 
claim the invalidity ofthe repurchase agreement under thc "universal" IUle that "such a purchase 
is void if made while the corporation is insolvent" Id The contrary statement in La Voy is 
meIely dicta and does not pmport to ovenule the two priur Idaho Supreme COUlt cases. 
ALA'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND SUPPORTING MEMORANDUM - 5 t,525 
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B. Under Idaho Law, All Illegal Contracts Ar'e Void And Unenforceable 
While cOUIts in other jmisdictions may be split on the issue, Idaho comts have repeatedly 
held that contracts in violation of a statute ale void, not merely voidable at the option of certain 
parties See, e.g, Kunz v Lobo Lodge, Inc, 133 Idaho 608,611-12,990 P2d 1219, 1222-1223 
(Ct. App 1999) (<<Contracts to do acts forbidden by law are void and cannot be enforced" 
because "a contract which is made for the purpose offurtheIing any matter or thing prohibited by 
statute is void ") 
Contrary to Reed Taylm's assertion that the illegality ofa contract can only be asselted 
by certain parties at certain times, the Idaho Supreme Comt has just recently reafiirmed that the 
illegality of a contract can be raised at any time and should even be raised sua sponte by the 
Comt. Farrell v Whiteman, 2009 WL 198516 (Idaho, January 22, 2009), 
There is similatly no merit to Reed's algument, without citation to Idaho authority, that a 
party may not assert the illegality of a contract ifthat party initially assented to the contract 
To the contrary, the Idaho Supreme COUlt has made clear'that an illegal contract is always void 
and unenfmceable and that it cannot be made enforceable through the doctrine of estoppeL For 
example, in Worlton v Davis, 73 Idaho 217, 222-23, 249P.2d 810,814 (1952), the Comt 
rej ected the argument that a party was estopped from challenging the legality of a contract where 
that patty opemted under the contract for a long peliod oftime., The COUIt explained that. if a 
contract is illegal, "thc courts will refuse to enforce the same and will leave the parties in the 
identical situation in which it finds them, and the contract cannot be treated as valid by invoking 
estoppeL" The Court fUIthel explained: 
The doctrines of estoppel by conduct and ratification have no 
application to a contract which is void because it violates an 
express mandate ofthe law or the dictates of public policy., SUl,;h a 
contract has no legal existence fol' any prupose, and neither action 
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party to it can be invoked as an estoppel against asserting its 
invalidity. 
Jd. (citations omitted). 
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Finally, Reed has asserted in various briefing that the pUIpose of Idaho Code § 30-1-6 is 
pUIpOItedly to protect innocent creditors 1 and that the Court should enforce the Stock 
Redemption Agreement against AlA Services COIporation, notwithstanding its illegality, 
because it is not an innocent creditor. To support this argument, Reed Taylor cites 7 he 
Minnelusa Company v A.G Andrikopoulos, 929 P 2d 1321 (Colo 1997), for the proposition that 
only an "intended beneficiary of the , , stock repurchase statute" can assert the illegality of a 
stock redemption agreement Howevel, this argument that a contract can only be voided by 
those whom a statute is intended to protect has been expressly rejected by the Idaho Supreme 
Court In Wheaton v Ramsey, 92 Idaho 33, 436 P2d 248 (1968), the plaintiff sought to enforce 
a real estate broker's commission agreement that was in violation of a statute prohibiting one real 
estate broke! from paying a commission to any person without a real estate bIOker license., The 
plaintiff argued that the defendant should not be permitted to assert the illegality ofthe contract 
between them because "licensing statutes are intended to protect the general public from being 
imposed on by persons not qualified to render a professional service," and that "the reason fOI 
the mle denying enforceability does not exist when persons engaged in the same profession or 
tradeare dealing at arm's length with each other" Id. at 35 
1 The HecldT aylor Supplemental Memorandum dispels this contention, demonstrating that the 
statute was also intended to protect innocent minority shareholders fmm oppression by the 
majOIity shareholder, See Section E..3, of that memOIandum 
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The Comt rejected the argument that only the individuals whom the statute was intended 
to benefit could assert its illegality .. Instead, the COUlt held that the contract was illegal, void and 
unenforceable as a matter oflaw because it was in direct violation of a statute See id at 36 
("(I]t would be unlawful fot respondent Ramsey to compensate appellant diIectly or indirectly 
pUlsuant to the fee-splitting anangement. The agreement, therefore, is unenforceable ")' 
Because the contract was illegal, it was void and could not be enforced under any circumstance. 
Jd. at 35 ("A void contract cannot be enforced, no matter what haIdship it may work, or how 
strong the equities may appear") (citations omitted). 
The contract in Wheaton was void and unenforceable because payment of a broker's 
commission would be in direct violation of a statute, despite the argument that the statute was 
intended to protect the general public, not other leal estate brokers Similarly, the Stock 
Redemption Agreement is illegal, void and unenforceable because the r'edemption of Reed's 
stock when the corporation did not have any eamed sllIplus was in direct violation ofIdaho Code 
§§ 30-1-6, regardless of whom the statute is intended to protect, 
The IUle that an illegal contract is void and unenforceable does not depend on whether 
the party asserting the illegality at the contract is the individual the statute was intended to 
protect. Rather, the lUle is based on the policy that a COUlt should never enforce a contract that is 
illegal As explained in Kunz v Lobo Lodge, Inc., 133 Idaho at 612 (1999): 
[T]he defense of illegality prevails, not as a protection to 
defendant, but as a disability in plaintiff .. While it may not 
always seem an honorable thing to do, yet a party to an illegal 
agreement is permitted to set up the illegality as a defense, 
ld (quoting 17 CJ.S. Contracts § 272 (1963). 
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C. The Stock Redemption Agreement Was Illegal, Not Merely Ultra Vires 
Reed Taylor cites The Minnelusa Company v. A.G Andrikopoulos, 929 PI 1321 (Colo 
1997), as if it were binding authority on an Idaho Comt. Minnelusa, however, merely establishes 
that there is a split of authority on what parties have standing to asserts the illegality of a stock 
redemption agreement As explained in Minnelusa, the split in authorities arises out of differing 
views as to whether a contract in violation of stock redemption statutes is "illegal" or merely 
"ultta vires" The comts that treat a stock redemption agreement merely as an "uItm vires" act 
geneIally conclude that a stock redemption agreement will only be voided if doing so will serve 
to protect the individuals or entities that the stock I edemption statutes are intended to benefit. On 
the other hand, COUlts that view stock redemption agreements in violation of stock redemption 
statutes like former Idaho Code § 30-1-6 as "illegal" conclude that such agreements are void and 
unenforceable and place no restrictions on what patties may assert theiI illegality. 
FOI example, in Amer ican Heritage Inv. Corp. v. Illinois Nat. Bank ajSpringfield, 386 
N . .E2d 905 (Ill. App, 1979), a shareholder filed suit to enforce a stock Icdemption agreement and 
the corporation defended on grounds that the contract was illegal and unenforceable because the 
COlporation did not have sufficient capital surplus to repurchase the shares. The court rejected 
the shareholder's contention that the cOIporation, itself; could not raise the issue ofthe illegality 
of the contract The court explained that "the issue of whether the cOIporation may raise the 
defense depends upon whether the questioned corporate act is merely beyond the powet ofthe 
cmpOIation or is illegal because it is jmmOIai, against public policy, or explessly prohibited by 
statute." Id at 908 (citing 7 A Fletcher, Cyclopedia CorpOIations § 3400) .. The Court concluded 
that the stock redemption agreement was illegal and void, as opposed to merely ultra vires, 
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because the stock redemption agreement was in violation of a specific statute prohibiting the 
pmchase of shares when the corporation lacks sufficient capital sUIplus to do so. ld at 910. 
Similarly, in Field v Hauper t, 647 P..2d 952, 954 (Or App 1982), a corporation 
repurchased shar'es in exchange fOI a promissOIY note When the shareholdel sued to enforce the 
promissOIY note, the cOlporation defended on grounds that the stock redemption agreement was 
in violation of a statute that prohibited a cOIporation from purchasing its own stock entered into 
at a time in which the corporation lacks sufficient surplus. The court explained: 
There is a distinction between a corporate transaction that is illegal 
(forbidden by statute) and one that is ultra vires COIporate 
transactions which are illegal because prohibited by statute are 
void, and cannot support an action nOI become enforceable by 
perfOlmance, ratification, or estoppel. 
Id at 138 Thus, the promissoIy note executed in connection with the stock redemption 
agreement was void and unenforceable. ld 
Numerous other courts have concluded that a stock redemption agreement in violation of 
statutes similar to Idaho's statute is not merely ultra vires, but is illcgal, void and unenforceable 
at the urging of the corpmation See, eg, A1cGinley v. Massey, 71 Md.App. 352, 356,525 A.2d 
1076,1078 (Md. App. 1987) (stock redemption agreement unenforceable when the corpomtion 
was insolvent because "[sJuch contracts when executed by a corporation are illegal and not 
merely ultra vires"); In re Tr imble Co , 339 F.2d 838,845 (3rd Cir. 1964) (stock redemption 
agreement is unenforceable where made in violation of a statute because it is "not merely ultra 
vires but illegal and void," and "[a]n illegal contract may be defended against and avoided by 
any of the patties theleto") (citations omitted); Stevens v Boyes Hot Springs Co., 298 P. 508, 509 
(Cal. App 1931) (explaining the "broad distinction between contracts which are voidable merely 
for want of authmity to execute them, and contracts which are illegal and void ab initio"; 
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concluding that a promissory note given in connection with an illegal stock redemption 
agreement is unenforceable). 
Idaho law is consistent with the view that a contract in violation of Idaho's stock 
redemption statutes is illegal, not merely ultra vires. Idaho Courts have defined the phrase "ultla 
vires" as "an action which is beyond the pUlpose or powel of a cOlpOIation" Federal Land Bank 
of Spokane v. Parsons, 116 Idaho 545, 550 (Ct App 1989). A contract is illegal if it is 
"prohibited by law" See Pocatello Independent School Dis!. No.1, Bannock County, v Fargo, 
223 P 232,234 (Idaho 1924) ("The contract oia municipal cOIpOIation is not illegal, ifnot 
pwhibited by law, even though such contI act be ultra vires ") (citation omitted); see also, 
Fletcher CYCLOPEDIA CORPORA T IONS § 3400 (explaining that a contract is "ultra vires" if it "is 
beyond the powers conferred upon the corpOlation by its charter," and that a contract is "illegal" 
if it is "in violation of an express legislative prohibition ."). Idaho courts have also recognized 
the principle that, unlike illegal contracts that are void, ultra vires contracts are merely voidable .. 
See Power County v Evans Bros Land & Live Stock Cu., 252 P 182, 183 (Idaho 1926) ("We 
think a strict interpretation ofthe company's express and implied charter powers would render 
the execution of the bond ultI a vires, but the act, having been neither malum prohibitum noI' 
malum in se, was not void but voidable and as such subject to all equities applicable to like 
contracts "). 
Notably, although the La Voy COUlt stated in dicta (without explanation and contrary to 
earlier Idaho Supreme Court precedent) that a corporation cannot raise the insolvency defense, 
the stock redemption agreement in question in La Voy was not necessalily "illegal" because it 
did not violate any statute There, the COUIt was following a common-law rule that an insolvent 
corporation cannot repurchase its stock; and the Comt specifically noted that such a repurchase 
AlA'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND SUPPORTING MEMORANDUM - 11 
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did not violate any statute. See [,a Voy, 84 Idaho at 127 ("Statutory pIOvisions cited in the bliefs, 
relating to geneml business cmporations, to wit, I C sees, 30-130 and 30-149, are not applicable 
to the circumstances of this case, inasmuch as those statutes are designed fat other specific 
pmposes."). The Idaho legislature did not enact statutes restIicting the repurchase of a 
corporation's stock until 1979 Thus, the redemption contract in La Voy was merely ultra vires 
and not illegal The dicta statement in La Voy is actually consistent with the lUle explained 
above that, while a stock redemption agI eement may not be avoided if it does not violate a 
specific statute or is merely ultra viles, a stock redemption agreement that does violate a specific 
statute is illegal, void and unenforceable at the urging ofthe corporation. 
D. The Illegality Of The Agreement Requires Reconsideration Of The Court's Prior 
Summary Judgment Order Finding AlA Services In Default 
The Court previously issued an order concluding that AlA Selvi<.;t:s was in default of the 
1996 Stock Redemption RestIUcture Agreement. Upon concluding that the stock redemption 
agreements are illegal, void and unenfOIceable, the Court should vacate its prior summary 
judgment order. AlA Setvices cannot be in default of an agreement that is illegal, void and 
unenforceable 
III. CONCLUSION 
The agreement to redeem Reed Taylor's shares was illegal because the redemption 
oeeuned in violation of former Idaho Code § 30-1-6.. Thus, the redemption agreement is void 
and unenforceable The illegality ofthe agreement happens to have been raised by Connie 
IaylOI and Jim Beck However, it does not matter who raised the illegality issue, as the illegality 
of an agreement can be raised by any party. In fact, the illegality of a contract can be raised at 
any stage in litigation and should even be laised sua sponte by the Court. The Court should enteI 
a summalyjudgment ordeI declaring that the agreement to redeem Reed Taylor's shrues is 
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illegal, void and unenforceable, and vacating the prior summary judgment order regarding the 
default of the stock Iedemption agreement 
DATED THIS [2 day offoebrualY, 2009 .. 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
~ ,£).~ ~ISB No. 1486 
Attorneys for AlA Services Corporation and 
AlA Insurance, Inc. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 






AlA SERVICES CORPORATION, an Idaho ) 
corporation; AlA INSURANCE, INC., an ) 
Idaho corporation; R. JOHN T AYLOR and ) 
CONNIE T AYLOR, individually and the ) 
community property comprised thereof; ) 
BRYAN FREEMAN, a single person; and ) 
JOLEE DUCLOS, a single person; ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
Case No: CV 07-00208 
JOINDER IN MOTIONS FOR 
PARTIAL SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
Defendant R. John Taylor hereby joins in the MOTION FOR PARTIAL 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT filed by Connie Taylor and James Beck on April 17, 2008, 
and in the INTERVENOR'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT filed 
JOINDER IN MOTIONS FOR 
PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT -1-
('53~ 
by the 401 (k) Profit Sharing Plan for the AlA Services Corporation filed on February 12, 
2009. 
DATED this 12th day of February, 2009. 
CLEMENTS, BROWN & McNICHOLS, P.A. 
BY:~CibM3~: ~ ~Jt-=----
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NED A. CANNON, ISBA No. 2331 
SMITH, CANNON & BOND PLLC 
508 Eighth Street 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
Telephone: (208) 743-9428 
Fax: (208) 746-8421 
MICHAEL S. BISSELL, ISB No. 5762 
CAMPBELL, BISSELL & KIRBY PLLC 
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Attorneys for Plaintiff Reed J. Taylor 
flLE.D 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
ST A TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
REED 1. TAYLOR, a single person, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
AlA SERVICES CORPORATION, an Idaho 
corporation; AlA INSURANCE, INC., an Idaho 
corporation; R. JOHN TAYLOR and CONNIE 
TAYLOR, individually and the community 
property comprised thereof; BRYAN 
FREEMAN, a single person; JOLEE DUCLOS, 
a single person; CROP USA INSURANCE 
AGENCY, INC., an Idaho Corporation; and 
JAMES BECK and CORRINE BECK, 
individually and the community property 
comprised thereof; 
Defendants. 
REED TAYLOR'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL 
Case No.: CV-07-00208 
PLAINTIFF REED TAYLOR'S 
MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT AGAINST 
DEFENDANTS RE: 
COUNTERCLAIMS AND DEFENSES 
PERTAINING TO ANY VIOLATION 
OF REDEMPTION OR 
DISTRIBUTION STATUTES AND 
ALLEGED ILLEGALITY OF THE 
REDEMPTION OF REED TAYLOR'S 
SHARES 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT AGAINST THE DEFENDANTS - 1 
Plaintiff Reed 1. Taylor ("Reed Taylor"), by and through his counsel, moves the Court to 
enter an order dismissing Connie Taylor, John Taylor, James Beck, Corrine Beck, AlA Services, 
AlA Insurance, JoLee Duclos, and Bryan Freeman's (collectively the "Defendants") 
Counterclaims, Declaratory Judgment Actions, and/or all related Affirmative Defenses 
pertaining the illegality of the redemption of Reed Taylor's shares and any alleged violations of 
any statutes pertaining to the redemption of his shares or distributions to shareholders: 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of Reed Taylor's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment is to find that as a 
matter of law the Defendants cannot attack the redemption of Reed Taylor's shares and is 
premised on the assumption, for argument purposes only, that AlA Services was isolvent. 
The Defendants have asserted a Counterclaim, are seeking a Declaratory Judgment and/or 
have asserted certain Affirmative Defenses attacking the redemption of Reed Taylor's shares in 
AlA Services based upon allegations of illegality and that Reed Taylor violated I.C. § 30-1-46. 1 
The Defendants lack standing to attack the redemption of Reed Taylor's shares. The 
Defendants are barred from attacking the redemption of Reed Taylor's shares by applicable 
statute of limitations. Even if the statute of limitations did not bar them, they lack standing to 
assert the counterclaims and defenses because they acquiesced in the redemption of Reed 
Taylor's shares. Lastly, the Defendants are barred from attacking the redemption of Reed 
The Defendants incorrectly rely upon I.e. § 30-1-46 (which pertains to dividends and distributions to 
shareholders, not creditors like Reed Taylor), when I.e. § 30-1-6 is the proper Section (even though it too fails as a 
matter of law). In addition, AlA Services and AlA Insurance previously filed a motion to amend to assert 
counterclaims and affirmative defenses pertaining to the redemption of Reed Taylor's shares, but never noted the 
motion for hearing. Reed Taylor is expressly not waiving the requirement that they note and hear the motion and is 
not allowing the corporations to assert the defense. Rather, Reed Taylor is seeking a finding that AlA Services and 
AlA Insurance do not have standing to assert such defenses. Reed Taylor is expressly not permitting AlA Services 
or AlA Insurance to make such arguments. 
REED TAYLOR'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL 
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Taylor's shares by release and indemnification provisions. 
II. RELIEF REQUESTED 
Reed Taylor submits this Motion for Partial Summary Judgment against the Defendants 
requesting that the Court dismiss the Defendants' Counterclaims and Defenses and make the 
following findings:2 
(1) The Defendants are not the intended beneficiaries ofI.C. § 30-1-6 and I.C. § 30-1-
46; 
(2) The Defendants lack standing to attack the redemption of Reed Taylor's shares 
under I.C. § 30-1-6, I.C. § 30-1-46, or assertions of illegality; 
(3) The Defendants have acquiesced in the redemption of Reed Taylor'S shares and 
are barred from attacking the redemption of Reed Taylor's shares on violations of I. C. § 30-1-6, 
I.C § 30-1-46, or on allegations of illegality; 
(4) The Defendants are barred from attacking the redemption of Reed Taylor based 
upon the state oflimitations, specifically, I.C. § 5-237 and/or I.C. § 5-224; 
(5) The Defendants are barred from attacking the redemption of Reed Taylor's shares 
based upon AlA Services' written agreement to release Reed Taylor from all known and 
unknown claims and indemnify and hold Reed Taylor harmless; and 
(6) Enter an order denying Connie Taylor and the Becks' Motion for Partial 
Summary Judgment and all Joinders as the issues raised in the their Motion are moot as a result 
of granting Reed Taylor'S Motion for Partial Summary Judgment. 
2 Under all the facts and authorities articulated below, the 401(k) Plan's Motion to Intervene is futile, would be 
dismissed on partial summary judgment, and should be denied. The Plan's proper course of action is to pursue 
ERISA claims against the former trustee John Taylor and present trustee JoLee Duclos, both of whom had intimate 
knowledge of the redemption of Reed Taylor's shares and assisted in the transfer of millions of dollars of AlA's 
assets, funds and trade secrets to CropUSA. 
REED TAYLOR'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL 
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III. EVIDENCE RELIED UPON 
Reed Taylor's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment Relies on the following evidence: 
1. Affidavit of Reed Taylor dated May 9,2008 (and Exhibits thereto); 
2. Affidavit of Roderick C. Bond dated August 28,2008 (and Exhibits thereto); 
3. Supplemental Affidavit of Roderick C. Bond dated September 3, 2008 (and 
Exhibits thereto); 
4. Second Supplemental Affidavit of Roderick C. Bond dated September 9, 2008 
(and Exhibits thereto); 
5. Affidavit of Roderick C. Bond dated February 11,2009 (and Exhibits thereto); 
6. Affidavit of Roderick C. Bond dated February 12,2009 (and Exhibits thereto); 
7. Exhibits submitted at the Hearing held on March 1,2007 (referred to as "Hearing, 
Ex."); 
8. Affidavit of JoLee Duclos dated September 10, 2008 (and Exhibits thereto); and 
9. The Court's Record and Files. 
IV. STATEMENT OF FACTS 
Prior to the redemption of Reed Taylor's shares in 1995, Reed Taylor owned 613,493.5 
shares of AlA Services common stock (59.37%), while John Taylor owned 186,611.5 shares of 
AlA Services common stock (18.06%) (Connie Taylor has asserted a community property 
interest in John Taylor'S shares).3 See Affidavit of Reed Taylor dated May 9, 2008, Ex. H; see 
also Connie Taylor and Becks' Answer, p. 2, ~ 7. After the redemption of Reed Taylor's shares, 
John Taylor became the majority shareholder and declared a 3 for 1 stock split for unexplained 
3 Connie Taylor asserted community property interests in John Taylor's shares in AlA Services and CropUSA. See 
Affidavit of Connie Taylor dated February 28,2007 (and exhibit thereto). 
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reasons. See Affidavit of Reed Taylor dated May 9, 2008, Ex. H. 
There Were Other Efforts To Buy Reed Taylor'S Shares Prior to the 1995 Redemption 
It is clear from the board meetings, board meeting minutes, notices to shareholders and 
shareholder votes that John Taylor, James Beck, Mike Cashman and Richard Campanaro wanted 
operational control over AlA Services in an attempt to take it public and profit handsomely 
without having to personally be obligated to pay Reed Taylor. See Affidavit of Roderick Bond 
dated February 12,2009, Ex. 1-19; Affidavit of Reed Taylor dated May 9,2008, Ex. A-F. 
AlA's Board Set Up A Special Committee to Negotiate the Redemption of Reed's Shares 
A special committee of the board of AlA Services was established to negotiate with Reed 
Taylor for the redemption of his shares. See Affidavit of Reed Taylor dated May 9, 2008, Ex. A, 
p. 4; see also Affidavit of Roderick Bond dated February 12, 2009, Ex. 1-19. In other words, 
Reed Taylor had no involvement at the corporation with the redemption of his shares and outside 
directors also played a role. See Affidavit of Roderick Bond dated February 12,2009, Ex. 1-19. 
Reed Had To Be Persuaded to Sell His Shares 
Richard Campanaro, James Beck and Michael Cashman were an investor group who 
desired to redeem Reed Taylor's shares in AlA Services, along with R. John Taylor. See 
Affidavit of Reed Taylor dated May 9, 2008, Ex. A. In the letter from Richard Campanaro to 
Reed Taylor and John Taylor dated April 14, 1995, Mr. Campanaro stated the following when 
negotiations were faltering to repurchase Reed Taylor's shares: 
[Flollowing the Board of Director's and Stockholder's meetings held in Boise, Idaho in 
early March, Mr. Michael Cashman, myself, Mr. Jim Beck ... expected a response from 
Mr. Reed Taylor detailing the sale of his stock in AlA ... that, in fact, [Reed Taylor] had 
retained the services of an attorney for the purpose of attempting to finalize the details of 
our sale and purchase agreement ... 
REED TAYLOR'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL 
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... Mr. Reed Taylor has refused to negotiate an agreement [for the purchase of his 
shares] .... Mr. Reed Taylor addressed issues with his attorney, Scott Bell, that, as the 
Chairman of the Board of Directors, he should have known were heretofore resolved. 
This indicates to me a lack of seriousness on his part or a complete lack of understanding 
of the structure we were attempting to avail ourselves of in order to effectuate this 
purchase [of Reed's shares]. It appears that Mr. Reed Taylor was attempting to sabotage, 
for whatever reason, the entire purchase agreement .... 
... 1 was, and continue to be, a sincere purchaser of Reed Taylor's stock and the 
restructuring of AlA ... 
.. .I am also sending Dick Riley a copy [of this letter] so that he might appropriately 
respond to the letter of intent drafted by Scott T. Bell, which, in my opinion, is another 
indication of Reed Taylor's lack of seriousness concerning the sale of his stock .... 
.. .If you both [Reed and John Taylor] wish to pursue this matter [the purchase of Reed's 
stock], please advise me as soon as possible ... 
See Affidavit of Reed Taylor dated May 9, 2008, Ex. A, pp. 1-5 (emphasis added). Mr. 
Campanaro's letter clearly demonstrates that Mr. Campanaro, on behalf of himself and the other 
members of the Investor Group (Michael Cashman and James Beck) were pressuring Reed 
Taylor to sell his shares. Id. 
The Becks Would Not Invest In AlA Unless Reed Taylor's Shares Were Redeemed. 
On June 30, 1995, James Beck, Michael Cashman, Richard Campanaro and R. John 
Taylor entered into an Investment Agreement. See Affidavit of Reed Taylor dated May 9, 2008, 
Ex. E. Under the terms of the Investment Agreement, R. John Taylor, James Beck and Michael 
Cashman specifically agreed that the redemption of Reed Taylor's shares was a condition 
precedent to them purchasing the Series C Preferred Shares in AlA Services: 
9. Conditions To Investors Obligations at the Closing. The obligations of [Beck, 
Cashman and Campanaro] are subject to the fulfillment, prior to or on the Closing Date, 
as indicated below, of each of the following conditions ... 
*** 
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(d) Reed Taylor Buyout. The Company shall successfully negotiate and conclude 
its transaction with Reed Taylor for the purchase of all of his stock and stock 
rights in and to Company stock, in form and substance satisfactory to [Beck, 
Cashman and Campanaro]. 
See Affidavit of Reed Taylor dated May 9, 2008, Ex. E, p. 10, " 9 and 9(d). Simply put, 
Michael Cashman and James Beck were only obligated to purchase any Series C Preferred 
Shares in AlA Services if, and only if, Reed Taylor's shares in AIA Services were redeemed. 
See Affidavit of Reed Taylor dated May 9, 2008, Ex. E, p. 10, ,,9 and 9(d). John Taylor signed 
the Investment Agreement on behalf of AlA Services. See Affidavit of Reed Taylor dated May 
9, 2008, Ex. E, p. 18. 
On July 10, 1995, a revised notice of special shareholder meeting was provided by John 
Taylor on behalf of AlA Services for purposes of approving various corporate actions, including 
the purchase of Reed Taylor's shares. Id. at Ex. C. A copy of the Private Placement 
Memorandum dated June 1, 1995 was attached to John Taylor's letter to shareholders. Id. at Ex. 
C, p. 3; Ex. D. 
Reed Taylor's Shares Are Redeemed And Cancelled in 1995 
On July 22, 1995, AlA Services and Reed Taylor entered into the Stock Redemption 
Agreement, Stock Pledge Agreement, Security Agreement, among other agreements. See 
Hearing, Ex. Z, AA and AB. On August 1, 1995, AlA Services executed the $6M Note. See 
Hearing, Ex. A. All of the redemption documents were signed by John Taylor. See Hearing, Ex. 
A, Z, AA-AD. Reed Taylor's common shares in AlA Services were canceled, and shortly after 
the redemption, AlA Services declared a 3 for 1 stock split. See Affidavit of Reed Taylor dated 
May 9, 2008, Ex. H. In other words, all of Reed Taylor's shares were canceled after the 
transaction to redeem his shares had closed in 1995. Id. 
REED TAYLOR'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL 
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Reed Taylor Receives an Opinion Letter Making Numerous Representations 
On August 15, 1995, an opinion letter was issued to Reed Taylor verifying many 
requirements had been met by AlA Services, including, without limitation, that the purchase of 
Reed Taylor's shares was a legal transaction and that shareholder approval was obtained. See 
Affidavit of Reed Taylor dated May 9, 2008, Ex. I. The opinion letter was based upon the 
knowledge of R.M. Turnbow and Richard Riley. Id. at p. 2. The opinion letter makes no 
reference to any violations of I.C. § 30-1-46 or I.C. § 30-1-6, but instead merely contains the 
standard language contained in virtually any opinion letter that the enforceability of the 
documents could be effected by bankruptcy or insolvency. Id. 
AlA Service Warranted That It Had The Authority To Redeem Reed Taylor's Shares 
When his shares were redeemed on July 22, 1995, AlA Services warranted that it was in 
compliance with all laws. See Hearing, Ex. Z, p. 8, § 3.9. AlA Services also warranted that it 
had the power and authority to enter into the transaction to redeem Reed Taylor's shares. See 
Hearing, Ex. Z, p. 6, § 3.2. AlA Services also warranted that the redemption agreements would 
not violate any laws. See Hearing, Ex. Z, p. 6, § 3.3. 
The Redemption of Reed's Shares Was For John, Becks and Others To Control AlA 
On August 1, 1995, R. John Taylor and AlA Services entered into an Executive Officer's 
Agreement, the recitals of which state "AlA proposes to purchase the Common Stock of Reed J. 
Taylor, majority shareholder of AlA, so that [R. John Taylor] and Richard W. Camponaro, will 
obtain operational and financial control of AlA." See Supplemental Affidavit of Roderick C. 
Bond dated September 3, 2008, Ex. 45. 
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Indeed, "operational and financial control of AlA" meant redeeming Reed Taylor's 
controlling ownership interest in AlA Services premised on the payment of $6 million in 10 
years so that John Taylor, James Beck, Michael Cashman and Richard Campararo would obtain 
operational control of over $65,664,000 in commissions and associated revenues for the ten year 
period from 1995 through 2005.45 
As part of their Investor Agreement, John Taylor, James Beck, Michael Cashman and 
Richard Campanaro agreed to enter into a Shareholder Voting Agreement wherein they agreed to 
ensure certain people for appointed to the board of AlA Services. See Affidavit of Reed Taylor 
dated May 9, 2008, Ex. F, p. 10, § f. 
Reed Taylor Received An Opinion Letter That Failed to Disclose Any Illegality Issues 
On August 15, 1995, an opinion letter was issued to Reed Taylor verifying many 
requirements had been met by AlA Services, including, without limitation, that the purchase of 
Reed Taylor's shares was a legal transaction and that shareholder approval was obtained. See 
Affidavit of Reed Taylor dated May 9, 2008, Ex. I. The opinion letter was based upon the 
knowledge of R.M. Turnbow and Richard Riley. Id. at p. 2. The opinion letter makes no 
reference to any violations of I.C. § 30-1-46 or I.C. § 30-1-6, but instead merely contains the 
standard language contained in virtually any opinion letter that the enforceability of the 
documents could be effected by bankruptcy or insolvency. Id. 
4 Reed Taylor is unable to set forth the exact amount of commissions and related receivables through 2008 because 
such financial information has never been produced to Reed Taylor, despite discovery requests. See Affidavit of 
David Risley in Support of Motion to Stay Discovery, Ex. A. Moreover, the $65,664,000 in commissions and 
related receivables does not include the millions dollars in commissions and related receivables received by 
CropUSA, which should have been revenues included in AlA Services' Consolidated Financial Statements. 
5 See Hearing, Ex. AL, p. 6 (Consolidated Statement for 1996 and 1995); Hearing AN, p. 5 (Consolidated Statement 
for 1998 and 1997); Hearing Ex. AO, p. 5 (Consolidated Statement for 1999 and 1998); Hearing Ex. AQ, p. 5 
(Consolidated Statement for 2001 and 2000); Hearing, Ex. W, p. 5 (Consolidated Statements for 2005); Hearing Ex. 
AS, p. 3 (Consolidated Statement for 2004); Hearing, Ex. AR, p. 3 (Consolidated Statements for 2003 and 2002). 
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The Becks Did Not Purchase Shares In AlA Until After The Redemption of Reed's Shares 
On August 16, 1995, James and Corrine Beck became shareholders in AlA Services. See 
Affidavit of Reed Taylor dated May 9, 2008, Ex. G; Affidavit of Roderick Bond dated February 
11,2009, Ex. B. 
Prior to purchasing shares, James Beck executed a Subscription Agreement warranting 
that he had been given the opportunity to review the financial statements of AlA Services for the 
periods ending December 31, 1994, and March 31, 1995. See Affidavit of Reed Taylor dated 
May 9, 2008, Ex. F, p. 1, ~ lea). 
Also prior to purchasing the Preferred C Shares, James Beck warranted that he was fully 
aware of the financial condition of AlA Services when he executed his Subscription Agreement 
to purchase his and Corrine Beck's Series C Preferred Shares in AlA Services: 
[Beck] [hlas had an opportunity to review ... the December 31, 1994 and March 31, 
1995 draft financial statements (GAAP-based) of the Company ... and such other 
financial and other documents and information as the Investor and Investor's advisors 
deems necessary or desirable to make an informed investment decision with respect 
to the purchase of the Units (the "Additional Materials") and to ask questions of R. 
John Taylor, President of the Company, concerning Company, and desires no further 
information respecting such Additional Materials. 
Realizes that a purchase of the Units represents a speculative investment involving a 
high degree of risk. 
* * * 
The Company is currently reorganizing its business operations and there can be no 
assurance such operations will prove successful of generating sufficient revenues to 
pay the dividend on the Shares or to provide an appropriate return on the Investor's 
investment in the Units. 
See Affidavit of Reed Taylor dated May 9, 2008, Ex. F pp. 1-2 (emphasis added). In addition, 
James Beck warranted that he understood the risk of the investment in AlA Services. Id. 
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R. John Taylor and James Beck were both members of the board of directors of AlA 
Services in 1995 and 1996, both with full access to all information. See Second Supplemental 
Affidavit of Roderick C. Bond dated September 9,2008, Ex. 47. 
AlA Services Even Paid Over $40,000 In Attorney's Fees Incurred By Beck and Cashman 
The Defendants would like to persuade the Court that they are innocent investors who 
have been wronged. See Connie Taylor and James Beck's Motion for Partial Summary 
Judgment and Joinders. However, AlA Services paid the attorney fees incurred by James Beck 
and Michael Cashman for the extensive negotiations pertaining to the redemption of Reed 
Taylor's shares and their investment in AlA Services. See Affidavit of Roderick Bond dated 
February 12,2009, Ex. 23. Why would a company pay a casual investor's attorneys fees unless 
their was a master plan? 
The Terms of The Redemption Was Common Knowledge to All Shareholders 
On June 27, 1995, a Notice of Special Meeting of Shareholders was sent to all 
shareholders of AlA Services advising them of the details of the redemption of Reed Taylor's 
shares: 
Redemption of all of Reed 1. Taylor's 613,494 common shares of Company's common 
stock for $7.5 million and certain other consideration, pursuant to the terms of a Stock 
Redemption Agreement, a Consulting Agreement and related documentation; application 
of the proceeds of the sale of 150,000 shares of Series C Preferred Stock and attendants 
Series C Warrants to the $1.5 million down payment of the redemption price for Reed J. 
Taylor's Common Stock; issuance of the Company's $6 million promissory note for the 
balance of the redemption price for Mr. Taylor'S common stock; and related transactions 
with Mr. Taylor, including (without limitation) the Consulting Agreement and certain 
documents pursuant to which, to secure the payment of the promissory, Mr. Taylor is 
granted a security interest in the stock and the commission income of Company's 
operating subsidiaries. 
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See Affidavit of Reed Taylor dated May 9, 2008, Ex. B, pp. 1-2, ~ 5. The Notice of Special 
Meeting of Shareholders was signed by JoLee Duclos.6 Id. 
On July 10, 1995, John Taylor sent a letter to AlA Services' shareholders detailing the 
restructuring of the company and the purchase of Reed Taylor's shares: 
... The transactions comprising the reorganization are detailed in the enclosures. The 
reorganization includes the Company's purchase of all Reed Taylor's shares of Common 
Stock; issuance of a 10 year promissory note to Mr. Taylor, interest-only payable for 10 
years with the $6 million balance due at maturity and secured by security interests in the 
stock and commission income of Company's operating subsidiaries; discharge of 
approximately $480,000 of Mr. Taylor's indebtedness to the Company; transfer of the 
airplanes and related debt to Mr. Taylor; and other related transactions. 
See Affidavit of Reed Taylor dated May 9, 2008, Ex. C, p. 1. In addition, John Taylor advised 
the shareholders that "dissenting shareholders will not have any statutory right to liquidate their 
stock; and the Company does not intend to offer to purchase any of your shares at this time." See 
Affidavit of Reed Taylor dated May 9, 2008, Ex. C, p. 2 (emphasis added). John Taylor ended 
the July 10, 1995, letter by making clear his support to purchase Reed Taylor's shares: 
I urge you to support and ratify the transactions proposed in these documents. I believe 
this is the best possible scenario for the ultimate survival and continued prosperity of the 
Company and all of us as shareholders. 
See Affidavit of Reed Taylor dated May 9,2008, Ex. C, p. 3 (emphasis added). Moreover, John 
Taylor emphasized that the ownership interest of the minority shareholders would increase from 
13.4% of the company to 21.15% of the company. ld. at p. 2.7 
Along with the letter dated July 10, 1995, AlA Services sent a Confidential Private 
Placement Memorandum to all shareholders also detailing the terms of the redemption of Reed 
6 It is noteworthy that the very same person who signed the Notice is the same JoLee Duclos who is serving as 
Trustee of the 401(k) Plan that is disingenuously seeking to intervene in this action. For the same reasons in this 
Motion, the Plan's intervention is not only inappropriate, but clearly futile. 
7 The letter to shareholders dated July 10, 1995, was typed by JoLee Duclos. See Affidavit of Reed Taylor dated 
May 9,2008, Ex. C, p. 3. 
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Taylor's shares and the related security interests in the stock and commissions of the operating 
subsidiaries. See Affidavit of Reed Taylor dated May 9, 2008, Ex. C, p. 3 and Ex. D, p. 17 and 
34. 
AlA Services' Release and Indemnification of Reed Taylor 
On August 16, 1995, AlA Services warranted in a separate and distinct document that all 
conditions necessary to purchase Reed Taylor' shares had been satisfied and that "Reed J. Taylor 
is hereby fully and forever released, discharged and indemnified by [AlA Services] from all 
claims, caused of action, demands, rights, damages, costs expenses, fees, compensation, 
liabilities and other obligations ... " See Hearing, Ex. AC. 
On July 1, 1996, AlA Services agreed to release Reed Taylor for all known and unknown 
claims. See Hearing, Ex. B, p. 6 § 3. 
AlA Services' Financial Statements Provided Notice to All Present and Future" Holders 
For many years, AlA Services' Consolidated Financial Statements have specifically 
outlined the terms of the redemption of Reed Taylor's shares and the associated promissory 
notes: 
In July 1995, the Company acquired all outstanding shares (613,494 shares) of its former 
majority stock holder. .. [for] $7.5 Million [and other consideration] ... 
A down payment of $1.5 million originally due on October 22, 1995 was renegotiated in 
July 1996 to be due October 31, 1996. Interest on this note (as renegotiated in July 1996) 
is 9.5% (14% while in default) and principal and interest payments of $33,750 per month 
are due beginning August 1, 1996. The remaining $6 million is payable in the form of a 
note with interest at 8.25%, monthly payments of interest only, principal due and payable 
August 1, 2005. These notes are secured by the Company's stock and commission 
income. An escrow agreement was signed in July 1996 providing payments on these 
notes to be transferred directly form the Company's lock box. In addition, in July 1996, 
the Company agreed to reimburse the former majority stockholder for attorney's fees 
related to the restructuring ... 
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See Hearing, Ex. AL, pp. 37-38 (Consolidated Statement for 1996 and 1995); Affidavit of 
Connie Taylor dated April 16,2008, Ex. A, pp. 36-37 (Consolidated Statement for 1995 and 
1994); see also Hearing Ex. AM, pp. 37-38 (Consolidated Statement for 1997 and 1996); 
Hearing AN, pp. 20-21 (Consolidated Statement for 1998 and 1997); Hearing Ex. AO, p. 21 
(Consolidated Statement for 1999 and 1998); Hearing Ex. AQ, pp. 18-19 (Consolidated 
Statement for 2001 and 2000); Hearing, Ex. X, p. 17 (Consolidated Statements for 2002 and 
2001). 
It Was No Secret That The Intent Was To Go Public After Reed's Shares Were Redeemed. 
In a Private Placement Memorandum dated June 1, 1995, investors were informed of 
certain disclosures pertaining to going public: 
[T]here can be no assurances that the Company will ever effect a public offering of its 
securities. Even if the Company does effect a public offering of its Common Stock, there 
can be no assurance that any of the Shares offered hereby, or the Warrants included, 
therein will be included in such public offering ... " 
See Affidavit of Reed Taylor dated May 9,2008, Ex. D, p. 15. In a letter to shareholders dated 
July 10, 1995, John Taylor emphasized how the minority shareholders' ownership interest would 
substantially increase if Reed Taylor'S shares were redeemed and specially discussed the 
ownership interest of the minority shareholders " ... based upon a minimum offering. See 
Affidavit of Reed Taylor dated May 9,2008, Ex. C, p. 2. 
In the "exit strategy" letter sent to the Series C Preferred Shareholders on June 18, 2001, 
John Taylor again discussed going public: 
Over the last few years, AlA's management and directors have been looking for ways to 
create an exit strategy for your investment in AlA. We had originally planned to take 
AlA public, but it is unlikely in the foreseeable future. Market conditions may change, 
but there can be no assurance for a public market. 
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See Bond Aff. dated September 9, 2008, Ex. 53, p. 1. Numerous board meeting minutes of AlA 
Services reference going public as well. See e.g., Affidavit of JoLee Duclos dated Ex. B; 
Affidavit of Roderick Bond dated February 12,2009, Ex. 1-19. 
The 1996 Restructure Has No Application to the Actual Redemption of Reed's Shares 
In 1996, the redemption agreements between AlA Services and Reed Taylor were 
modified, however, at that time Reed Taylor was a creditor and not a shareholder. See Affidavit 
of Roderick Bond dated February 12, 2009, Ex. 28-31; Hearing Ex. A-F. In the letter from 
Richard Riley, it is clear that Reed Taylor was a creditor as Mr. Riley was concerned that Reed 
Taylor would exercise his contractual rights to retain the collateral in satisfaction of the debt 
owed to him. See Affidavit of Roderick Bond dated February 12,2009, Ex. 30. 
JoLee Duclos and Bryan Freeman Were Never Shareholders of AlA Services 
Bryan Freeman and JoLee Duclos were never shareholders of AlA Service during the 
time of the redemption of Reed Taylor's shares on July 22,1995, or anytime after that date. See 
Affidavit of Roderick Bond dated February 12,2009, Ex. 20-22. However, it is noteworthy that 
JoLee Duclos and Bryan Freeman are both shareholders in CropUSA, the recipient of the 
millions of dollars in unlawfully transferred funds and assets. See Affidavit of Roderick Bond 
dated February 12,2009, Ex. 26; Hearing, Ex. Rand U. 
The Record Is Void of Any Evidence That Reed Taylor Did Anything Wrong 
The vast meeting minutes, board meeting notices, shareholder meeting notices and all 
other correspondence fails to show a sliver of evidence that Reed Taylor did anything wrong 
beside give his own brother way to long to pay, while in return his brother and the other 
defendants defrauded him. See Affidavit of Roderick C. Bond dated February 12,2009, Ex. 20-
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31; Hearing, Ex. A-X; Affidavits of Roderick Bond dated August 28, 2008, September 3, 2008, 
and September 9,2008, Ex. 1-59. The Defendants do not have clean hands. Id. 
v. QUESTIONS PRESENTED 
Assuming, arguendo, AlA Services was insolvent when Reed Taylor's shares were 
redeemed in 1995, whether the Defendants are the intended beneficiaries of I.C. § 30-1-6 and 30-
1-46? 
Assuming, arguendo, AlA Services was insolvent when Reed Taylor's shares were 
redeemed in 1995, whether the Defendants have standing to attack the redemption of Reed 
Taylor's shares for violations ofI.C. § 30-1-6 or I.C. 30-1-46 or based upon illegality? 
Assuming, arguendo, AlA Services was insolvent when Reed Taylor's shares were 
redeemed in 1995, whether the Defendants have acquiesced in the redemption of Reed Taylor's 
shares and are barred from attacking the transaction for violations of I.C. § 30-1-6 or I.C. 30-1-
46 or based upon illegality? 
Assuming, arguendo, AlA Services was insolvent when Reed Taylor's shares were 
redeemed in 1995, whether the Defendants are barred from attacking the transaction for 
violations of I.C. § 30-1-6 or I.C. 30-1-46 based upon the statute of limitations running, 
specifically I.e. § 5-237 andlor I.C. § 5-224? 
Assuming, arguendo, AlA Services was insolvent when Reed Taylor's shares were 
redeemed in 1995, whether the Defendants are barred from attacking the transaction for 
violations ofI.C. § 30-1-6 or I.C. 30-1-46 based upon contractual release and/or indemnification 
provisions in favor of Reed Taylor? 
III 
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If the Court grants Reed Taylor's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment Against the 
Defendants, whether granting partial summary judgment in Reed Taylor's favor makes Connie 
Taylor and James Beck's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment and the Joinders moot? 
VI. LEGAL AUTHORITY AND ARGUMENT 
A. Summary Judgment Standard. 
Summary judgment is proper when "the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on file, 
together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and 
that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law." I.R.C.P. 56(c). "A party 
against whom a claim, counterclaim, or. .. declaratory judgment is sought may, at any time, move 
with or without supporting affidavits for summary judgment..." I.R.C.P.56(b). 
"Once the moving party has provided sufficient evidence to support the motion, the party 
against whom a motion for summary judgment is sought may not merely rest on allegations 
contained in the pleadings, but must come forward and produce evidence by way of deposition or 
affidavit to contradict the assertions of the moving party and establish a genuine issue of material 
fact." Post v. Idaho Farmway, Inc., 135 Idaho 475, 478, 20 P.3d 11, 14 (2001) (citing I.R.C.P. 
56(e); McCoy v. Lyons, 120 Idaho 765, 770, 820 P.2d 360, 365 (1991». "Such evidence must 
consist of specific facts, and cannot be conclusory or based on hearsay." Id. 
"The moving party is entitled to judgment when the nonmoving party fails to make a 
showing sufficient to establish the existence of an element essential to that party's case on which 
that party will bear the burden of proof at trial." Thomas v. Medical Center Physicians, 
P.A., 138 Idaho 200, 205, 61 P.3d 557, 562 (2002) (citing Celotex v. Catrett, 477 U.S. 317,106 
S.Ct. 2548, 91 L.Ed.2d 265 (1986». 
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B. I.e. § 30-1-6 (1995) Is the Applicable Code Section to the Redemption of Reed 
Taylor's Shares and The Only Time in Question Is 1995. 
In 1995 and 1996, the redemption of stock by a corporation was governed by I.C. § 30-1-
6, which provided in full: 
30-1-6 Right of a corporation to acquire and dispose of its own shares. 
A corporation shall have the right to purchase, take, receive or otherwise acquire, hold, 
own, pledge, transfer or otherwise dispose of its own shares, but purchases of its own 
shares, whether direct or indirect, shall be made only to the extent of unreserved and 
unrestricted earned surplus available therefor, and, if the articles of incorporation so 
permit or with the affirmative vote of the holders of a majority of all shares entitled to 
vote thereon, to the extent of unreserved and unrestricted capital surplus available 
therefor. 
To the extent that earned surplus or capital surplus is used as the measure of the 
corporation's right to purchase its own shares, such surplus shall be restricted so long as 
such shares are held as treasury shares, and upon the disposition or cancellation of any 
such shares the restriction shall be removed pro tanto. 
Notwithstanding the foregoing limitation, a corporation may purchase or otherwise 
acquire its own shares for the purpose of: 
(a) Eliminating fractional shares. 
(b) Collecting or compromising indebtedness to the corporation. 
(c) Paying dissenting shareholders entitled to payment for their shares under the 
provisions of this act. 
(d) Effecting, subject to the other provisions of this act, the retirement of its redeemable 
shares by redemption or by purchase at not to exceed the redemption price. 
No purchase of or payment for its own shares shall be made at a time when the 
corporation is insolvent or when such purchase or payment would make it insolvent. 
See I.C. § 30-1-6 (1995) (emphasis in original). In addition, I.C. § 30-1-6 remained unchanged 
in 1996. See I.C. § 30-1-6 (1996). 
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Although relied upon by the Defendants in their pleadings and Motion for Partial 
Summary Judgment, I. C. § 30-1-46 is inapplicable because it applies to distribution of assets to 
shareholders: 
30-1-46 Distributions from capital surplus. 
The board of directors of a corporation may, from time to time, distribute to its 
shareholders out of capital surplus of the corporation to a portion of its assets, in cash or 
property, subject to the following provisions: 
(a) No such distribution shall be made at a time when the corporation is insolvent or 
when such distribution would render the corporation insolvent. 
(b) No such distribution shall be made unless the articles of incorporation so provide or 
such distribution is authorized by the affirmative vote of the holders of a majority of the 
outstanding shares of each class whether or not entitled to vote thereon by the provisions 
of the articles of incorporation. 
(c) No such distribution shall be made to the holders of any class of shares unless all 
cumulative dividends accrued on all preferred or special classes of shares entitled to 
preferential dividends shall have been fully paid. 
(d) No such distribution shall be made to the holders of any class of shares which would 
reduce the remaining net assets of the corporation below the aggregate preferential 
amount payable in event of involuntary liquidation to the holders of shares having 
preferential rights to the assets of the corporation in the event of liquidation. 
(e) Each sum distribution, when made, shall be identified as a distribution from capital 
surplus and the amount per share disclosed to the shareholders receiving the same 
concurrently with the distribution thereof. 
The board of directors of a corporation may also, from time to time, distribute to the 
holders of its outstanding shares having a cumulative preferential right to receive 
dividends, in discharge of their cumulative dividend rights, dividends payable in cash out 
of the capital surplus of the corporation, if at the time the corporation has no earned 
surplus and is not insolvent and would not thereby be rendered insolvent. Each such 
distribution when made, shall be identified as a payment of cumulative dividends out of 
capital surplus. 
See I.C. § 30-1-46 (1995) (emphasis in original). Like its counterpart, I.C. § 30-1-46 also 
remained unchanged also in 1996. See I.C. § 30-1-46 (1996). 
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Idaho Code has a savings provision that requires the provision in place as of the date of 
the transaction to govern transactions occurring prior to the repeal of the Idaho Business 
Corporations Act: 
(1) Except as provided in subsection (2) of this section, the repeal of a statute by this 
chapter does not affect: 
* * * 
(c) Any violation of the statute, or any penalty, forfeiture or punishment incurred 
because of the violation, before its repeal. 
I.C. § 30-1-1703 (emphasis added). 
Thus, I.C. § 30-1-6 (1995) is the only possible applicable section because the transaction 
with Reed Taylor was a redemption of his shares in 1995 and not a distribution to shareholders. 
I.C. § 30-1-46 has no application. Moreover, only payment terms were modified in 1996-Reed 
Taylor's shares were already redeemed and he became a secured creditor in 1995 pursuant to the 
terms of the redemption agreements. See Hearing, Ex. A, Z, AA-AD. 
C. None of The Defendants Are Intended Beneficiaries of Stock Redemption 
Statutes. 
"Stock redemption statutes are designed to protect innocent creditors and minority 
stockholders from corporate mismanagement of assets." See The Minnelusa Company v. A.G. 
Andrikopoulos, 929 P.2d 1321, 1323 (Col. 1996) (citing Naples Awning & Glass, Inc. v. Cirou, 
358 So.2d 211, 213 (Fla. 1978»; Lewis v. Powell, 203 So.2d 504, 506 (Fla. 1967); American 
Family Care, Inc. v. Irwin, 571 So.2d 1053, 1060 (Ala. 1990); Hawkins v. Mall, Inc., 444 S.W. 
2d 369, 386 (Mo. 1969); see also 40-APR Advocate (Idaho) 24 (1997) (by Richard Riley) ("The 
current statute imposes legal capital requirements which were originally intended to protect 
creditors and senior security holders ... "); 19 C.J.S. Corporations § 824 (2008) ("The purpose of 
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a statute prohibiting a corporation from redeeming its own shares of capital stock when its 
capital is or would become impaired is to protect creditors ... "). 
Here, none of the defendants in this action, or any of the shareholders, are intended 
beneficiaries of the stock redemption statute, specifically, I.C. § 30-1-6. They all took part in the 
redemption of Reed Taylor's shares and they all are precisely the type of parties that stock 
redemption statutes are not designed to protect. 8 
1. James and Corrine Beck Did Not Purchase Their Shares in AlA Services 
Until After Reed Taylor's Shares Were Redeemed. 
James and Corrine Beck did not become shareholders in AlA Services until August 15, 
1995, after the July 22, 1995, date of the redemption of Reed Taylor's shares. See Affidavit of 
Reed Taylor dated May 9, 2008, Ex. G. Moreover, James and Corrine Beck conditioned the 
purchase of their shares on the redemption of Reed Taylor's shares on terms that were 
"satisfactory" to them. See Affidavit of Reed Taylor dated May 9,2008, Ex. E, p. 10, § d. Then, 
to make matters even worse, James and Corrine Beck unlawfully converted their Series C 
Preferred Shares in AlA Services to common share in CropUSA, an entity that was wrongfully 
spun off from AlA Services. See Affidavit of Roderick Bond dated February 12,2009, Ex. 26. 
James and Corrine Beck are not only the type of parties that stock redemption statutes are 
not intended to benefit from redemption statutes, but they are the type of parties that I.C. § 30-1-
46 requires to return their CropUSA shares to AlA Services. They are not intended beneficiaries 
8 Under the Defendants' theory, they could simply sit back and wait 13 years to see whether or not AlA Services 
ever when public before acting. If AlA Services went public and they made millions, then they would happily pay 
Reed Taylor off and go on their merry way. However, if things didn't work out, such as what has happened in this 
case, then they can siphon off millions of dollars to other corporations and then demand that the redemption of Reed 
Taylor's shares be held illegal. The Defendants' arguments are not only a misapplication of the applicable law, but 
they are disingenuous arguments. Moreover, the Defendants erroneously rely on I.C. § 30-1-46, which applies to 
distributions to shareholders. Reed Taylor was a creditor, not a shareholder, and his redemption is governed by I.C. 
§ 30-1-6. 
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of I.C. § 30-1-6. 
2. Connie Taylor and John Taylor Were Intimately Involved In the 
Negotiations and Execution of the Documents To Redeem Reed Taylor's 
Shares. 
John Taylor was intimately involved in the negotiation and redemption of Reed Taylor's 
shares. As the Court is well aware, John Taylor executed all of the redemption documents and 
restructure documents on behalf of AlA Services. See Hearing, Ex. A-F, Z, and AA-AD. 
Moreover, John and Connie Taylor received a direct benefit from the redemption of Reed 
Taylor's shares in that they obtained "operational and financial control" of AlA Services and 
transitioned from minority shareholders to majority shareholders. See Affidavit Roderick Bond 
dated September 3, 2008, Ex. 45. John and Connie Taylor are not intended beneficiaries of I.C. 
§ 30-1-6. They have no right to attack the redemption of Reed Taylor's shares.9 
3. Bryan Freeman and JoLee Duclos Have Never Owned Any Shares in AlA 
Services. 
Bryan Freeman and JoLee Duclos have never been shareholders of AlA Services. See 
Affidavit of Roderick Bond dated February 12,2009, Ex. 20-22. They are not creditors of AlA 
Services. Bryan Freeman and JoLee Duclos are not intended beneficiaries of I.C. § 30-1-6. 
They have no right to attack the redemption of Reed Taylor's shares. 
III 
III 
9 "Either the husband or the wife shall have the right to manage and control the community property, and may bind 
the community property by contract. .. " I.e. § 32-912. Moreover, " ... it has been flatly held that any defense 
applicable against a husband in an action for the protection of the community property is similarly applicable against 
the wife." Yokochi v. Yoshimoto, 44 Haw. 297, 353 P.2d 820, 825 (Haw. 1960). This same authority applies to 
every argument against Connie Taylor, as her and John Taylor were married until 2005 and AlA Services' shares 
were held in John Taylor's name. This same authority also applies to Corrine Beck and James Beck. This footnote 
is incorporated by reference into every argument pertaining to husband and wife or community property. 
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4. AlA Services and AlA Insurance Were Parties to the Redemption 
Agreements. 
AlA Services and AlA Insurance were involved in the redemption and are not innocent 
shareholders and are not innocent creditors of the corporations. AlA Services and AlA 
Insurance are also not intended beneficiaries of I.C. § 30-1-6. They have no right to attack the 
redemption of Reed Taylor's shares. 
D. The Defendants Do Not Have Standing To Attack the Redemption of Reed 
Taylor's Shares. 
A shareholder may not commence or maintain a derivative proceeding unless the 
shareholder "[ w] as a shareholder of the corporation at the time of the act or omission complained 
of. .. " See I.C. § 30-1-741. 
The Defendants are all attacking the redemption of Reed Taylor's shares and are asking 
the Court to find that the redemption agreements violated statutes and were illegal. They also 
argue that the money and assets already paid to Reed Taylor should be returned to AlA Services. 
The individual Defendants are seeking derivative relief. However, as discussed below, they have 
no standing to attack the redemption of Reed Taylor's shares. 
1. James Beck and Corrine Beck Purchased Their Preferred C Share After 
The Redemption of Reed Taylor's Shares and Would Only Purchase 
Shares Only Upon the Condition that Reed Taylor's Shares Were 
Redeemed. 
James Beck and Corrine Beck purchased their Preferred C Shares in AlA Services after 
Reed Taylor's shares were redeemed. Not only were they not shareholders at the time Reed 
Taylor's shares were redeemed, but they conditioned their purchase of shares on Reed Taylor's 
shares being redeemed. See Affidavit of Reed Taylor dated May 9, 2008, Ex. E, p. 10, § d.; Ex. 
G. However, although the Becks later acquired common shares in AlA Services through 
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unlawful means, they acquired their common shares in AlA Services over 5 years after the 
redemption of Reed Taylor's shares with full knowledge of the terms of the transaction. 
Moreover, the Preferred C Shares that they initially purchased were unlawfully transferred to 
CropUSA wherein the Becks became significant common shareholders of CropUSA, and then 
had knowledge ofthe scheme to unlawfully transfer over $1.5 Million to CropUSA in an alleged 
stock purchase. 
Thus, James Beck and Corrine Beck were not shareholders at the time of the redemption 
of Reed Taylor's shares and they have no standing to attack the redemption of his shares. 
2. JoLee Duclos and Bryan Freeman Have Never Been Shareholders and 
Have Never Had Standing. 
Bryan Freeman and JoLee Duclos are not shareholders of AlA Services and have never 
been shareholders of AlA Services. The only shares that Bryan Freeman and JoLee Duclos own 
are in CropUSA-the same corporation that they served as board members and the same 
corporation that has been the recipient of millions of dollars of AlA Services assets, funds, labor 
and trade secrets. 
Bryan Freeman and JoLee Duclos do not have standing to attack the redemption of Reed 
Taylor's shares. 
3. John Taylor and Connie Taylor Were Involved In the Transaction and 
Have Unclean Hands. 
Shareholders who participate in a questionable transaction have unclean hands and may 
not later attack it. See e.g., Ettridge v. TSI Group, Inc., 314 Md. 32, 548 A.2d 813,817 (Md. Ct. 
App. 1988) (citing Bangor Punta Operations, Inc. v. Bangor & Aroostook R. Co., 417 U.S. 703, 
711,94 S.Ct. 2578,2583 (1974)) (discussing the doctrine of unclean hand and its application to 
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shareholder transactions). 
John Taylor and Connie Taylor are the only persons who were actually shareholders at 
the time of the redemption of Reed Taylor's shares. However, John Taylor (and Connie Taylor 
through their community property) negotiated and executed the redemption agreements on behalf 
of AlA Services. IO Their hands are unclean, they were behind the transaction, they used the 
redemption to gain "operational and financial control" of AlA Services and its subsidiaries, and 
they are barred under equity from attacking the redemption. I I Moreover, Connie Taylor is not 
even listed as a shareholder and her interest is simply of a community property nature. 
4. AlA Services and AlA Insurance Lack Standing Because a Corporation 
May Not Attack a Stock Redemption Agreement. 
The majority of jurisdictions, including Idaho, prohibit corporations from using stock 
repurchase statutes to void stock repurchase agreements. The Minnelusa Company v. A. G. 
Andrikopoulos, 929 P.2d 1321, 1324 (Col. 1996) (citing; American Family Care v. Irwin, 571 
So.2d 1053, 1060 (Ala. 1990); Rainford v. Rytting, 22 Utah 2d 252,451 P.2d 769, 771 n. 5 (Utah 
1969); LaVoy Supply Co. v. Young, 84 Idaho 120, 127,369 P.2d 45 (1962)("A corporation itself 
cannot have a stock repurchase agreement declared illegal, nor can creditors who are not injured 
have a right to complain."); Triumph Smokes, Inc. v. Sarlo, 482 S.W.2d 696, 698 (Tex. 1972). 
In The Minnelusa Company, the Colorado Supreme Court explained the purposes of 
stock redemption statutes in an En Banc decision: 
We agree with the majority view that the validity of a corporate stock repurchase may be 
attacked only by persons who are injured or prejudiced thereby and not by the 
corporation itself. Allowing corporations to void these transactions through the 
application of a statute designed to protect creditors and minority shareholders would, in 
10 See Footnote 9. 
II See doctrine of unclean had discussed above as it pertains to shareholder transactions. 
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effect, sanction corporate development of improper repurchasing schemes. Such a result 
is a misapplication of the statute and circumvents its intended purpose. For this reason, 
we hold that Minnelusa many not use the Florida stock repurchase statute to void its 
obligations under the stock repurchase agreement. 
The Minnelusa Company v. A.G. Andrikopoulos, 929 P.2d 1321, 1324-25 (Col. 1996) (internal 
citations omitted) (emphasis added); see also Swafford v. Berry, 382 P.2d 999, 1002 (Colo. 
1963) ("a shareholder who, with knowledge of the material facts, has consented or acquiesced in 
the transaction of which he complains ordinarily cannot attack the transaction on behalf of the 
corporation"). 
Here, AlA Services and AlA Insurance have no standing to attack the redemption of 
Reed Taylor's shares. Interestingly, AlA Services and AlA Insurance attempted to circumvent 
their lack of standing, the purported boards of the corporations directed Jonathan Halley to 
pursue the inappropriate defense. See Affidavit of Roderick Bond dated August 28, 2008, Ex. 
41. However, such inappropriate actions fail to provide AlA Services and AlA Insurance the 
necessary standing to attack the redemption of Reed Taylor's shares. 12 
5. The Individual Defendants Should Be Ordered To Pay Reed Taylor's 
Attorneys Fees and Costs Incurred in Defending Against Their 
Counterclaims and Defenses and This Motion. 
A court may award attorney fees to the party defending the derivative action, which 
includes derivative actions brought for improper purposes. See I.C. § 30-1-746(3). 
Here, it is clear from all of the evidence submitted in support of this Motion and the 
evidence contained in the Court's record that the Defendants have pursued the "illegality" 
defense for improper purposes and not based upon grounded facts. Reed Taylor requests that the 
12 Counsel for Reed Taylor has consistently objected to AlA Services and AlA Insurance's actions asserting the 
defense of violation of a statute and illegality. Reed Taylor is not permitting AlA Services and AlA Insurance to 
assert these defenses by acquiescence or any other waiver. 
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Court award him all attorneys' fees and costs in defending against the alleged "illegality" 
arguments along with those fees and costs attributable to this Motion, including the hearing on 
this Motion. Finally, the Court should order each individual Defendant should be jointly and 
severally liable for the attorneys' fees and costs incurred by Reed Taylor and bar them from 
having AlA Services or AlA Insurance pay the fees and costs. 
6. James Beck, Corrine Beck, JoLee Duclos, and Bryan Freeman Also Lack 
Standing Under the Contemporaneous Ownership Rule. 
The United States Supreme Court first adopted the contemporaneous ownership rule in 
1974, under the contemporaneous ownership rule: 
a stockholder bringing suit after acquiring his shares has sustained no injury because he 
received what he paid for ... to permit such an action would result in a windfall to the 
subsequent stockholder ... permitting such an action would allow the stockholder to reap a 
profit from wrongs done to others, thus furthering such speculation. 
Ettridge v. TSI Group, Inc., 314 Md. 32, 548 A.2d 813, 817 (Md. Ct. App. 1988) (citing Bangor 
Punta Operations, Inc. v. Bangor & Aroostook R. Co., 417 U.S. 703, 711, 94 S.Ct. 2578, 2583 
(1974» (emphasis added). The other applicable principal holds: 
that those who acquired their shares from one who participated or acquiesced in the 
allegedly wrongful transactions, is not only grounded in the same consideration as the 
[contemporaneous ownership rule], but also in the equitable doctrine of unclean hands ... 
Id. at 817-818 (emphasis added). 
The contemporaneous ownership rule and the rationale behind its application is also 
discussed in Federal Practice and Procedure: 
[a] plaintiff cannot complain of acts occurring prior to the time he or she became a 
shareholder, but only of acts occurring after becoming a shareholder ... 
A primary purpose of the contemporaneous ownership requirement is to curtail strike 
suits by prohibiting potential plaintiffs from buying into a lawsuit through the purchase of 
shares of stock in a corporation after an alleged wrong has occurred ... 
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10 Fed. Pro., L.Ed. § 25:74 (2008). Under the equitable doctrine of unclean hands, the court has 
the discretion to evaluate the relative conduct of both parties and to determine whether the party 
seeking equitable relief should in light of all the circumstances be precluded from such relief. 
Thomas v. Medical Center Physicians, P.A., 138 Idaho 200, 210, 61 P.3d 557 (2002). 
Here, James Beck and Corrine Beck did not become shareholders in AlA Services on 
August 15, 1995, which was after the date Reed Taylor's shares were redeemed on July 22, 
1995. 13 They have no standing under any scenario under common law. 
JoLee Duclos and Bryan Freeman were not shareholders of AlA Services when Reed 
Taylor's shares were redeemed and they have never been shareholders of AlA Services. 14 They 
have no standing under any scenario. 
E. Even if AlA Services Was Insolvent, The Defendants Are Barred From 
Attacking The Redemption Of Reed Taylor's Shares Because They Have 
Acquiesced in The Redemption of Reed Taylor's Shares for 13 Years. 
"Stock redemption statutes are designed to protect innocent creditors and minority 
stockholders from corporate mismanagement of assets." See The Minnelusa Company v. A.G. 
Andrikopoulos, 929 P.2d 1321, 1323 (Col. 1996) (citing Naples Awning & Glass, Inc. v. Cirou, 
358 So.2d 211, 213 (Fla. 1978)); Lewis v. Powell, 203 So.2d 504, 506 (Fla. 1967); American 
Family Care, Inc. v. Irwin, 571 So.2d 1053, 1060 (Ala. 1990); Hawkins v. Mall, Inc., 444 S.W. 
2d 369, 386 (Mo. 1969); State v. Helen Shop, Inc., 211 Tenn. 107, 362 S.W.2d 787 (1962); see 
also 40-APR Advocate (Idaho) 24 (1997) (by Richard Riley) ("The current statute imposes legal 
capital requirements which were originally intended to protect creditors and senior security 
13 As noted above, James Beck conditioned the purchase of his Preferred C Shares on the requirement that Reed 
Taylor's shares be redeemed under terms "satisfactory" to him. See Affidavit of Reed Taylor dated May 9, 2008, 
Ex. F, p. 10, § d. 
14 See Affidavit of Roderick Bond dated February 12, 2009, Ex. 20. 
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holders ... "); 19 C.J.S. Corporations § 824 (2008) ("The purpose of a statute prohibiting a 
corporation from redeeming its own shares of capital stock when its capital is or would become 
impaired is to protect creditors ... "). 
In The Minnelusa Company, the Colorado Supreme Court explained the purposes of 
stock redemption statutes: 
Similarly, Gower [a shareholder] raises the Florida stock repurchase statute as a defense 
to his obligations under the promissory notes. A shareholder who is fully aware of, and 
consents to, a questionable transaction may not thereafter attack that transaction by 
requesting it be declared illegal.. . Gower [a shareholder] is not an intended beneficiary of 
the Florida stock repurchase statute, we hold that Gower [a shareholder] may not use the 
Florida stock repurchase statute to relieve him of his personal guarantee on the 
promissory notes. 
The Minnelusa Company, 929 P .2d 1321, 1324-25 (Col. 1996) (internal citations omitted) 
(emphasis added); see also Swafford v. Berry, 382 P.2d 999, 1002 (Colo. 1963) ("a shareholder 
who, with knowledge of the material facts, has consented or acquiesced in the transaction of 
which he complains ordinarily cannot attack the transaction on behalf of the corporation"). 
Here, the similarities between the Defendants' assertion of the illegality defense and The 
Minnelusa Company are almost identical. Shareholders who approved andlor acquiesced in the 
redemption of Reed's shares are now attempting to attack the redemption to relieve themselves 
of their personal guarantee, i.e., the significant claims against them for fraud, breach of fiduciary 
duties and other claims pertaining to their acts of corporate malfeasance in transferring millions 
of dollars of AlA's cash and assets to CropUSA and the individual defendants. However, the 
Defendants are barred from asserting violations of I.C. § 30-1-6, I.C. § 30-1-46, and illegality as 
defenses or counterclaims, regardless of whether or not such an argument has merit. 
III 
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1. John Taylor and Connie Taylor Have Acquiesced in the Redemption of 
Reed Taylor's Shares for 13 Years and May Not Attack the Transaction. 
John Taylor and Connie Taylor were shareholders (through John Taylor) before, during 
and after the redemption of Reed Taylor's shares. John Taylor had more knowledge of the books 
and records of AlA Services corporation and its financial status than any other party. John 
Taylor and Connie Taylor not only acquiesced in the redemption of Reed Taylor's shares, they 
were one of the driving forces behind the redemption of Reed Taylor's shares. John Taylor 
approved, consented and acquiesced in the redemption and so too did Connie Taylor by way of 
her community property interest in the shares. Moreover, John Taylor and Connie Taylor are the 
largest shareholder of CropUSA, a corporation unlawfully spun off from AlA. IS They not only 
acquiesced, but their hands are unclean. 
John Taylor and Connie Taylor are barred from attacking the redemption of Reed 
Taylor's shares. 
2. Even if James Beck and Corrine Beck Had Been Shareholders at the 
Time Reed Taylor's Shares Were Redeemed, They Acquiesced for 13 
Years and May Not Attack the Transaction. 
Although the Becks did not become shareholders until after Reed Taylor's shares were 
redeemed and they required the redemption as a condition precedent to investing in AlA 
Services, they too have acquiesced for over 13 years. James Beck was a board member of AlA 
Services from 1995 through part of 2001. Corrine Beck has the imputed knowledge of James 
Beck for her acquiescence. 
J ames Beck and Corrine Beck are barred from attacking the redemption of Reed Taylor's 
shares. 
15 See Affidavit of Roderick Bond dated February 12, 2009, Ex. 26. 
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3. Even if JoLee Duclos and Bryan Freeman Were Shareholders at the Time 
Reed Taylor's Shares Were Redeemed, They Have Acquiesced for 13 
Years and May Not Attack the Transaction. 
JoLee Duclos attending board meetings, typed letters to shareholders pertaining to the 
terms of the redemption of Reed Taylor's shares and drafted board meeting minutes. JoLee 
Duclos assisted John Taylor in unlawfully transferring over $1.5 Million of funds from AlA 
Insurance to CropUSA. Both Bryan Freeman and JoLee Duclos were employees at AlA 
Services from the time Reed Taylor's shares were redeemed through the time they became 
employees of CropUSA. In fact, the only shares they own are in CropUSA, which such shares 
were unlawfully acquired. 
Thus, even if they were ever shareholders, Bryan Freeman and JoLee Duclos are both 
barred from attacking the redemption of Reed Taylor's shares. 
4. AlA Services and AlA Insurance Have Acquiesced in the Redemption of 
Reed Taylor's Shares for l3 Years and May Not Attack the Transaction. 
Although AlA Services and AlA Insurance do not have standing to attack the redemption 
III the first place under any possible scenario, both corporations have acquiesced in the 
redemption of Reed Taylor's shares and both corporations have acquiesced in the transaction for 
13 years. AlA Services and AlA Insurance are barred from attacking the redemption of Reed 
Taylor's shares. 
F. The Statute of Limitations Bars The Defendants From Asserting Their 
Counterclaim, Declaratory Judgment Action, and Certain Affirmative 
Defenses Attacking The Redemption Of Reed Taylor's Shares. 
The statute oflimitations applies to claims alleging an illegal stock redemption. See e.g., 
In re Lake Country Investments, LLC v. Noyes, 255 B.R. 588, 602 (Idaho Dist. Ct. 2000) 
(discussing the application of the statute of limitations for actions against shareholders and board 
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members, but holding that it did not apply because recording a mortgage was insufficient notice). 
Actions against directors and stockholders of a corporation are governed by the three year 
statute of limitations set forth in I.e. § 5-237, while actions for other relief are governed by the 
four year statute of limitations set forth in I.C. § 5-224. Specifically, I.C. § 5-237 provides: 
This chapter does not affect actions against directors or stockholders of a corporation to 
recover a penalty or forfeiture imposed, or to enforce a liability created by law; but such 
actions must be brought within three (3) years after the discovery by the aggrieved party 
of the facts upon which the penalty or forfeiture attached, or the liability was created. 
I.e. § 5-237 (emphasis added). In addition, I.C. § 5-224 provides: 
An action for relief not hereinbefore provided for must be commenced within four (4) 
years after the cause of action shall have accrued. 
I.e. § 5-224 (emphasis added). 
The pertinent code section applicable to the redemption of Reed Taylor's shares is I.C. § 
30-1-6. 16 This Section is unchanged in 1996. See I.C. § 30-1-6 (1996). 
Although the Defendants incorrectly rely on I.C. § 30-1-46, this code also remained 
unchanged in 1996 and the mistake is irrelevant for purposes of this Motion. See I.C. § 30-1-46 
(1996). 
I.C. § 30-1-6 (1995). This Section is unchanged in 1996 . .Idaho Code has a savings provision 
that require the provision in place as of the date of the transaction to govern transactions 
occurring prior to the repeal of the Idaho Business Corporations Act: 
(1) Except as provided in subsection (2) of this section, the repeal of a statute by this 
chapter does not affect: 
* * * 
( c) Any violation of the statute, or any penalty, forfeiture or punishment incurred 
because of the violation, before its repeal. 
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See I.C. § 30-1-1703. 
Here, it is undisputed that Reed Taylor's shares were redeemed and canceled in 1995. 
See Hearing, Ex. A, Z and AA-AD; Affidavit of Reed Taylor dated May 9, 2008, Ex. H. It is 
undisputed that Reed Taylor became a secured creditor of AlA Services on July 22, 1995. Id. It 
is undisputed that in 1995 and thereafter R. John Taylor, Connie Taylor, James Beck and Corrine 
Beck had full knowledge of the details of the redemption of Reed Taylor's shares in 1995. It is 
undisputed that the 1996 restructuring did not increase the amount of debt issued for Reed 
Taylor's shares or result in the cancelation of any further shares, and the $6 million promissory 
note remained unchanged. See Hearing, Ex. A-F. Thus, any claims and defenses regarding 
attacking the redemption of Reed Taylor's shares accrued in 1995, and the statute of limitations 
ran in 1999 at the latest under any possible scenario. 
Likewise, the statue of limitations for any modification of the agreements would have 
accrued in 1996 and ran in no later than 2000. Even if AlA Services was insolvent at the time 
Reed Taylor's shares were redeemed, Connie Taylor, James Beck and Corrine Beck are barred 
from asserting any counterclaims or defenses against Reed Taylor. 
Accordingly, partial summary judgment is appropriate and warranted, and the Court 
should dismiss the Defendants' Counterclaims, request for Declaratory Judgment and strike their 
Affirmative Defenses pertaining to the redemption of Reed Taylor's shares violating any 
statute. 17 
17 The statute of limitation may not necessarily bar AlA Services or AlA Insurance from asserting the illegality 
defense; however, as noted above, the corporations do not have standing the attack the redemption in the first place. 
Thus, the issue is moot. See e.g., The Minnelusa Company v. A.G. Andrikopoulos, 929 P.2d 1321, 1324 (Col. 1996) 
(citing LaVoy Supply Co. v. Young, 84 Idaho 120, 127,369 P.2d 45 (1 962)("A corporation itself cannot have a stock 
repurchase agreement declared illegal, nor can creditors who are not injured have a right to complain.") 
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1. The Defendants' Are Barred From Attacking the Redemption of Reed 
Taylor's Shares. 
The statute of limitations ran years ago for any violations of I.e. § 30-1-6 (1995), I.e. § 
30-1-6 (1996), I.e. § 30-1-46 (1995) and I.e. § 30-1-46 (1996). Under any applicable statute of 
limitation, the Defendants are barred from asserting counterclaims or defenses based upon the 
violation of I.e. § 30-1-6 or I.e. § 30-1-46. This argument would hold true regardless of 
whether the claims accrued on the redemption date of July 22, 1995, whether the claims accrued 
on the date AlA Services executed the $6 Million Promissory Note on August 1, 1995, or 
whether the date the redemption agreements were restructured and amended on July 1, 1996. 
Under any possible date, the statute oflimitation has ran at the very latest on July 1,2000. 18 See 
I.e. § 5-237; I.e. § 5-224. 
G. Even if The Defendants' Illegality and Violation of Statute Arguments Had 
Merit, AlA Services Released Reed Taylor and Agreed to Indemnify and Hold 
Reed Taylor Harmless 
Releases bar parties from asserting claims and "in the absence of fraud in obtaining such 
general release, [a release] will be sustained, even though the parties did not have in mind the 
alleged wrongs complained of. .. " Heath v. Utah Home Fire Ins. Co., 89 Idaho 490, 495-96, 406 
P .2d 341 (1965) (internal citations omitted) (emphasis added). 
1. AlA Services Released Reed Taylor From All Claims On July 1, 1996. 
On July 1, 1996 (the date the redemption agreements were signed), AlA Services entered 
into a mutual release with Reed Taylor as a portion of the consideration for the Stock 
Redemption Restructure Agreement: 
18 Nevertheless, the July 1, 1996, restructure date has no application because Reed Taylor's shares were redeemed 
on July 22, 1995, and he became a creditor after his shares were redeemed. See Hearing, Ex. A-E, Z, and AA-AD; 
Affidavit of Reed Taylor dated May 9, 2008, Ex. H. 
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Each of Companies and Creditor hereby releases the other from any and all claims 
(whether known or unknown. anticipated or unanticipated. contingent or liquidated) such 
party may have arising out of the previous agreements (including, without limitation, the 
Original Documents) or other business arrangement between Company and Creditor or 
arising out of Creditor's ownership of or employment by Company prior to the date of 
this Agreement. 
See Hearing, Ex. B, p. 6, § 3 (emphasis added). 
Thus, AlA Services released Reed Taylor from any and all claims accruing through July 
1, 1996. This release applies to the claims and defenses being asserted by the Defendants in this 
action because AlA Services would be required to return any damages that it received as a result 
of the Defendants' actions to Reed Taylor, which would include any violations ofLC. § 30-1-6 
and I.C. § 30-1-46. 
2. AlA Services Released Reed Taylor on August 15, 1995 and Agreed to 
Hold Reed Taylor Harmless. 
When Reed Taylor agreed to sell his shares to AlA Services, the corporation agreed to 
indemnify him and hold him harmless. See Hearing, Ex. Z, p. 11, § 6.1. This indemnification 
was later promised through a separate and distinct document. See Hearing, Ex. AC. On August 
15, 1995, AlA Services agreed to indemnify and hold Reed Taylor harmless in a separate 
document: 
Reed 1. Taylor is hereby fully and forever released, discharged and indemnified by the 
Company from all claims, causes of action, demands, rights, damages, costs expenses, 
fees, compensation, liabilities and other obligations to the Company or any of its 
Subsidiaries of whatever kind or nature now possessed by or which may hereafter accrue 
to the Company or any of its Subsidiaries, on account of or arising out of any agreement 
with or any act or omission by Mr. Taylor at any time prior to the date hereof ... 
See Hearing, Ex. AC, pp. 1-2, ~ G) (emphasis added). 
Thus, AlA Services and AlA Insurance released Reed Taylor and agreed to indemnify 
him on August 15, 1995, over two weeks after the $6 Million Promissory Note was signed and 
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over three weeks after the redemption agreements and $1.5 Million Promissory Note were 
signed. See Hearing, Ex. A, Z, and AA-AD, 
3. Assuming the Defendants' Violation of Statutes or Illegality Claim Had 
Merit, AlA Services Would Be Required to Return All Funds Recovered 
to Reed Taylor Under Either the Release Provision or the 
Indemnification Agreement. 
Because AlA Services is required to indemnify and hold Reed Taylor harmless from any 
claims that accrued up to and after August 15, 1995, and again released Reed Taylor from all 
claims on July 1, 1996, the defenses and counterclaims asserted by the Defendants are futile and 
moot. 19 All damages would simply be required to be returned to Reed Taylor along with any lost 
. . 20 secunty mterests or payments. 
H. Reed Taylor's Motion For Partial Summary Judgment Will Render Connie 
Taylor And The Becks' Motion For Partial Summary Judgment Moot and the 
Joinders Filed By the Other Defendants. 
An issue becomes moot if it does not present a real and substantial controversy that is 
capable of being concluded through judicial decree of specific relief. State v. Rogers, 140 Idaho 
223,91 P.3d 1127 (2004). 
If the Court grants Reed Taylor's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment against the 
Defendants, it follows that Connie Taylor and the Becks' Motion for Partial Summary Judgment 
would be rendered moot, along with the Joinders filed by AlA Services, AlA Insurance, Bryan 
Freeman and JoLee Duclos. 
III 
III 
19 See Hearing, Ex. AC, pp. 1-2, , 0); Hearing, Ex. B, p. 6, § 3. 
20 See State v. Rogers, 140 Idaho 223, 91 P.3d 1127 (2004)(moot); Stotts v. Memphis Fire Dept., 679 F.2d 579, 582 
(6th Cir. 1982) (futile). 
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VII. CONCLUSION 
For the reasons articulated above, the Court should grant Reed Taylor's Motion for 
Partial Summary Judgment and dismiss the Defendants' counterclaims and defenses based upon 
violations ofI.C. § 30-1-6 and I.C. § 30-1-46, along with any claims or defenses based upon the 
alleged "illegality" of the redemption of Reed Taylor's shares.2 ! 
For the same reason stated above, the Court should also enter an order denying Connie 
Taylor and James Beck's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment and the Joinders to the Motion 
as the issues raised are moot. 
Reed Taylor should be awarded his attorneys' fees and costs incurred in dismissing the 
individual Defendants counterclaims and defenses pursuant to I.C. § 30-1-746(3). 
DATED: This lih day of February 2009. 
SMITH, CANNON & BOND PLLC 
CAMPBELL, BISSELL & KIRBY PLLC 
Ned A. Cannon 
Michael S. Bissell 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Reed J. Taylor 
21 For anyone or more of the reasons articulated above, there are no innocent shareholders who may attack the 
redemption of Reed Taylor's shares. The above arguments also apply to the 401(k) Plan's Counterclaim against 
Reed Taylor (the Plan's proposed affirmative defenses are irrelevant because Reed Taylor has no claims against the 
Plan). 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, Roderick C. Bond, declare that, on the date indicated below, I served a true and correct 
copy of Reed Taylor's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment Against the Defendants, Affidavit 
of Roderick C. Bond dated February 12, 2009, Motion to Shorten Time, and Proposed Order 
Shortening Time on the following parties via the methodes) indicated below: 
David A. Gittins 
Law Office of David A. Gittins 
P.O. Box 191 
Clarkston, W A 99403 
Attorney for Defendants JoLee Duclos and 
Bryan Freeman 
Michael E. McNichols 
Clements Brown & McNichols 
321 13th Street 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Attorney for R. John Taylor 
David R. Risley 
Randall, Blake & Cox 
1106 Idaho St. 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Attorney for Connie Taylor, James Beck and 
Corrine Beck 
Gary D. Babbitt 
D. John Ashby 
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP 
877 Main Street, Suite 1000 
P.O. Box 1617 
Boise, Idaho 83701-1617 
Attorneys for AlA Services, AlA Insurance, and 
Crop USA Insurance Agency 
James J. Gatziolis 
Charles E. Harper 
Quarles & Brady LLP 
Citigroup Center, 500 West Madison Street 
Suite 3700 
Chicago, IL 60661-2511 
Attorneys for Crop USA Insurance Agency 
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Charles A. Brown 
Attorney at Law 
324 Main Street 
Lewiston,ID 83501 
Attorneys for AlA Services 401(k) Plan 
Via: 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered - Via Messenger 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) Email (pdf attachment) 
Signed this 12th day of February, 2009, at Lewiston, Idaho. 
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